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This report presents the results of a postflight trajectory reassembly of
Atlas/Centaur flight AC-6. AC-6 was launched from the Eastern Test
Range, Complex 36B, at 0931 hours EST on 11 August 1965.
The reassembly analysis is confined primarily to those systems and para-
meters having major influence on trajectory design and on payload capability.
The analysis and documentation was performed in compliance with Item




This report presents the results of a trajectory reassembly of Atlas/Centaur flight
AC-6. The reassembly covers the portion of flight from liftoff through Centaur retro-
maneuver. The reassembly is based on perturbing vehicle systems parameters in a
detailed trajectory simulation to effect a close match of flight-measured position and
velocity data throughout the simulation. The ultimate purpose of these data is to
establish accurately the vehicle performance capability and to improve the accuracy
of the trajectory design for succeeding vehicles. The analysis stresses those systems
that have the greatest effect on trajectory design and payload capability.
It is emphasized that this flight is only one in a series, and the data obtained are only
a fraction of that required for statistical evaluation of net vehicle performance cap-
ability.
Net Atlas/Centaur performance was better than predicted. This was the result of
better-than-nominal Atlas-stage performance (but less-than-nominal Centage-stage
performance). Surveyor mission payload capability, calculated using flight-deter-
mined residuals, is 20 pounds greater than the predicted mean payload capability (see
Section 7.1).
The Atlas-stage trajectory was higher and faster than the preflight-predicted. This
was due primarily to higher-than-nominal booster and sustainer thrust, and lower-
than-predicted booster phase drag. Booster and sustainer engine thrusts were 1100
and 1450 pounds greater than predicted, respectively.
A revised Atlas drag model (Section 7.6) was incorporated in the AC-6 reassembly
in order to better simulate the booster phase drag. This model (similar to the AC-4
reassembly drag model) has been adopted for use in current Atlas/Centaur preflight
simulations. In this model, the booster phase base force has been revised based on
flight data and separated into two components. One component is a function of dynamic
pressure and the other is a function of ambient pressure ratio. The forebody drag
coefficient is the same as that previously used. Also considered part of the revised
drag model is a holddown force that is simulated during the first few seconds after
liftoff.
Centaur-stage performance was less than nominal. At Centaur main engine cutoff,
the vehicle was low and slow, compared to the preflight trajectory, even through Atlas
performance was better than nominal and Centaur burn time was longer than nominal.
Centaur main engine thrust was 499 pounds low. Centaur main engine specific im-
pulse was 1.3 seconds low.
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The vehicle system parameters determined from the AC-6 reassembly are summarized
in Table A. Vehicle system parameters used in the preflight simulation and engine log
values are shown for comparison.
Spacecraft and Centaur-tank orbit data are summarized in Table B. No flight data
for the Centaur tank orbit were available. Separation distance between the spacecraft
and tank five hours after spacecraft separation from Centaur, as determined from the
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This report presents the results of a trajectory reassembly of Atlas/Centaur flight
AC-6. A trajectory reassembly is defined as a digital trajectory simulation for the
flight vehicle which closely matches measured flight data. The purpose of such an
analysis is to provide:
a. Statistical data for evaluation of net vehicle performance capability.
bo Comparison data to correct preflight simulation techniques or to indicate
erroneous flight test data.
c° An alternate technique for determining system and vehicle performance°
d. Estimates of unmeasured trajectory parameters.
The Convair "COMBO Flight Program", Reference 1_ is used to simulate Atlas/
Centaur preflight and reassembly trajectories. COMBO is a general-purpose pro-
gram to simulate the flight of a vehicle either powered or unpowered in the gravi-
tational field of a central body. As used for vehicle AC-6, the program simulates
a rotating oblate-earth model (up to and including the fourth harmonic), detailed
Atlas propulsion, detailed Centaur guidance_ and numerous other mission, vehicle,
and flight system parameters as presented in References 2 and 3.
The trajectory reassembly of vehicle AC-6 used the PFAN-H program, Reference 4,
in conjunction with COMBO to match closely the Best Estimate of Trajectory (BET_
position and velocity generated by the Eastern Test Range. The PFAN-H program
provides a least-squares match of trajectory parameters at various time points
throughout a given phase of the vehicle flight by adjusting vehicle system parameters
such as thrust, flow rate, and the pitch multiplication factor.
The AC-6 vehicle includes most of the system configurations associated with the opera-
tional Atlas/Centaur. The flight was designed to simulate the launch-time-dependent
aspects of an operational Surveyor direct-ascent mission, and the ascent trajectory
was targeted for lunar impact. However, the launch was restricted to daylight hours
and launch times biased to preclude lunar encounter. Salient configuration changes
between the AC-6 vehicle and previous Atlas/Centaur vehicles are
1. Change to the Centaur RL10A-3-1 engine system from the RLIOA-3.
2. Incorporation of a propellant utilization system on the Centaur stage.
i-i
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3. Atlas booster enginesuprated to 165,000poundsof thrust each from 154,500
pounds.
4. Atlas sustainer engine cutoff by propellant depletion instead of timed cutoff.
Trajectory reassemblies have also beenperformed for Atlas/Centaur flights AC-2,
AC-3, andAC-4. As a result of these reassemblies and analysesconnectedwith these
reassemblies, the preflight simulation model has beenrevised to incorporate an im-
proved Atlas drag model andto simulate Centaur thrust buildup. In addition, due to
the lack of tracking data during re-entry, the AC-3 reassembly provided the only
estimate of the re-entry phase. Also due to a lack of tracking data, the AC-6 reas-
sembly provides the best estimate of the Centaur orbit after retromaneuver andhence





The preflight simulation used for a comparison is the best preflight simulation of the
actual trajectory. It includes all information that can be determined from data meas-
ured prior to the flight, even though the analysis of that data might occur subsequent
to the flight. The best preflight simulation will always include, when available, launch
day atmospheric data {winds, pressure, and speed of sound) and launch day weights
(which account for last-minute hardware changes and analysis of propellant loading
data}.
Nominal Centaur main engine thrust buildup, developed over a period of approximately
2 seconds, was also simulated in the best preflight simulation for AC-6. Data on the
nominal buildup is presented in Reference 5. Preflight simulations, prior to the
January 1966 issue of Reference 3, have not included the thrust buildup since it has very
little effect on payload capability as determined by a simulation with cutoff by energy.
However, the cutoff time determined in this manner is one second early, and in a re-
assembly, which stages by time (required to match flight-measured times}, omission
of the thrust buildup causes a significant error in the reassembly value of main engine
specific impulse.
The deviation of the Centaur main engines from equilibrium thrust during the first
approximately 90 seconds of main engine firing was not simulated in the AC-6 best pre-
flight trajectory. The reason this phenomenon was not simulated is due to the small
nominal deviation predicted for the RL10A-3-1 engines, Reference 5. However, results
of the reassembly analysis indicate that there was a deviation on this flight with a signif-
icant effect on the reassembly (see Section 7.4.2}.
Figure 2-1 presents a comparison of the best preflight trajectory and the flight trajec-
tory as defined by the range-derived BET. Differences between the BET and the best
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The starting point for the reassembly is a predicted- or reference-trajectory simula-
tion. The predicted trajectory, including all accurately known vehicle and flight data,
is termed the Modified Preflight Trajectory (see Section 5). Any such trajectory is a
function of the vehicle and system parameters (control variables) such as thrust, flow
rate, and pitch multiplication factor. In order to obtain a reassembly trajectory it is
necessary to find modified control variables such that the resulting trajectory closely
matches measured flight data.
In general, if a set of m trajectory components are to be matched to flight data at r
different times along the trajectory, a total of m x r vehicle parameters must be ad-
justed. If the m trajectory components are to be matched in a least-squares sense at
r different times along the trajectory, at least m vehicle parameters (but not exceeding
m x r) must be adjusted. Intuitively, deviations (bias or percentage) in vehicle system
parameters for a stage are expected to be constants rather than functions of time. If
the deviations are a function of time within a given stage, it is a good indication that
the analytical model being used for some system in that stage is inadequate. In this
case the proper solution is to correct the analytical model. It is not realistic to change
the values of the same vehicle parameters in a discontinuous manner over successive
time increments. Thus, the trajectory should be matched in flight phases correspond-
ing to those during which a particular vehicle or system is operating.
Within a given stage for which a reassembly is being attempted, it is desirable to use
as many data points for the match as practical. The data points should be matched in
the reassembly in a manner to eliminate or reduce the effects of errors in the data
points. A solution is to seek the best fit, in a least squares sense, over a given stage.
The PFAN-H program developed at Convair for use with the COMBO Flight Program
provides the required solution. This program forces the COMBO trajectory simulation
to match measured flight data, in a least squares sense, at discrete time points through-
out the flight. The mathematical basis of the PFAN-II Program is presented in Refer-
ence 4.
The AC-6 trajectory reassembly, generated by using the PFAN-II and COMBO Flight
Programs, varied certain vehicle parameters to match, in a least squares sense, the
position and velocity data (three components for each) at 29 time points throughout the
flight and match fuel and oxidizer residuals at sustainer engine cutoff. The 29 time
points consisted of 15 match points in the Atlas stage and 14 match points in the Centaur
stage. The flight data for the match were the Best Estimate of Trajectory (BET) data
generated by the Eastern Test Range (see Section 4).
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(a) Booster Thrust Multiplier
(b) Booster Fuel Flow Rate Multiplier
(c) Booster Oxidizer Flow Rate Multiplier
(d) Sustainer Thrust Multiplier
(e) Sustainer Fuel and Oxidizer Flow Rate Multiplier
(f) Booster Phase Pitch Program Multiplier
(g) Booster Phase Pitch Drift
(h) Booster Phase Yaw Drift
(i) Booster Phase Roll Program Multiplier
(j) Sustainer Phase Initial Pitch Attitude
(k) Sustainer Phase Initial Yaw Attitude
(1) Sustainer Phase Pitch Drift
(m) Sustainer Phase Yaw Drift
(n) Booster Engine Begin Decay Time
(o) Launch Mechanism Holddown Force
°
Match Variables
Ca) at t = 40, 70, 100, 110, 120, 130, 138, 160,
220, and 230 Seconds.
Position (R U, R V, RW)
Velocity (V U, V V, VW)
(b) at t = 226.7 (Fuel Port Uncovery)
W F = 887 lb
(c) at t = 227 (LO 2 Port Uncovery)
W O = 1823 lb





(a) Pitch Drift During Main Engine Firing
(b) Yaw Drift During Main Engine Firing
(c) Initial Pitch Attitude at Main Engine Start
(d) Initial Yaw Attitude at Main Engine Start
(e) Initial Pitch Attitude at Admit Guidance Perigee Altitude Control
(f) Centaur Main Engine Thrust
(g) Centaur Main Engine Fuel and Oxidizer Flow Rate
2. Match Variables
at t = 250, 280, 310, 340, 370, 430, 460, 490, 520, 550, 580, 610, 640, and
670 Seconds.
Position (R U, RV, RW)





The quality of a trajectory reassembly depends on the type and accuracy of the flight
trajectory data that are matched and the technique used. The primary flight trajectory
data used for the AC-6 trajectory reassembly were the inertial position and velocity
data of the range-supplied Best Estimate Trajectory (BET). These data, revised to
account for a re-survey of the Bermuda Glotrac, were received 123 days after the
flight.
The Guidance Estimate of Trajectory (GET) position and velocity data, although used
for the AC-4 trajectory reassembly, were not used in the AC-6 trajectory reassembly.
The GET data are inherently smooth and, for this flight, continuous from liftoff to well
past Centaur main engine cutoff. In addition, the GET was available 8 days after launch.
However, comparison of these data with the original range BET showed a considerable
error between GET and BET data. Inclusion of the Bermuda-site re-survey data re-
duced this error, but the remaining error is significant: 5000 feet position and 18 ft/
sec velocity errors in the inertial W components at 620 seconds. The differences be-
tween the two sources as a function of time are shown in Table 4-1. The differences
between the BET and GET data are considered to be primarily due to errors in the GET
data. The close agreement of the reassembly (BET match data) injection conditions
with Jet Propulsion Laboratory orbit data (from S-band radar data) seems to support
this contention. (See Section 6. }
Table 4-1. Range Best Estimate Trajectory Minus
Guidance Estimated Trajectory
TIME AR AR (R)R_v AV U AV AV w(sec) (ft_J (R_ (fps) (fPZ (fps)
40 -8 149 -17 -0.0595 -0.0355 -0.0859
60 7 177 -38 -0.2033 0.3528 -0.6521
70 2 171 -38 -0.2908 0.8282 -0.7049
80 1 171 -58 -0.6039 1.0151 -0.7740
90 0 192 -66 -0.1833 0.6326 -1.0148
100 -1 215 -81 0.4034 0.4308 -1.9651
110 13 206 -133 0.1724 0.2714 -2.3970
120 8 222 -149 0.3531 0.4013 -3.4686
130 -3 231 -162 -0.2339 0.5953 -4.2052
138 -5 241 -216 -0.4030 1.0938 -5.4075
150 -8 256 -294 -0.1728 0.5591 -6.5312
160 -15 228 -343 -0.6459 0.9572 -6.3090
170 -26 254 -396 -0.6423 1.1601 -6.6365
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AR _R w _V _V V AVw
180 -40 262 460
190 -73 284 -546
200 -42 295 -610
210 -42 300 -699
220 -61 307 -767
240 -67 330 -914
260 -128 364 -1058
280 -182 397 -1214
300 -253 415 -1382
320 -223 446 -1560
340 -295 481 -1749
360 -376 503 -1858
380 -478 538 -2056
400 -501 451 -1983
420 -572 604 -2479
440 -682 649 -2630
460 -805 676 -2861
480 -909 701 -3096
500 -996 724 -3327
520 -1081 806 -3593
540 -1171 796 -3821
560 -1369 838 -4084
580 -1472 825 -4399
600 -1681 875 -4710



















































The range-supplied BET data were usable for the purposes of this analysis from 40
seconds after liftoff to 620 seconds after liftoff. Quality of the data in this time interval
is good when the obviously erroneous points around 400 seconds of flight (Azusa-to-
Bermuda handover) are eliminated. As in the AC-4 BET data, there is a bias shift in
the W component of the GET-minus-BET deltas at data handover. However, the bias
for this flight is less than 1/4 ft/sec. Further information concerning the quality of the
data may be obtained from Reference 6.
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In order to obtain reasonably accurate injection conditions for the reassembly, it was
necessary to have data for the period of flight from 620 seconds of flight to Centaur
main engine cutoff. This was accomplished by extrapolating the BET-GET deltas to
cover the required time interval and applying these deltas to the relatively smooth and
continuous GET data.
Additional flight trajectory data matched in the reassembly are Atlas fuel and LO 2
weights above the pump inlets at fuel and LO 2 port uncovery times. The method of





The modified preflight trajectory is the basic reference trajectory simulation from
which the reassembly is initiated. R is a modification of the preflight trajectory
(Section 2) to include flight measured data. The data may be based on analyses con-
ducted priorto and/or subsequent to the flight. The following data, based on flight
measurements, were used in the modified preflight trajectory.
a. Atmospheric Data (Rawinsonde balloon released 9 minutes after liftoff)
1. Wind speed and direction as a function of altitude
2. Density as a function of altitude
3. Ambient pressure as a function of altitude
4. Temperature as a function of altitude
b. Propulsion Data
1. Atlas PU valve position (telemetry)
2. Atlas liquid oxygen and fuel tank ullage pressures (telemetry)
3. Atlas liquid oxygen and fuel density (calculated from telemetered measure-
merits)
4. Centaur main engine thrust buildup (calculated from telemetered chamber-
pressure measurements with modifications based on accelerometer data)
c. Weight Data
1. Hardware (weighings and Calculations)
2. Propellants (calculated from density and volume measurements)
d. Sequence of Events Data from Reference 7 (primarily based on CM101A accele-
rometer readings)
e. Aerodynamic Data (See Section 7.6)
1. Booster phase drag
2. Booster phase base thrust
f. Atlas-sustainer and Centaur pitch rate history data (calculated from guidance




COMPABJSONOF REASSEMBLY TRAJECTORY WITH FLIGHT DATA
Delta position and velocity components between the AC-6 trajectory reassembly and
range BET computed every second from liftoff are shown in Figure 6-1. The magnitude
and distribution of these position and velocity deltas indicate how well the computed
trajectory duplicates the actual flight. The reassembly is considered satisfactory if
the deltas are small and apparently random. A systematic pattern of these deltas, as-
suming error-free tracking data, would indicate a deficiency in one or more of the
mathematical models used in the simulation or some unaccounted-for deviation in ve-
hicle performance. The maximum position error, excluding the extreme deltas caused
by noisy BET data at handover and after 620 seconds of flight, is 265 feet in the U-axis
direction. The maximum velocity delta is 7 ft/sec in the W-axis direction, when the
deltas in the U component at 143 seconds and in the W component at 142 seconds, as
well as those extreme deltas caused by noisy BET data, are excluded. The BET points
at 142 and 143 seconds are in error because a linear interpolation technique was used to
adjust the BET data to even one-second time increments relative to two-inch motion.
During the Atlas phase, the maximum position residual is less than that for the AC-4
reassembly° This is attributed to the addition of yaw drift as a control variable during
the booster engine phase of the AC-6 reassembly. The maximum velocity residual
during the Atlas phase is slightly larger (1 ft/sec) than for the AC-4 reassembly. The
magnitude of these errors is acceptable; however, a definite trend exists in both the
AC-4 and AC-6 deltas at booster staging. This error is largely due to an error in
the preflight thrust-decay model, which was also used in the reassembly simulation.
Analysis of AC-2 through AC-6 begin-booster-engine-thrust-decay times determined
from CM101A accelerometer data (References 7 through 10) yields a mean delay in
start-deeay-time-from-BECO discrete of 0. 145 seconds with a standard deviation of
0° 01 seconds. Because of this, booster engine stage time was used as a reassembly
control variable. This technique was also used in the analysis of Reference 11. As
may be seen from the AC-6 velocity deltas, use of stage time as a control variable did
not satisfactorily eliminate the error. Actual booster thrust decay and that obtained
using stage time as a control variable are compared in Section 7.4.1
The AC-6 deltas during the Centaur phase of flight are much larger than those for the
AC-4 reassembly. The systematic pattern and the increase in the magnitude of the deltas
during the Centaur stage is primarily due to complications in the propulsion simulation
caused by incorporation of the propellant utilization system in AC-6. Centaur-stage pro-
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Figure 6-1. Delta Position and Velocity Along the U, V, and W Axes (_heet 2 of 2)
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Spacecraft orbital data from the reassembly are compared in Table 6-1 to that deter-
mined by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory from S-band radar data (Reference 12}. A
3/4 ft/sec velocity increment (provided by the separation springs} is inherent in the
JPL orbit data since the acquisition spans of the data used for the orbit determination
occur after separation. The epoch for the orbit data (JPL and reassembly), however,
is prior to actual separation. Since the separation velocity increment is not simulated
in the reassembly until time of separation, this increment is not in the reassembly
orbit data. When this increment is added to the orbital velocity for the reassembly




























The following subsections present the major results of the vehicle AC-6 trajectory
reassembly. These results are compared to the preflight trajectory simulation,
Section 2, and where possible, to flight-measured values.
7.1 PAYLOAD CAPABILITY. Mission objectives are satisfied by a launch vehicle
when a specified payload weight is injected into a required orbit. Payload capability
is a measure of a launch vehicle§ weight-delivery capability in performing a desired
mission. The predicted payload capability of a given launch vehicle is necessarily a
function of the required orbit and the amount of propellants held in reserve to statisti-
cally ensure achievement of the required orbit. In equation form, predicted payload
capability weight (Wpc) is
WpC = WBO - WFp R - WjETT (i)
where
WBO is the nominal burnout weight injected into the required orbit by
Atlas/Centaur, assuming that all systems function according to the pre-
dicted mean on a normal distribution curve.
WFp R is the amount of Centaur stage propellants held in reserve to
ensure a 3-sigma (99.87 percent) probability of achieving the required
injection energy.
WjE T_ is the separated Centaur-stage weight at the time of Centaur-
stage _urnout.
For most efficient use of the launch vehicle, the separated spacecraft weight should
equal the predicted payload capability. However, Surveyor mission payload capa-
bility for a direct-ascent vehicle, such as AC-6, is a function of launch time. Thus,
at most launch times during a launch window a performance margin will exist. This
margin consists of Centaur propellants in excess of the performance reserve. A
margin will occur whenever the predicted payload capability is greater than the
actual spacecraft weight.




a. WBO = 6424 pounds (see Appendix A).
b. WFp R = 180 pounds (includes a 20-pound margin to account for the probable
error in FPR due to the use of idealized guidance simulation for FPR determina-
tion).
c. WjETT = 4144 pounds (including a propellant-utilization bias of 60 pounds of
LH2, Reference 3).
The AC-6 spacecraft weight was 2084 pounds resulting in a net margin of 16 pounds.
The payload capability, assuming that all systems functioned according to the pre-
dicted mean on a normal distribution curve (50% probability), was 2280 pounds (2100
+ 180). This statistical treatment of payload capability is illustrated in Figure 7-1.
Postflight payload capability is the weight of functional payload that the vehicle (op-
erating as it did on the flight) could have injected into the required orbit. Each pound
of propellant residual at burnout in excess of trapped, gaseous, and propellant-
utilization-system LH 2 bias is equivalent to a pound of payload, since the vehicle
could have been tanked light by an amount equal to the excess propellant residual and
the payload increased the same amount (the same liftoff weight is maintained). With
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= 2300 lb (calculated using flight-determined residuals)
= 2313 lb (calculated using second reassembly method)
= 2334 lb (calculated using first reassembly method)




Wpc = W]_ O - WSETT (2)
or equivalently
W_C = WpA Y + WER (3)
where
I
WpC is postflight payload capability weight.
I I
W]_ 0 is total weight injected into the flight orbit =(WBo WpA Y +
I
WER + WjETT).
W_ETT is the separated Centaur stage wieght at Centaur burnout
excluding the excess propellant residual.
WER is the propellant residual in excess of trapped, gaseous, and
propellant-utilization-system LH 2 bias.
WpA Y is the actual injected payload weight (2084 pounds for AC-6).
One method of computing the postflight payload capability using Equation 3 is based
on flight determined propellant residuals. This is the most direct method for deter-
mining postflight payload capability and, hence, is probably the most accurate. WER
t isbased on the measured residuals (Section 7.5.2) is 216 pounds, so that WpC
2300 pounds. This is 20 pounds greater than the predicted mean payload capability
of 2280 pounds.
Payload capability based on the reassembly can be calculated by two separate methods.
The first reassembly method uses Equation 2 with W_O determined from the reas-
sembly. Payload capability for AC-6 using this method is 2334 pounds (W_o _ 6480
pounds and W_ETT = 4146 pounds). This is an increase of 34 pounds over Wpc as
computed using flight-determined residuals, which is within the ± 50 pounds quoted
accuracy of the flight-determined residuals.
The second reassembly method of calculating payload capability was used in previous
reassembly reports. This method consists of applying th_ Surveyor mission perform-
ance partials to vehicle configuration and system dispersions determined from the
reassembly. Table 7-1 lists the vehicle system deviations between the preflight and
reassembly trajectories for AC-6 along with the performance partials and payload
deltas. The estimated Surveyor mission performance delta from Table 7-1 is + 33
pounds. The value of payload using this reassembly method is 2313 pounds (2280 + 33).
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Booster Staging +0.077 g +0.05 g (4)
Acceleration
Booster Thrust ±3000lb +1106lb 1/161 lb/lb
Booster Isp -+-2.4sec -2.47 sec 23.6 lb/sec
Sustainer Thrust ±855lb 1449lb 1/85 lb/lb





Centaur Thrust (2) ±424lb -499(3) lb 1/62.6 lb/lb


















(1) AX = Xreassembly - Xpreflight
(2) Two engines
(3) Reassembly mean value for nulled PU valve angle minus preflight reference value
(4) Variable with stage bime (Reference 2)
The Delta payload capabilities for AC-2, AC-3, AC-4, and AC-6 using the reassembly
performance data are compared in Table 7-2. The postflight payload capabilities




Table 7-2. Atlas/Centaur Surveyor Mission Delta
Payload from Reassembly Performance
PERFORMANCE AC-2 AC-3 AC-4 AC-6
Total Delta +230 +211 +92 +33
Atlas Delta +155 +198 +95 +77
Centaur Delta + 75 + 13 - 3 -44
7.2 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS. The Atlas booster engine phase was terminated by
guidance, based on attainment of a preselected thrust acceleration value measured by
the guidance accelerometers. All subsequent discrete events until sustainer engine
cutoff were initiated by the Atlas flight-control programmer as a function of elapsed
time from booster engine cutoff (BECO). Atlas sustainer stage was telmainated by a
planned propellant depletion mode. All Centaur phases and discrete events, except
main engine cutoff, were initiated and/or terminated by the Centaur flight-control pro-
gramIner as functions of elapsed time from sustainer engine cutoff. Centaur main
engine cutoff (MECO) is commanded by the guidance system when the required velocity-
to-be-gained has been achieved.
The major trajectory flight-event times are compared in Table 7-3. Actual times were
determined primarily from CM101A accelerometer data.
7.3 COMPARISON OF PREFLIGHT AND REASSEMBLY TRAJECTORIES. The pre-
flight and reassembly trajectories are compared at the discrete points corresponding
to start booster engine decay, start sustainer engine decay and Centaur main engine
cutoff in Table 7-4. At start booster engine decay (determined by reassembly program
iteration on booster stage time) the trajectory from reassembly was high, and fast, even
though staging occurred approximately 1.5 seconds early.
A pattern of a high and fast Atlas booster phase trajectory and early booster engine cut-
off has been established for Atlas/Centaur flights AC-2, -3, -4, and -6. A major cause
of this discrepancy is an inaccurate preflight-simulation drag model. The discrepancy
is reduced when the revised drag simulation, discussed in Section 7.6, is simulated in
the preflight trajectory. Data for the AC-6 preflight simulation with the revised drag
model are included in Table 7-4 for comparison. Also contributing to AC-6 early booster
staging is higher-than-nominal booster and sustainer thrust and a significantly lower-
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Table 7-4. Preflight and Reassembly Trajectory Parameters













Start Booster Engine Decay
Time (sec)
Altitude (ft)
Range (n. mi. )
Inertial Velocity (ft/sec)
Inertial Flight Path Angle (deg)







Start Sustainer Engine Decay
Time (sec)
Altitude (ft)
Range (n. mi. )
Inertial Velocity (ft/sec)
Inertial Flight Path Angle (deg)
Longitudinal Load Factor (g)
Liquid Oxygen Weight Above Pump(1)(lb)






















Inertial Flight Path Angle (deg)
Longitudinal Load Factor (g)
Vis-Viva Energy (ft2/sec 2)
Weight (lb)
675. 596 676.46 679.08
621,210 621,089 612,084
1,519.21 1,528.21 1,544.35
36,003. 700 36,002. 835 36,000. 960
-3. 037 -2. 962 -2. 875
4. 6750 4. 6163 4. 6319
-10,984,432 -11,051,584 -11,729,471
6,424 6,506 6,480
(1) Propellants are above sustainer pump inlet and contributing to net
positive suction head (NPSH)
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Start sustainer engine decaywas approximately 0.14 secondlate compared to the pre-
flight trajectory. However, sustainer engine cutoff (SECO)discrete was 1.45 seconds
early. The early cutoff was due to a more rapid "soft-decay" phaseon the flight com-
pared to that predicted. Sustainer engine soft decay is discussed further in Section
7.4.1. At SECO the vehicle trajectory was still high and fast.
Centaur Main Engine Cutoff (MECO) occurred approximately 3.28 seconds late. Main
engine burn time, however, was 4.94 seconds longer than predicted. Based on the re-
assembly results the longer Centaur main engine burn time was due to lower-than-pre-
dicted main engine thrust. The total cutoff time dispersion was reduced due to lower-
than-predicted main engine I and the effect of thrust and flow rate transients caused
sp
by propellant utillization valve angle variations, which were not simulated in the pre-
flight trajectory. Even with a longer burn time, MECO occurred at a lower-than-pre-
dicted altitude (9,000 feet) and slower-than-predicted velocity (3 ft/sec). Both lower-
than-predicted main engine thrust and Isp contributed to these dispersions.
Figures 7-2 through 7-7 present plots of the primary trajectory parameters for flight
from liftoff to MECO. Slight lofting during the Atlas and early Centaur phases (as in
previous flights) is evident in Figure 7-2. The reassembly results showed that the
lofting was caused primarily by higher-than-nominal Atlas booster and sustainer engine
thrust and less-than-predicted drag. The vehicle inertial velocity as a function of time
is presented in Figure 7-3. The velocity gain in the Atlas stage and loss in the Centaur
stage is evident.
Flight data are included for Mach number and dynamic pressure in Figure 7-6. The
correlation with the reassembly results is good and the time shift in the dynamic pres-
sure curves noted for the AC-2 and AC-3 reassemblies is not evident. This improve-
ment in the match (as in the AC-4 reassembly) is due to the revised drag simulation
used in the reassembly (Section 7.6)
The flight-measured, angle-of-attack data, determined from differential pressure taps
located on the Centaur nose fairing hemispherical cap, are shown in Figure 7-7 along
with the preflight and reassembly data. Correlation of the reassembly with flight data
is generally good. Some of the difference occurs because the reassembly is a steady-
state simulation and does not include the effects of gusts.
7.4 PROPULSION
7.4.1 Atlas Sta_e Propulsion. In the reassembly of the Atlas stage, propellant uti-
lization (PU) valve angle, liquid oxygen tank ullage pressure, fuel tank ullage pressure,
and liquid oxygen temperature at the sustainer pump inlet were forced to follow the
time histories measured during the flight. The PU valve angle, controlling the fuel-
flow rate to the sustainer engine, is compared for the preflight and reassembly simu-
lation in Figure 7-8. Liquid oxygen tank ullage pressure for the preflight and reassembly
simulations is shown in Figure 7-9, and fuel tank ullage pressure for the preflight and
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reassembly simulations is shown in Figure 7-10. Liquid oxygen temperature at the
sustainer pump inlet measured on the flight and used in the reassembly is shown in
Figure 7-11. The resulting liquid oxygen density computed in the simulation is com-
pared to the preflight in Figure 7-12.
The effective specific impulse (Isp), of the reassembly, during the constant PU-valve-
angle phase prior to sustainer engine cutoff is 309.07 seconds. This is an increase of
2.4 percent from the preflight value of 301.87 seconds. A value of 314.79 seconds
with a standard deviation of 1.3 seconds was obtained independently of the reassembly
using BET position and acceleration data during the constant PU-valve-angle phase from
198 to 212 seconds. A similar value of Isp with a standard deviation approximately
double that above was obtained using telemetered guidance-computer, thrust-velocity
data.
The generally good agreement and low standard deviation for Isp obtained using the BET
and guidance data would normally be accepted as sufficient proof of the correctness of
the Isp obtained. However, the method used (References 14 and 15) is based on the
assumptions that thrust and flow rate are constant over the period of time being con-
sidered. Generally, it has been assumed that the small deviations in sustainer engine
thrust and flow rate during the constant PU-valve-angle phase just prior to sustainer
engine cutoff would not significantly affect the value of Isp calculated using this method.
Check calculations, based on a COMBO simulation of the sustainer phase during a con-
stant PU-valve-angle phase similar to that on this flight, showed that a decrease in
thrust of only 70 pounds would result in an overestimation of the Isp, using this method,
of approximately 4 seconds. If the flight thrust history were known the Isp values could
be corrected. However, unless an accurate measure of sustainer thrust history at alti-
tude can be found, the Isp values calculated from BET and guidance data are of little
value. It is recommended that in future Atlas reassemblies no attempt should be made
to calculate sustainer stage Isp using the method of References 14 and 15.
The preflight and reassembly Atlas propulsion parameters are compared in Table 7-5
together with engine log values. The booster engines for this flight are uprated versions
of those used for the AC-2, AC-3, and AC-4 flights. Sea level rated thrust and I s
for these engines are 330,000 pounds and 252.5 seconds, respectively. Nearly al_the
propulsion parameters determined from the reassembly are outside the predicted 3-
sigma tolerances. These parameters were all within the 3-sigmal tolerances for the
AC-4 reassembly. It is doubted that the propulsion deviations are actually as large as
indicated by the reassembly. However, there definitely were larger trajectory errors
for the AC-6 flight than for the AC-4 flight. Part of the reason for large propulsion
deviations from the reassembly is due to an inadequate determination of launcher
mechanism holddown force, booster engine thrust decay, and aerodynamic forces for
this flight. Booster engine decay is discussed in the following paragraphs; the other
two sources of error are discussed in subsequent sections.
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Thrust-to-weight ratio as a function of time during Atlas booster engine decay is shown
in Figure 7-13. The actual thrust-to-weight ratio was calculated using CM101A accel-
eration data with an output frequency of 20 points per second to determine the shape and
guidance accelerometer data to determine the levels. The reassembly decay was de-
termined using the preflight decay and iterating on booster engine start of decay time.
As evident in Figure 7-13 this was not an entirely satisfactory procedure to use. The
problem with this technique is due to the high correlation between booster start decay
time, holddown force, and aerodynamic drag. Decay characteristics determined using
the CM101A acceleration data in conjunction with guidance acceleration data are con-
sidered to yield quite accurate results; in future reassemblies, it is proposed that these
data be used rather than iterating on stage time.
The Atlas sustainer thrust termination for this flight was by a planned propellant de-
pletion mode. For this mode, a normal sustainer engine shutdown procedure consists
of a soft shutdown phase and a hard shutdown phase. A description of the shutdown pro-
cedure is presented in Reference 2.
Thrust-to-weight ratio during the sustainer engine shutdown is shown in Figure 7-13
for the preflight and reassembly simulation. The reassembly thrust-to-weight ratio
decay history was calculated using CM101A acceleration data with an output frequency
of 20 points per second to determine the shape and guidance accelerometer data to
determine the levels. The small BET-minus-reassembly position and velocity residuals
during this phase of the reassembly (Section 6) demonstrates the accuracy of this data
reduction technique. Sustainer engine flow rate during the shutdown was calculated
assuming that the percentage of LO 2 and fuel flow-rate decay was equal to the percent-
age LO 2 and fuel pressure decay (measurements P330P and P351P, Reference 7).
The preflight start-of-sustainer-decay occurred at LO 2 residual weight of 704 pounds
compared to a value of 677 pounds for the reassembly. However, the thrust decay after
the start of soft shutdown is so gradual that an accurate determination of the start decay
time from CM101A accelerometer data is impossible. Re-examination of the CM101A
data indicates the start of decay could have been as much as 0.2 seconds earlier. If
the start of decay were 0.1 seconds earlier than used in this analysis the reassembly
and preflight LO 2 residual weights would be in agreement. However, the preflight and
reassembly decays, once the decay has started, are quite different. The change in
acceleration level, and hence magnitude of thrust change, is approximately equal during
the two decays; but, the reassembly soft decay occurs in 1.3 seconds compared to 2.87
seconds for the preflight decay.
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7.4.2 Centaur-Stage Propulsion. The AC-6 Centaur-stage propulsion differed signi-
ficantly from previous Centaur-stage propulsion systems. The two main changes were
the use of a closed-loop PU system and the use of the Pratt and Whitney RL10A-3-1
engines. The effects of the propellant utilization system on engine performance are
illustrated by Figure 7-14. The sudden change in the performance curve at main-engine-
start-plus-90-seconds is due to the activation of the PU servo-position valve (program-
med from the vehicle autopilot to start functioning at this time) and commencing closed-
loop PU operation. At this time (MES + 90 seconds) the engine mixture ratio reaches a
maximum/minimum and remains essentially constant due to the PU valve being driven
to its mechanical limit constraint by the combination of LH 2 and LO 2 weight dispersions.
After the PU valve has reached the mechanical stop position, any increase in tank mix-
ture ratio will not produce an increase in engine mixture ratio. As the PU system gains
control, the PU valve will come off the mechanical stop and oscillate about the nominal.
This variation is the result of constant correction of flow rates by the PU system.
Just prior to MECO the valve again goes to the maximum/minimum mechanical stop
because of the uncovering of the LO 2 p_obe.
The Centaur main engine thrust buildup must be simulated in the reassembly to obtain
a good match with flight data. The reassembly thrust buildup (Figure 7-15) was calcu-
lated from engine chamber pressure data. The flow-rate buildup history for the re-
assembly, shown in Figure 7-15, is a modification of the preflight history. These
thrust and flow-rate buildup histories are used with each of the total Centaur thrust
and flow-rate histories that will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
The preflight trajectory does not simulate the PU system. Constant thrust and flow
rate are used as in previous Atlas/Centaur trajectory simulations. Studies have shown
that the effect on predicted payload capability of not simulating the PU system is small.
However, the use of constant thrust and flow rate histories modified by multiplication
factors in the AC-6 reassembly led to a poor match of position and velocity data.
Two other thrust and flow rate histories were investigated in the AC-6 reassembly.
The Centaur Thermodynamic Group used the Pratt and Whitney regression equation
with postflight input data to generate thrust and flow rate histories. These equations
were developed by Pratt and Whitney from environmental control results using randomly-
selected combinations of engine inlet conditions and propellant utilization valve angles.
Using these equations, the percent nominal mixture ratio, thrust, flow rate, and specific
impulse histories can be determined. The inclusion of these thrust and flow rate his-
tories into the reassembly simulation, modified only by multiplication factors, also
gave a poor match of position and velocity data. However, if the histories are broken
at MES + 90 seconds and MES + 130 seconds, and levels modified independently in the
reassembly, a good match is obtained. An even better match is obtained when the
gradual decay in engine thrust during the first 90 seconds after MES (due to the engines
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This gradual decay is not evident in the histories determined from the Pratt and Whit-
ney regression equations. A program developed by the Centaur Engine System Group
(the second source for thrust and flow rate data) generates propulsion data by iterating
on the engine mixture ratio. This program uses flight measured chamber pressure,
venturi temperature, and venturi pressure as input. The result is engine thrust,
specific impulse, mixture ratio, and propellant flows from MES + 4.0 seconds until
MECO. Although the levels of these thrust and flow rate histories are evidently in
error, these data when modified by multiplication factors in the reassembly give the
best match of position and velocity of all the thrust and flow rate histories except the
modified regression equation. Since the modified regression equation thrust and flow
rate histories are essentially custom tailored by the reassembly, these data are not
used in the AC-6 reassembly. The AC-6 reassembly is based on the Centaur Engine
System Group thrust and flow rate histories (chamber pressure data).
Here is a comparison of the reassembly position and velocity reasiduals for the thrust
and flow-rate histories investigated:
MAXIMUM MAXIMUM






{3 Sections, 3 Multipliers, and







Centaur main engine thrust from the reassembly is 29,525 pounds. This compares to
the value of 30,033 for the preflight simulation. The reassembly value of vehicle Is_*
is 431.0 versus 432.3 seconds for the preflight simulation. Correcting the reasseS_ly
value for boost pump hydrogen-peroxide flow and boost pump thrust yields an Isp** of
* Specific impulse (Isp) is the ratio of thrust to flow rate. Therefore, vehicle Isp is
the ratio of the sum of all the thrusts acting on the vehicle to the sum of all the flow
rates for the vehicle.




431.6 seconds. (Reassembly values of thrust and specific impulse were determined
by taking the mean of the thrust and Isp when the PU valve was at a null condition. )
For comparison, the mean values of thrust and engine Is determined from the PrattP
and Whitney regression equations with the PU valve at a null condition are 29,950 pounds
and 434.4 seconds respectively.
Centaur vehicle Isp was also calculated from guidance computer thrust-velocity data.
These data are first corrected for accelerometer scale factor, bias, and misalign-
ment errors determined from preflight measurements, and then differentiated to ob-
tain thrust acceleration. Vehicle Isp is obtained directly by curvefitting the reciprocal
of thrust acceleration as described in Reference 13 and 14. This technique is based on
the assumption that the thrust is constant over the period of time being considered.
The AC-6 thrust and flow rate histories are obviously not constant, but if the technique
is used over the period when thrust is essentially oscillating about a mean value (386-
667 seconds); the computed vehicle Isp is 435.4 seconds. However, the thrust during
this period is not only oscillatory, the mean value is varying more or less linearly
with time. Vehicle Isp computed from the reassembly using this technique (curvefitting
the reciprocal of thrust acceleration) over the same time interval (386 to 667 seconds)
is 435.6 seconds. However, the maximum Centaur vehicle I from the reassembly
(calculated as the ratio, at any time, of reassembly thrust tS_eassembly flow rate) is
only 433.5 seconds. Based on the above and the analysis of this method of obtaining
Isp during the sustainer stage (Section 7.4.1), it is recommended that this method not
be used except when thrust is truly constant.
As indicated, Centaur propulsion parameters determined by the various available post-
flight techniques are not in agreement. These parameters are important in the deter-
mination of total vehicle performance. In particular, Centaur specific impulse is one
of the most important parameters in determining Atlas/Centaur performance. Each
second increase in Centaur I causes a 28-pound increase in Surveyor-mission pay-
load capability. Thus, the vS_ue of specific impulse must be known accurately to pre-
dict the true net vehicle performance capability. In addition, specific impulse disper-
sions about this value should be small and known accurately. If the specific impulse
dispersion possible during flight is large, then a significant portion of vehicle weight
that could be considered payload must be assigned to a propellant pad (Flight Perform-
ance Reserve). This pad is required to ensure, statistically, the delivery of the re-
quired payload into the specified orbit.
Because of all the discrepancies in the various engine models investigated, the AC-6
Centaur propulsion reassembly results are questionable. In order to achieve better
results, a more accurate engine system simulation model must be defined.
A compendium of the values of Centaur Isp based on preflight and postflight analysis for
vehicle AC-2, -3, -4 and -6 is presented in Table 7-6. The RL10A-3 engine specifica-
tions apply to each of these flights except AC-6 which used the RLIOA-3-1 engines.
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Table 7-6. Compedium of AC-2, AC-3, AC-4 and AC-6 Vehicle Isp
AC-2 AC-3 AC-4 AC-6
Isp (sec) Isp (sec) Isp (sec) Isp (sec)
Engine Specifications (RL10A-3 426.3
& RL10A-3-1 for AC-6) (1)
P&W Acceptance Data (1) 428.8
Reassembly 431.7
P&W Regression Equations (1) 428.3





431.1-+_ 436.7±9 431.0±3 435.4
(1) Reduced to account for boost pump hydrogen-peroxide expenditure
7.5 WEIGHTS
7.5.1 Launch Day Weights. The following weights information was determined by
the Convair Centaur Weights Group (Centaur propellant residuals were determined
by the Centaur Control Systems Group).
a. Hardware
1. Table 7-7 is a list of San Diego actual weights and delta weights due to sub-
sequent modifications prior to flight.
Table 7-7. San Diego Actual Weights and Delta Weights
COMPONENT S.D. ACTUAL (lb) DELTA (lb)
Interstage Adapter 1078 +9
Sustainer Dry 5667 Data not available
Booster Dry 6208 Data not available
Centaur Dry 3636 +7
Insulation Panels 1230 -12
Nose Fairing 1985 +21
Payload 2108 - 24
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. Hardware weight uncertainties, as listed in Tables 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10,
reflect only those random errors inherent in the weighing activities. Atlas
booster and sustainer sections were weighed in a device consisting of four
mechanical scales and two fixtures, one forward and one aft, that rest on two
scales each. The Centaur vehicle was weighed in a horizontal position with
overhead loadcells, two forward in tandem and two aft in tandem. The conical
sections of the nose fairing, the insulation panels, and the interstage adapter
were each weighed with overhead tandem loadcells. The barrel sections of the
nose fairing were each weighed on two mechanical scales.
b. Propellant Loading
o Fuel was tanked aboard the Atlas on 9 August 1965. Based on a density com-
puted from temperature and API measurements, the fuel weight was computed
to be 76, 645 pounds. On the following day an additional 200 pounds were tanked
in order to make the 100-percent probe indicate wet. Due to the long hold
before aborting on the 10 August 1965 launch attempt, the fuel became cold
soaked with a corresponding density increase and volume decrease. Conse-
quently an additional 65 gallons were tanked to bring the fuel level to the
100-percent probe on launch day. The net effect of these toppings was an
additional 635 pounds of fuel bringing the total RP-1 tanked to 77,280 pounds.
o Atlas LO 2 topping was terminated with the liquid level at or above the topping
high probe. It was necessary to top to this level rather than between the
topping high and topping low probes due to the topping low probe being inopera-
tive. At tanking complete, the LO 2 ullage pressure was recorded as 10.76
psig. The density associated with this pressure is 69.24 lb/ft3; the estimated
LO 2 weight is 175,717 pounds. When the pressure was stepped to flight level,
entrapped gas bubbles were forced into the ullage, and 450 pounds of liquid
were dumped overboard through the vernier vent system.
. Centaur LH 2 tanking was secured with the 99.8-percent probe indicating wet.
The ullage pressure was 6.33 psig. The density was computed to be 4. 198 lb/ft 3
and the weight at Atlas liftoff was 5,27 1 pounds.
o Centaur LO 2 tanking was secured with the 100.2-percent probe indicating wet.
The ullage pressure was recorded as 15.63 psig and the density was computed




1. Residuals are those liquids and gases that are aboard the vehicle at the instant
of engine cutoff and are not expendable.
2. Atlas residuals are those listed in Tables 7-8 and 7-9.
1 Centaur residuals are those listed in Table 7-10. The propellant residual in
each tank was measured by the Advanced Propellant Utilization System. The
LO 2 residual was also measured by a point level sensor (CUllX) at station
442.47 and agreed with the PU system data within 0.2 inches, or 38 pounds.
The PU system data were corrected for thrust angle and inertia tube lag. The
point sensor data were corrected for the thrust angle. The residual uncertainty
was determined from the mast below the PU sensor and from the propellant
consumption from PU probe uncovery to main engine cutoff.
Table 7-8. Weight Summary, Booster Stage


































Table 7-9. Weight Summary, Sustainer Stage
SUSTAINER STAGE WEIGHTS WEIGHT (lb) DISPERSION
Hardware (6,754) (± 50)
Interstage Adapter
Body Group
Separation and Destruct Systems
Propulsion Group
Propellant Utilization
























Main Impulse RP-1 + Decay
Main Impulse LO 2 + Decay
Lube Oil
Gaseous Oxidizer Vent
Helium - Airborne Chill






LO 2 Overboard Vent
Pre-Ignition GO 2 Loss

























(263. 683) (± 1,594)
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Table 7-10. Weight Summary, Centaur Stage
CENTAUR STAGE WEIGHTS WEIGHT (lb) DISPERSIONS

















Unburned LH 2 { Includes LH 2 Bias






Expendables (Excluding Ground Vent)
Main Impulse LH 2
Main Impulse LO 2
Ground Vent - Hydrogen
Ground Vent - Oxygen
Inflight Chill - LH 2
Inflight Chill - IX) 2
Boost Phase Vent - Hydrogen (Incl. Sust. )




































































7.5.2 Centaur Propellant Expendables and Residuals. The reassembly weights are
the same as the weights for the preflight trajectory (Section 2) except for Centaur
main impulse expendables and residuals. An evaluation of these quantities from flight
data was possible on AC-6 because the residual probes uncovered. Matching the re-
sidual weight at MECO was attempted in the reassembly with adverse effects (position
and velocity match errors were doubled). However, by allowing the reassembly to
determine the proper value, MECO weight was match within 34 pounds; this is within
the *50 pound tolerance of the flight-determined residual weights. Postflight inform-
ation obtained from Centaur Weights and Centaur Control System Groups yield:
Tanked propellants at liftoff
Expended and gaseous propellants
Propellant residual (at MECO, including




of LO 2 (lb) of LH 2 (lb)
25,434 5,271
25,171 5,124
263 _49 147 ±11
195 81
276
The total weight of usable propellants at main engine cutoff is usually zero for the pre-
flight trajectory, however, a flight performance reserve of 180" pounds and a pro-
pellant utilization system LH 2 bias of 60 pounds could be used to provide main engine
impulse. However, only the amount of residuals in a ratio equal to the engine null
mixture ratio could be burned. For AC-6 payload capability analysis (Section 7.1),
it was assumed that the residuals in excess of trapped, gaseous, and propellant-
utilization-system LH 2 bias (LH 2 bias equal to 60 pounds for compatibility with pre-
flight analysis) could be simply replaced by payload. Excess residuals were, thus,
equal to 216 pounds (276 lb - 60 lb).
* Including a 20-pound margin to account for the probable error in FPR due to using
an idealized guidance simulation for FPR determination.
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7.6 AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS. An early analysis of Atlas booster phase
(Reference 16) showed a consiste_t pattern of differences between preflight and post-
flight acceleration data for AC-2, -3, and -4 that suggested a revision of an axial-
drag coefficient and an addition of a separate base thrust term. Since the forebody
drag component is well known from wind tunnel testing, errors in the drag model
were attributed to inadequate simulation of engine-on base-pressure effect. Formerly,
the base thrust at altitude was considered a negative drag effect (note preflight drag
coefficient Figure 7-16), and was therefore computed as a function of dynamic pres-
sure and Mach number.
Reference 16 was later reviewed and slight changes were made on the basis of both
the review and the incorporation of more detailed AC-4 reassembly results. The
revised drag simulation thus determined has been incorporated in current Atlas/
Centaur preflight simulations. This revised drag simulation (Reference 17) and the
analysis leading to its adoption are discussed in this section.
The delta force curves shown in Figure 7-17 were generated in the following manner.
Preflight weight was multiplied by preflight acceleration and plotted versus preflight
pressure ratio (P/P0). Postflight reassembly weight was multiplied by postflight
guidance acceleration and plotted versus pressure ratio from the reassembly. These
two curves were then differenced at the same pressure ratio and the results are the
curves of Figure 7-17. These curves show that there is a consistent error for the
four Atlas/Centaur flights. The same values when plotted versus time did not show
a consistent error, indicating that the error is pressure dependent rather than time
dependent.
The booster package is jettisoned before the pressure ratio reaches zero, so the
last part of delta force curve can not be determined accurately. Since the last few
data points available appeared to be linear, a straight line was arbitrarily extra-
polated through them (this is indicated by the dashed portion of the curves). A con-
siderably smaller value for delta axial force at P/Po--O could be obtained if the
change in the slope with respect to P/PO is considered. From theoretical consid-
erations, it is highly probable that the base force at zero ambient pressure is very
small.
Although no particular function of ambient-pressure-dependent base force could be
rigidly justified on the basis of the available data, a linear approximation of BF =
4500 (1-P/P0) lb was mutually agreed upon by LeRC and Convair representatives for
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force and holddown force terms were defined, the analysis turned to revision of the
q-dependent drag coefficient. The old drag coefficient was modified to essentially
eliminate the delta force not accounted for by the base pressure or holddown terms.
(The AC-4 postflight reassembly was used.) Errors in the AC-4 acceleration history
were thus reduced to within the noise level of the measured acceleration data. Although
derived primarily from AC-4 data, proof of the general applicability of the revised
drag model has been demonstrated empirically by the marked improvement of acceler-
ation matches in the AC-2, AC-3, and AC-6 trajectory reassemblies (Figure 7-18).
The revised drag model gives a payload gain of 82 pounds. By direction of LeRC,
30 of the 82 pounds were added to the FPR as a contingency for base drag uncertainty
pending further flight test data.
The AC-7, -8, and -9 flights will have extensive base pressure instrumentation. This
information should contribute to a better understanding of the factors that affect the
engine-on base pressure. It may then be possible to further revise the drag model
to coincide more nearly with the actual physical situation.
7.7 HOLDDOWN FORCE. As discussed in Reference 16, there is a holddown
force exerted on the missile by the launcher release mechanism during the vertical
rise after 2-inch motion. This force contributes to the acceleration difference be-
tween predicted and flight-test data and thus, should be simulated if the reassembly
solution is to be meaningful. Recent studies indicate there is an additional holddown
force, which has been attributed to a base suction force at liftoff. This force is in-
cluded in the holddown simulation. Holddown force was determined in the AC-6 re-
assembly by using a holddown force multiplication factor (K) as a control variable.
The reference holddown force was that determined for AC-4 (Figure 7-19) with K = 1.
The reassembly value of holddown multiplication factor determined for AC-6 is 0. 386.
As a result of later attempting this type of reassembly with a preflight drag model, it
was found that the reassembly holddown multiplication factor is a strong function of the
drag model used. Unless the drag model is extremely accurate, it is undesirable to
use holddown force as a control variable. For future reassemblies, it is recommended
that flight-measured data such as the guidance-telemetered thrust velocity, CM101A
acceleration and/or theodolite data be used to calculate holddown force.
7.8 FLIGHT CONTROL. Vehicle AC-6 was launched on a planned azimuth of 94. 539
degrees true. A programmed positive roll of 20. 461 degrees is required for this azi-
muth since the vehicle is initially aligned at an azimuth 115 degrees. The required roll
rate is +1. 5739 deg/sec based on rolling between T+2 and T+15 seconds. The actual
roll rate from the reassembly is +1. 5533 deg/sec, which is equal to a total roll through
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Figure 7-19. ttolddown and Base Suction Force
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During the phase from liftoff to booster engine cutoff, the autopilot provided pitch atti-
tude control through a series of programmed constant pitch rates (pitch rate plateaus).
Nominal and reassembly command pitch rate for vehicle AC-6 is shown in Figure 7-20.
The reassembly was generated using the nominal command pitch rate modified by a con-
stant pitch rate multiplier. The pitch multiplier (TLTX) required to give the best match
of the guidance tracking data TLTX = 1. 0138306, gives an effective pitch that is well
within the 3-sigma pitch program tolerance of 5 percent. This was accompanied by a
pitch drift of -0.00546 deg/sec (nose up) and a yaw drift of -0.0015 deg/sec (nose right).
The overall effect was a pitch excess that reduced slightly the lofting on this flight.
The inertial pitch attitude ($) of the reassembly was 0. 133 degrees lower than the pre-
flight inertial attitude at 140 seconds from liftoff.
The pitch attitude history, from liftoff to sustainer engine cutoff, is shown in Figure
7-21 for the preflight and reassembly trajectories. Also shown is pitch attitude from
flight data determined from telemetered guidance computer thrust velocities. The re-
assembly match of the flight data is considered good. The existing differences are
partly due to the fact that the trajectory is a steady-state simulation which does not
simulate the transients of the autopilot. However, the primary reason is that the flight
data is only an approximation of vehicle attitude, and it is in error due to the effects of
engine gimballing and aerodynamic forces.
The pitch and yaw steering signals to the autopilot, during the sustainer and Centaur
phases, were generated by the Minneapolis-Honeywell all-inertial vehicle guidance set
located on the Centaur stage. The vehicle guidance set is physically separated into
five major packages:
a. Inertial platform assembly
b. Platform electronics package
c. Computer
d. Signal conditioner
c. Pulse rebalance electronics, gyro torquer, and power supply package.
The attitude control provided by the Centaur guidance set was simulated in the reassem-
bly using pitch-, yaw-, and roll-rate histories calculated from guidance computer tele-
metered thrust-velocity data. The pitch rates were determined every second by
first differentiating the thrust-velocity components to obtain the accelerations along
each axis of the U, V, W inertial axes system. Inertial attitude was then calculated,
assuming the thrust axis (defined by the accelerational components) was aligned along
the vehicle longitudinal axis. Pitch, yaw and roll rates were obtained by differentiating
the inertial attitude history. In the reassembly, additive pitch and yaw rates were
used as control variables to modify the pitch and yaw rates to obtain the best match.
The additive pitch and yaw rates during the sustainer phase were -0. 00585 and +0. 00119
deg/sec respectively. During the Centaur phase, the pitch rate was +0.000440 deg/sec
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and the yaw rate was -0. 000249 deg/sec. Minus signs denote nose up for pitch rate
and nose right for yaw rate.
Initial errors in inertial attitude were also modified for the sustainer and Centaur
phases. The initial error for the sustainer phase was 0.619 degree in pitch and 0.586
degree in yaw. The initial error for the Centaur phase was -2.12 degrees in pitch and
-1.414 degrees in yaw. Pitch attitude in the Centaur stage was also modified -0. 0666
degree at admit-guidance-perigee-altitude-control time. The resulting pitch attitude
history for the sustainer phase together with the booster phase history is presented in
Figure 7-21. The Centaur pitch attitude history is presented in Figure 7-22.
7.9 SPACECRAFT SEPARATION AND CENTAUR RETROMANUEVER. Table 7-11
defines the planned and actual orbits of the AC-6 Centaur tank after the retromaneuver.
The "actual" tank orbit was determined from the reassembly, which simulated the
turnaround and blowdown. The turnaround was simulated by reorienting the Centaur
to an attitude vector defined by guidance 560 seconds after booster engine cutoff. The
blowdown was determined by simulating flight-derived (by Centaur Thermodynamic
Group) blowdown-phase thrust and flow rates.
This is the best known solution available for defining the orbit of the Centaur tank. Of
the two C-band radar sites tracking the tank after the retromaneuver, neither Pretoria
nor Ascension yielded any data satisfactory for an orbit determination. The guidance
data, which evidently are in error (Section 4 ), are available only up to 1758 seconds
from 2-inch motion (96 seconds prior to the end of the retromaneuver). The predicted
and flight blowdown thrust and flow rates are compared in Figure 7-23. Separation
distance between the spacecraft and tank five hours after spacecraft separation from
Centaur was 1966 km based on the reassembly simulation. The preflight predicted
separation distance was 2177 km.
7.10 ENVIRONMENT
7.10.1 Atmosphere. Figures 7-24 and 7-25 present ambient pressure and velocity of
sound data used for the reassembly trajectory. The atmosphere data were obtained
from a Cape Kennedy Rawinsonde run (balloon released approximately 9 minutes after
two-inch motion).
7. i0.2 Wind Profile. Figure 7-26 presents the wind profile used for the reassembly
trajectory. The postflight wind data was obtained from the same Rawinsonde run as
that used for the atmospheric data.
7.10.3 Geodetic Data. The geodetic data used for the vehicle AC-6 trajectory re-
assembly is identical to that used in the preflight simulation. Details of these data
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On the basis of the vehicle AC-6 reassembly, the following conclusions and recom-
mendations may be made concerning vehicle configuration and system performance
during flight.
a. Booster engines thrust was 1106 pounds (0.29 percent) higher than preflight pre-
dicted; sustainer thrust was 1449 pounds (2.54 percent) higher than preflight pre-
dicted. Booster engines specific impulse was 2.47 seconds (0.85 percent) low,
and sustainer-plusovernier specific impulse was 4.1 seconds (]. 91 percent) high
compared to the preflight predictions.
Do The use of preflight booster decay and iterating on booster-engine start-of-decay
time was found to give unsatisfactory results. Decay characteristics determined
using the CM101A acceleration data in conjunction with guiaance acceleration data
are considered to yield accurate results; in future reassemblies it is proposed
that these data be used rather than iterating on stage time.
Co Booster engine cutoff (BECO) occurred 1.473 seconds early. This error is attri-
buted primarily to higher-than-nominal booster and sustainer thrust, lower-than-
nominal booster engine Isp, •and the unrevised drag model that was used in the
preflight simulation.
dl The AC-6 sustainer engine decay (sustainer staging on propellant depletion) was
significantly different than the preflight-predicted. The decay occurs in 1.3
seconds compared to 2.9 seconds as predicted in the preflight simulation. The
start of the decay occurs at nearly the same propellant weight; thus, the shorter
decay time results in propellant residuals of 322 pounds in excess of those pre-
dicted. The payload loss thus incurred is 36 pounds. To reduce this cutoff error
between predicted and actual, the decay model is being re-evaluated by Rocketdyne.
e. On the basis of (a) through (d), it is concluded that the booster, sustainer, and soft-
decay propulsion simulations need improvement. It is recommended that the pre-
sent efforts to improve the engine model be continued until these and any other
associated problems are resolved. Special emphasis should be placed on the soft-
decay model since it is obviously in error and causes a payload loss of 36 pounds.
f. The Atlas booster-phase pitch program was close to nominal. The inertial pitch







The revised drag simulation that has been accepted for future simulations made a
significant improvement in the positio_l and velocity match during the Atlas phase
of flight.
The holddown force determined in the reassembly is 38.6 percent of that deter-
mined for AC-4. For future reassemblies, it is recommended that flight-measured
data such as the guidance-telemetered thrust velocity, CM 101A acceleration,
and/or theodoilte data be used to calculate holddown force.
The Centaur attitude, as determined by the Centaur guidance system, was close
to nominal. However, the technique used to simulate the Centaur guidance sys-
tem in the reassembly does not yield values of specific guidance parameters.
These parameters are determined by the Centaur Guidance Analysis Group and
are published in Reference 6.
j. The Centaur engine system performance was below nominal. The Centaur main
engine thrust was 29,525 pounds (the mean thrust with PU valve at a null position}.
This is 1.7 percent low. Centaur main engine specific impulse (mean value with
PU value at null position) was 1.3 seconds (0.3 percent} low. It is recommended
that a method of simulating the engine/PU system be developed and used in the
reassembly and the preflight simulation. This would not only improve the re-
assembly trajectory simulation but would improve the preflight trajectory simu-
lation and would lead to a more realistic comparison of Centaur engine system
performance in the future.
ko Centaur main engine burn time was 4.94 seconds longer than predicted. The




The calculation of Isp by curve fitting thrust acceleration (Reference 14 and 15)
gave erroneous answers for both the sustainer and Centaur stages because the
assumptio n of constant thrust and flow rate was violated. It is recommended that
in future Atlas/Centaur reassemblies this method should not be used unless the
thrust and flow rate can be shown to be constant over the span of the curve fit.
Extreme care must be used, since the slightest variation in thrust has a significant
effect on the I thus calculated.
sp
The payload capability, calculated using flight-determined residuals, is 20
pounds greater than the predicted mean payload capability.
The blowdown performed satisfactorily and provided a separation distance of 1966
km between the spacecraft and tank 5 hours after spacecraft separation from Cen-
taur. The preflight-predicted separation distance was 2177 km.
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The first 5 pages of the IBM trajectory listing present the various input quantities
that define the trajectory, computation sequence, weights, propulsion data, etc.
The trajectory listing is divided into sections that correspond to contiguous flight
phases:
SEC TION TRAJE CT ORY EVENT STAGE
1 {
2 {
A description of the trajectory
Guidance-to-Inertial










parameters is presented in Appendix C.
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.543, .5_9, *553• .5S_. oS53• .549. .$43. *$25.
.453, °453•
I_C., 175o, 2OC., 225.• 250*, 275*. 300.•'32S*,
._56, ._.s,_. *_17, .5B4. .336• *260• *Z_5• *2A0•
_5C., 275., 3_0.. 32_*• 35_,,
*_33• o3_(:* .367• .3S3• *359.




























• -1_.5 , |1.6
G.0349 , O*O * • . * • •
,-0*_205 • 0.C' , * , * , ,
C*CBD2 . 0*_ , , * , , ,
0*0300 .*0.4Z05 • • . , . *
B°0_0 •-C.154C • t • . • •
LoO , _*C e • • . • •
0.0 • 0.0 t • . • ' •
5_.C ,16.696 t * _ • ' •
53.B *14.A96 • • • e • •
_2.10 •2,15 •








• C.7333 •0,393D •





• -117.6 •-T?*? •
• lB*2 _ 13*Z *
A-2
GDC-BTD66-012
Ot_ w-24*8 w-4_.6 t-85.9 I-|2B.q •
-175.1
SXDWF- _.1434 0.1037 • C.0753 • OeCSI6 • 0.034G •
_._188 0.G072 •-Oo_G_I •"_,008_ .-0°0038 ,
0._0_( 0.01_6 . _._2|7 * _°0376 * 0.0383 •
0.0?67
$XOdO= 1o377 1*015 , 0*723 • _.4q3 * 0.327
O°IQ_ O.LSq •--O.04q !"-0.078 •--0.038 •
C.000 0°104 • 0.209 • C.382 • 0.$42 •
0.737
COFPAI161-15.O





DPG1 * C.U• 300.•




OPG_ m -4._C, -4°30•
DECSTI4J = 0.61•
DECSr!S! = £*70,
CCC-3,S,54H CENTAUR FLIGHT T4NK TA6LE _ITN PROGRA_ I_ESSUIE$
OTLUT= C._ , S°O , 15.0• 30._, 33°0•
40.0, 4_.0, 50.0, SS.O• 60.0• 63.0•
7_,0, 75.0. 8_._. DS.O, 90°0,
95._, 1_.0• 103°_• 1|0.C. 115.0• |ZO°O,
124*0• _50.0, 320.0t
DTLUO= 69.310t 69.315. 6_.293, 69.233. 6q. 210• 89.183,
69.155t _9.130, 6_.19_, 6_.L60, _9._2_• 88.q80,
68.b00. _.$3_, 68._6_, 68.383• 68.330,
68._00j 68.743•
OXLC_- 0.0
VPFOXg 526.13 _-?°ZZ2_2Z,O.C ,OoQ ,
0.0 .0.0 •0.0 .0°0 ,
VOLO$=
.CO. * 02• .16_ .ZS• .441
.$2, * 63, .¥7, °36• .99,
1.96, 1_.10, 13._8, 1_.31• 13.%,
16.6q, 17*51. 16.46• lq.§2• Z_*?O.
22.¢_, 25.03, 26*77. 28._6, 30.7|•
3_.93, 33o32, 37.90, 43.64• S0.2_.
57.63, 65.9_, 7_.3_, 8_.71, 97.18.
13_.77, 12_.88, 136.00, 149.11, 162.22•
173._, 188.43, _01.$4, 214._S• 227.76•
24_.86_ 247._Z. 28_*45_ 313.Q$• 3_6.83•
37_.69• 412.$1, 445°38• _76.25. $11°11,
S_3o97, 576.81• 6_9.65• 642°5_• 6?3.38•
738.25, 7_1.11, 7?3.9_, 6_6.8_. 839.68•
872._3, 00_.42, 938.30, 971.17, 1004.06,
IC3o°94, 1009o83• 11_2.72, 1135.60• 1168°4T,
1231._S, I134.23• 1267*1_, 13_.03. 1_32.98•
133_.4_, 1_3.34_ 1396.23• 1_29.17• 1682.08,
169_.9_, 1727.9_ 176_.83, 1793.77_ 1826.71,
1859.©_, 1872._7• 1q_5.$2, 19_8.47• 1_91°_3•
2_24.38, Z_S?.32. 207_.SC 2083.68• 2G96.86•
2110.03t 212_.21. 2116.39 Z149.$4_. 2162.68•
2173.82, _188°_6• 220_._9 2215.23• 2228.36_
_2_1.4_, 2_.6_, 2267.76 228_.89• 2296.02_
23_7.16, _32_°29, 2333.41 2348o54_ 2339.6T•
_371.7_, _3_.89. 2398.88 2411.81• _424._1•
1437.2_, 2_4_.63. 2461.75 _73.52• 2_8_.q0_
_q5.62• 230_.24. ZS16.11, Z_23.3_• _33.q3_
1341.7_, _4_o 85t _55_*_91 Z_60o44• 2S&/t.8_


































































































54_o33• 34_.33. $38.33• 538.33• 53_.33•
$3_.33• 53_.33_ 529,33, $2B.33• $2T.33•
1228.40• 1_4. SS• 120C.SS, 11q8.33• 1196°33•
115_,*$5, 11q2.33 • 119_.33. 1188.55. |18_.33•
11_Z*$3• 1180._• l|?q.SSt 1178*$3• 1|78._3t
117_.55, 1172._5_ 1170._3. 1168.$3• 11_8.SS.
116_.33• 1162.55• 116£._5, 1138._3, 1136.53•
113_.53, 1132.33• 113_o_, ]I_8.SS• 11_,6.SS,
1144.5$, 11_2.53• 118,_*_5, 1138°S$, 1136.33,
113_.$5, |132._5. 1130*55• 112_.53, 1120.93•
1115.55, 1110.53. |1(S.35, 11_*59. 1C93.93•
109C.SS, 1_83.$5• 1080._3, 197_°33, IC?0.33•
106_.53_ 1C60.SS. 1_33°53, 1_$3.SS• 1_45.SS•
990._5. _8S.55• 98C.55, q75*$5, q74.53*
97_.55, q7b. SS• q_8*35• _66*$5, 964.$5_
q62.SS_ q6_°_, q_8°SS, qS6°SS_ qS4°SS•
q_2.53, qS_.5_ • _48.53. 9_6.$5, q44.SS•
_4_*$5, q4_.55. 938°55. 938.53. 93_*_3w
q32._S. 93_.35• q28.53, q26.53, 924._S•
92_*55, 920._5, q19.33. _16.SS, 917._S•
_£C=3,6. 3_ P.U* T&BLE$ •
TV&NG= -1_*( ,-?.0 ,-6.0 •°S.L ,*4°0 ,
_*0 , 3._ , _*_ • S.O . 6.C •
7*0 . 8.0 ,10.£ ,1Z.0 ,14._ •
16.0 .18o0
1DF05_ -6._ ,-_.7 .-4.7 ,-3._ •-3°0 •
-2.3 .-1.S •-1.0 , O°D , _.S •
1,0 , 1.7 • 2°2 , 2.7 • 3*2 •
3*8 . 8.3 • 3.3 * 6°3 , 7.8 •
8.7 .10.0 •
TDOOS= 11.5 , 6.6 • 5*4 , 4.3 , 3°7 •
2._ • 1.4 • 0.7 , O*D •_O°T
-1.3 ,-l-q ,-Z*5 ,-3°3 •-3.6 •
-_.2 .-_.7 •-3°8 ,-6*q t-6.O •
-9.C ,-10.0 *
TDTH$= 330.C ,2_C.0 ,22_.0 ,193.9 ,ISS._ •
12_._ ,80.0 ,40._ •0.0 •-40.0 ,
-80._ ,-I_S.C •°170._ ,-215.3 •_260.0 .
-_1_._ •-1bS. O ,-480.0 ,-6_S.3 **?_*0 •
• qO_o_ •-1110.0 •
UGFPS= -9.¢08, .CO0, .13_, .2?7• °422, .6_, .S_6.
1.1_1, 1.316, Z*124, 2.q94, 3._78, 3.302, 7.ZlT•
CAPF$- 2U7.• _7°. 583°• 98_.• 13_0.• 2071.1 3_28*Q
4_90°• 6(q?*• 11106.• 16_12.• 21993., 3¢_T3.• _1200.•
UGGP$s -9._¢_. .154• .253, .5_C, .72_• .qq, 1.523•
2.011• _._q, _*_53, 6.35_, 8._qD, 11._?C• 13.SS3•
CAPOSz 576., _78., 1103., _03_., ZqTl.• 47_8.• T858.•
106_5., 1_718., 2_14_°, 375_.• $_187°• 6q267., q1638._
_C- 2_, _3_ CfNT&UR SOFT D_CAY TABLES AIID/XtT8
DTX= 0.q.C.1,0._,C.23•0.$5•0,6,0.5,C.25,_.13•0.7,
X_5=
1.0013_, 1.0_, O._qSq, 1°_0, 1.C_0• 1*003t 1.001,
1.00000, hOLl, 0._q52, l°_b_C, 1._¢_ 1._3• 1.001•
G.98591, 1.CS7, _.9410, 0.9966, hC15, _.99$• hOOq•
C.97512, 1._72, 0._163. 0._6q8, 1.C(9. 0.984• 1._02,
_.9134_, 1.03_• C. 8464, C.9183, C.q?l• _.91q, 0.938•
G.85328, 1.02_• _,773_, 0.8771, _.942, _.871• 0.886*
0.80_7_• 1._1_* _.7_97• 0._362, _.913. _.827, 0.836•
_.73436• 0.99_• C.64_1• _.78_, _.88( • 0*77_B 0.775•
_.53877, 0.98_• _.4280• 0.6260, 0.781, D.639_ 0.838,
DTPP_O._7•O.13•O.20•O.04•l._b,
DKTS-
0. q7703• _._7• _.q_56• 0._91_, C°8q3• C.q89• 0.896•
C.09717, 0.1_b, _.55_, _.1814, 0.836, _.2_3, O.G?2•
O.COC00, O,_C,_• 0°_000, 0°_38_, _._02, 0.268• 0.©00,
-SOFT,K=1.•
PFMCO sb_(,• PFMTGL=I°•
WFTCO =142.• _FTOL = 5.•




6.• 8.• 6.• 6*• ?.• 7.• 9*,
o., b., 8.• 11*, I_*, 12*. 12.•
6., 6.• 7., ?*• 6*, _*• 7*•
7.• S*• _*• 8.• 8.• §.t _.Se
5._, 9°, 7., 6., 2_., 11., _.3•
Z2., Z6., 31., 28*, 37., 3q.• 30*i
2_*, 21., 22., _., 3_*, 37., 32.•
3_*• 4_.• 47*•
_&NG •
I?G*, 83., 96._ 121., 138.. I_I°, 149.•
160., 151., 18_.. 1_8.• 182., Iq2.* 183.•
189., 173., lb6., I?Z.• 181., 164., 163.,
156., 1_,• 167., 177.• 18_., 18_., I75°,
14q*• 127.• 134., 137.• 164.• 149*• 148••
110._ q3*, 8_.• 1_S*• 138., 171.• q3.•
80°• 83., 9D*• 86., 75., 1_6.• 125.• •
122*, 94., 79.• 76*, 103o, q_.• 85.•
71o• 8C*. 97°, 100.•
FVB1 • 0°0,
OSPALT = 0.• 1000_0000.,
CSAHI= C.C'_, C.2C, 0.4_• 0.65, 0.73, 0*80, _.83• 0.90, D*q3,
I.C0• 1.05. 1.1_ 1.15• 1.2_• 1.40• 1.63_ 1.75• 2._0_
A-3
GDC-BTD66-012
2.5G, 3.0_* k.OOt S.OCt 6,_0_ 8,00o lOeOOt
CSACI= O.310t C,3C5t 0.29Bt O.3CUt 0,319t C,333, _,_08t 0,483t 0.603t
_.122t Co827, 0,883t C,891t 0,88Z, OoSESe 0.75St O,70Ct 0,6|6w
_.497, 0,_2, _,28|_ Oe2_4p O,132e-('°lOTe-O,696e
¢NVN|= G._gt L°2_, O,SOe O.?Gt 0°83t O,90t ©,95t |,OOt
1.0S, hiS, 1°2_o 1,50, 1.75, E°OOt Z,25_ 2°SOo
PALFAIm O. • Z.Oe _,GI 6,0w 8.Or 60,Or 90,Ow
NALFAII °0, t -2°Co °4,G, -6°('t -eoOt -60,Or -90,Or













































C.vS5_, 0.¢$57t 0.0564t 0.0586. C.C6SG. G.0692. 0.0743.
L.CSS6t C.OS_?_ G,0_66, _.C593, C,_66_ O,CTOB, O,O?S_t
_.C7S1, 0._?_7, C.07_2t _,07771C.3783t 0,0781. O.07_Z,
C.l_8_Be G°OB_T_ G°0769_
C°C5_, 0.0S8_ G.065_ C.0¥01, 0o_7SS, C,,08_T, _°084_t
(._B|I, _._8CG_ C,C_C6t _o_838_ C.CSS_ 0°D855_ 0.0862,
C°C_,O,C6Z2, _,0Tl1, 0°C766, _,0810, 0,C89C, 0°0902t
_°1(96, 0°1C73, G,I_,
CoZ2_G, 0°_22_e C,Z1BOI
C.11_C, _.1272, _.161_, C.1887, C°Z|BO, Co234S, _°2S00,
_o2C1_, _,2_SS_ C,22B_, _.Z2Z5, _,EIBC, 0.2|_* 0.2100,
_,_99e, U,1©96, C,22S0, _,250_ G°2_05, _,2_83, 0.2S42B
_,2_L3, 0.1757, _,19_C', _.1_8, 0.1874, 0.1963e 0°Z022,
_°276Bt O,2BTgt Go2Bg_t
C°19_6, 0.1_96, _,2367, O°Z_2, Co2_3S, 0,2619t 0.2_1_
0°2636t _,_752, C,_751e
G.271S, _°Z831_ C,ZB31J
0o19_6, G,_Z_I, C.26_, (°27_2, 0o287T, 0._90S, 0.291_,
Oo_gb_, _,30bGt C,3C7C_
_°1_96t n°Z_Cg_ _,_762t O°2_Tlo Oo29STe G°2981o 0_29¥S_
0°3312_ _,_2Bt _,3_39t
G°_2Cc_ 0,620_, _,_2C_, 0,42C_t C°_2C0, _._ZOOt 0,4200,
L°_7_3, _._677, G.O?C_, Do0?49, G,O?47, _°073_, O,OT_2o
0oC82_, b, L8Glt C°C733_
_,_71_, 0.G693, G,07_, 0.0?56, _o_?5_, 0._738, 0.0¥50,
C°C83_, _,f813_ _°0745_
_.C$_6_ C.C_SS, G,0607, 0o06_, _,0722, G,0¥6¥, G_O80_t
£.oB82t O,0B_6t C,0797,
C,L977_ u,Lg_t _°_887_
_,C54_, 0.06_2, C°G733, O.077Dt _°DB22B _.086¥t 0,0921,
_.C91_, _.C915, G.O_T6, U°_9BS, _,b98_, 0,099BI 0,103_e
_.113C, _.1107, C.10_1,
_°1294, _.1_3_, _,1812, 0°21ZS, _°26_0, O°2b_O, 0,2815,
_.226L ¸, _,2220t _,218C,
_o11S0, O.1Z72w G.I_IG, G°1887t G,_IBO, Co23_S_ 0,2500t
_;.177_, 0,177_, G,187_, O.ZIS_t r°23SC_ O.2_|St O,Z_lSt










0,252J, C.2S_T. 0,2624. 0.26S9t
C.2265, C.2287, 0,2218t 0q2194.
G.2?_6, _,2B1?, O°ES_O, _°28_5,
0°2_¥2, G,2_St O,Z_06, OoZ_82t
0,Z8_1, P.2955t 0,2968, 0,2959,
_,2_S, C.-2613, 0,ZS69, O,2SSS,
_.ZB_B_ _°28_, C,283T, 0.2888,
_.OB(lU, 0o0818, O°DB2B, 9,0852_
_,0833_ r°_B_t O,GSS2e Oo08bOw
CoGB(3e L.C822_ _°0830e r°_8_be
0.C819, _o08_8, _°DSSB, 0.089_t
0,CB78, _,_8B2, _.088?e 0.0896,
0°08_3, _,08T3, 0,0900, 0o09_3,
_,093Bt _°09_0_ 0°09_7_ 0,096B_ ¸
0._877, 0,0920, _°0960w 0o0993_




















• TEqPC _ 1**
TTENPB • 273°161
ALTPItT •
-IC00., 0., 10C2. e 2OCO., 30_0., WOO** SO00..
bO_O., 7C00., B( OC*, g_*, 10_0.. 110_.t I2_CO.t 13000*t
14_OJ.. 15_P,, lbtC_*e I70_.w 18_C., IgO_D** 20_00** 210CO.t
2Z_O_., 23CCr., 24(0C., 25CCC_, Z60CC., 2TO::.t 28GOO*t Z99CO.j
86UOJ*, BT(-_L._ 88(_.9 89CEE*+ 9_'_0., 9100_._ 9ZCC_*, q300fl*+
9_4..C_., 950_C.. 96CC0., 97CC_., 980_C., 99_0.. I_C_CO.* lCl_O0._
lg20O_., I_,_(OC., 1C4,0CO., l_SOO{.. IIODO_.. 120DO0*.
13_L_.+ 14C_0_.+ 1_0[0.+ 155_8C°* 100000@.,
PSO_AT-
I_IB*3C 1_18°_, 954*53, 9Sl*0B, 918*60, 886099, 856*19_
820*27 797.14e 768*8Be 741.42_ 714.8S. 689.07_ 664.06t
_g*NL 616.2_* _g3.4_. 571.30. 54q.84, 529*_6e 508.96e
_g._ 4TL'.Tb. _5Z.4_. 434.B4_ 417.76, 4C1*22, 385.25.
_e9.77 3_;,.7_, 34C.3_, )26.26, 312.65. 299.48, 206.77e
27_._ 262.57, 251._7, 239.94, 2Z9.19, 218.81, 208.Tqt
199._9 169*75e 160.77, 172.13, 163.84. 155°86_ 148*21_
1_0*89 I_*BB, 127.31. 121._6, 115.12, IC9*69, 1_4*1|*
99._ 94.15. 8_.53, 85.14, 8_*_7, 77._6, 73°36_
69.E6 66._3, 63.37, 6C._6, _7*51_ 54°81_ 5Z.25_
49*8_ 47,51, 45.31, _3.22, 41.2_, 39*37* 37*S8,
3S*Sg 34.27, 3_*72, 31._4. Zq*SZ, 28.47* 2T018*
2S._5 24*77, 23.65, 22.5Q, Z1.58, 2_.6_. 19.TC_
18*62 17.99. 17*19_ 16o_4. 15°T2. 1S.02, 1_036e
13.73 13.13, IZ*S6* 12._2, 11.50, ll*OO_ 10*53.
IO.CB, 9.65, 7.60, 4.g5. 3.3_, 2°25. 1.50, 1*20. 0.0,
_T_MPT s
2_*6, _9.6, 25.6. 23.9, 22*1, 20.2. 18.0.
16.1, 14.1, 12*G+ 10°_, 9*6, 7.9, 5o8.
_.0, _.3, 0.3_ - 1.5. - _°3, - _.T, - 6.4_
- 7.8, - 9._, -11.7. -13.4, -15.3, -17.0, *19*1_
-21.2. -Z3.5, -25.7. -28.), -31.1, -32.q, -3S.4,
-37.8, -_C,5, -43.0. -_5.7, -_8*3, -_0.9. -S3.q.
-S6.4. -_8.8e --60*_I -62°6_ *-64°4. --66.8_ --67.9_
-T_.2, -6S*_, -67.4, -67.8, --67.0, --67.2e --67.5_
-68.1, -67._. "6T*Sl --67*8_ --65.9_ --63°_! --6Z.3,
-61.1, -61.2, -60. B, -59*9, -59.Zt -5T.S, -_S6. I_
-56.6, -55*_. -S_.T, -5).2, -52._, -51.1. -SO.I,
-46.G. -65*6, -_4.7, "_)*g, --_3.5. --_6*3. -_02.
-_3.4. -_2.2, -_1.3. -_0.1, --_90_. -38o8e -38*5,
-37*I,-35*T,-31*5,-Z2*5,-14*G,-S*C.+3*5, 13.C• 13°0.
1159._2, 1159. u2, 1135*©B, _1C_.31, IOTA. TI, IC*.6.08. 1015.19.
989.67_ _61.36• 934.5_• _L_*42, B77*50• 851o06. 8_6o40e
811o64• 777.41_ 754.17, 73]*46_ 709.12_ 6_5.39+ 663*85_
511.2_, _m5.15• _79.2Z, 4_.31, 45C.11, 434.4_, -4_t3.331
4_.6o_2. 39_.2_• _OC.21, 367*_7, 355.1_, 3_3.13• 331.82,
32_+1_, 3L8.56, _q6*3_* Z8_09C• 273.59• 263.Z_. 251*71•
241.q_ Z2_._At 215o_4. ZC_°SC, 1g_.58•. 185o30_ 176._6_
166.3_, 159.17• 151.75• I_*S1, 136.18, 128oCZ_ 121*28•
114*B_• 1_9.3g• lrJ.SB* 98*67+ 93.67, 88._B• B3.89,
B_°LC_ 75.98_ 72,27• 6_.49• 65.f'0+ 61o79t 58.72+
_5.9_• 53._6, 51*1_, 4_.96_ 46*69e 4_*19, 42.60.
_C.61, 38.77. 36.83. 3_*1(* 33._. 31.72• 30*30•
2_._E* 27*_4, 26.22, 2_.99• Z3.84* 22.07. 21.86.
2_*_, 19*61• 18.87. 17°97+ 17.12* 16.3t* 15.63_
1_.88. 14.16• 11.15, 6.9S• 4.5S• 3°00• 1=95. 1.49. C*_+
_CC =9_1•5[+H JETTISON NOSE FAIRING AND INSULATION PANELS
SX - 3 • 3
ST = 26*9 . S1*9 •
S_ = 1225*, 200S*,
_CC=2•38o
TI_E1 -- O., 10C°.
THST1 = 8.72+ 8.72.
TIWE2 = :.,.1,.2•.3,.4,.5•.6•.7•.8•.9•1._,1.1,1.Z,1,_,1._•1*5,1.6,1.7_
1.8,1.9.2._.1C00_*,
THST2 = 6.72, 6(8.72• ZOC8. T2, 2C_8.72. 2_8.72• 23C8°72_
2c.8.T7, _2_ 8.72. _6_8o72• 12E_B.72+ 318C8oT2s 31_.D8°72.
3_4_8.72, 296_B.72, ZBbCS. TZ, 28808.72, 29_P8.72. Z9708.72_
_99_6.72• 3{C_8.72• 30U£8.72, 3DOGe.72,
_DOTZ = B.9_ , 8.303 • 9.503 • 9.103 • 8*703 ,
IC,1C3 • 12.1C3 , 12.703 • 15.1C3 • 2S°-_3 •
_6,3_3 , 6_.903 * 6_.103 • 7_.703 . 75.1C3 •
7_.5_ * 7Z.503 . 7201C3 . 71.303 , 70.103 .
69.387C64. 69.38_0&_
TI_E3 - _*• C*16• _* 16G00C_1• 124.99999* 125., Z99._ 3_1*+ 344** 3AS*t
102_..
1027.. 2000..
TH$I3 = C*_ -_.62_12_2-1, 0., C.* -37.4, -37.7, -33*, -33.6, -22.9,
-IZ*_. 0.. 0..
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0.13970877.07 C.26_6_51,G8 0.13596479.03 C.28367156*_3
1 0.60041312,0_ 0.22112436, C1 C.1_7432_9,_4 0.26924364÷C3 _*394_9735÷05 0.9_607_95"05 -_.7919C094"00 0021235031_01
2 0.581_1352,02 C.52229059._2 _.6125_2_1,02 ('.576345¢0,0_ 0.50379999_2 0.68843998*DZ O°|_699ZS_*r)_ 0.7328934T_03
3 0*39764542*03 C.87667551*_3 0.830.29587,02 0.186214_5.03 C. o. C.48_6750C_3 C.1_620095_04
4 0.31676357*02 -(079190894*_0 _.55_33625,_C _.21748482*05 C050055918._5 O* C.37532239_01 0.22145334,0|
3 0.39S_C_C÷&2 £.2979_9_9.02 C026928917,02 U*26657923*01 0.220_6405_0] -C.11021315,_3 0.66693086-01 0.13731271"00
6 0.79820_8"01 £*173127_9-02 C.9383_CC1,L2 0*41_99999*02 £.39640000+C2 0.11579999*_3 (..15229018-_C 0.60045998_02
86.uC_& _5283.0_ 1778.8_5 48.81046 2841.771 27.06308 -42864.11 93.951 831034
_79.5262 2L935187.75 77983.309 48.56726 181862.912 2.18443 2450°78 0.447 337045
28.3044 3.54 36215_.075 ('.6600_ 1545.812 1.87496 -954.97 -0.362 32726qZ*34
O* &.21814270*_1 _.23136138,_ _.15_91_13.06 _.61990780*00 -_.34985673-C0 -C.7_2362T2÷_r 0.51690599_02
0*65999998*_u -_.44105468-_ ¢.99_91662_3 C.443_4541,04 _*2_154570-C_ C.93680296,_ -_.26_23108-_ 0°766119_4,02
O. _.22_605_-&1 (.13156752,(.4 _.2('954644,_8 C'.7_973508.00 -_.4517042_-94 0.66173_56-00 0.41432738,02
0.|9884376*03 -C.19884376-_3 0.2_524106*£4 C.63348679+C0 0.33515433-_ C.25518879*04 0.2691451a+_3 0.31643563_08
0*14T87997*07 _*28937182*_8 0.13(>43163+C3 C.2843263T,03
1 0.60576J_C*02 C._2134?_1,C1 (:*1274_283÷04 _.26907391,05 G.384_8774.05 0.88481119,03 -C.1024_34,_1 _.21144270*01
2 0*57868377,_2 G. 52554888*02 _.61047707*02 L.58_12566.02 _.5_379999,02 0.6_27997*02 0.1C328122,_4 0.73753320+03
3 0.397_9216,_ C.87683617,03 0082799237*02 _*18627463*03 O* O. _'.48029144,03 0.10631138÷04
C_SE _ TRAJECTORY 10 -6 kO_ SECTION 2 P6GE 13
4 _*_&960219*02 -C*10120027,_1 C.71680383*00 _.21230385,05 C.48892949.0_ C* 0.36716933,_1 0o22133728,01
S 0.395_0_00._2 C.2979_ggg*02 0.2905Bg_1*L2 _*23434187+_1 (;.22058953,01 -0.1(*557796*05 C.bS382363-C| G.13469334-00
6 0.80203449+01 C*17383907.02 O.91gc_cC_*C2 0.41303000,02 C.30420_0_*02 0.11440_C0,33 C*19692414-'C _o6882?997*02
88.0000 4799|. 75 |873.029 47.$4680 2944.718 27. 868_4 -39079.86 "94°044 124.21
279.5_37 2_957896.5_ 78476.189 4T*24726 178771.264 2.24719 2012.91 0.330 294.3T
28*3_39 3.96 363141.6_9 C.66000 1345.866 1.99894 -985.43 • -C.36| 3|47321.00
O. 0.2_471911.01 C.24_6215÷_4 9.15362473,06 C.6359Z313-_0 -C.34983673-00 -C.6PTEg593_C 0.505313|S_2
0.639999_8,_ -C.88_26473-(2 C.1_283130+_4 r.64344_93,C_ 0.23T526_9-C_ O.93&8029&*_ -_.235867_.1-C0 0.76239425_2
O* C.2118_21-_1 _.1338378_*(4 C.2_937318÷_8 C.73_290_.6_ -_.4317(_28-_4 g*6T583303_0_ C.42752T3|*02
0.21361662*03 -_.21361662÷03 U.24&_0258.04 0.65116836"0_ C.34432316-00 _.26142935,04 0.26_7662T*05 _.32525325"01
0*|5439045*07 _.31963433,(8 0.13_88435-03 C.28367620_&3
1 0*6|264422*02 (*2215_236÷G| 0*12744372*_4 C.2690183&÷03 0.37_88466÷05 _*86334599÷_5 -C.12539_||.0| C.2247|9|1_0|
2 0.57623652,02 (.5295_5_4,_2 C.6087709_+:2 0.56463944÷02 C.50379999,02 g.68809998*32 C.|0336976*_4 C*?4217679*03
5 O*39T34JT3÷&3 C.877696_3.03 G*826T5322*02 G.18634204*03 G. C. C.480_1625,03 C.10634393_04
4 0.50137o43,02 -_*112697_5÷01 C.67T73879÷C0 _.2(T12645,05 0*47729126+05 0o C.35802205,_1 @.22126843+01
3 o*sgso000_*_Z L**297999_g*.JZ U.29108911+_2 0.20_42034+01 0.22073921÷01 *_.10618899,03 (:.64257955-01 0*15158890-00
6 O* 80634137+01 C.17_63183÷02 0.90_0600.1,02 (.41000000÷02 0.372_00_*02 0.113_C000,93 _* 24|14293-00 C.68809998_02
gO.OCCO 50T88. T5 1978.0_2 46*31272 3_$2.840 2T.74923 -36368.39 94.100 718.66
279*_418 20960694.50 78921.414 45.92726 175_ 79.381 2* 3|443 2193*8| 0.400 235.$8
20.3034 4.39 3640_5.559 0.6600_ 1546._30 2.09831 L466.38 0.101 2822092.34
O• C.2314431_÷01 (*2494T_96÷04 _.16_52064+(6 C.65160_96÷C_ -(%34985673-C0 -C.673064_4_00 C.493375_+02
0*63999998÷_ 0.15785L86-01 _.1_32232+('4 _.8_45_248+04 _.2_338_34-CC 0.93680296"CC -0.23132761-_C 0.TS913862_02
O• C.2660019_-C.1 (.14_1g134*_4 _.2096_(78"_'8 _.71843733_CC -_*4517_428-94 C.69357022_0f 0.4_0T2739_02
0.22744410÷_3-&.22744410,_3 _.2446_79_*04 C.663_7982,_& _.352673_5-0_ C.26T47888,04 0*261379_6*_3 0.33409_37"08
0.13600|04÷07 C.35_62832,CB 0*13732371÷63 C.28652414÷03
1 0.621_7_|1._2 _.2_175131÷01 C.12746458._4 C.2689T4_7,03 _.3652869_*05 0.54227309_03 -C*|477_257,01 C.2314431_*0|
2 0.57414985,02 L.53429359,02 _.6(747823,02 _.590_24(2,_2 0.5_379999*_ _.68789997._2 C.10585815_04 _*T4682246_03
3 0._97|9832,03 C.87?4472_*03 r.825571_?,52 _.186_|774.03 C* O. _.4797_545*93 0o1_63165_34
4 0*59101026*_2 -G*12387628*_1 _.10342679"01 C.20195230.C$ C.46_63896+05 (. 0.35r_.8012._| 0.22|10722*0|
5 0.5950030_*02 C.297_99_g*c_ G.29333366*_2 C.17740836÷01 0.22090673.01 -0.10373894,n3 C.627T5360-01 0.140_?|82-53
6 0.81|162_4_01 _.1T55Z415.02 U.B8100600*C_ 0.4_7000_C*02 0.35980000.02 0.111609_3,93 C.28413957-00 C.68T0999T÷02
g2.CC_ 53676. T5 2077.607 45.10436 3166*327 27.60323 -53029.54 94.088 75|.36
279.5503 209_359_. T5 7_319.150 a4.60726 172587.)15 2. 38236 8_9.18 0.119 221.06
25.3028 **84 364881.207 _.660_3 1546.245 2.20225 2434.74 0.315 2556532.34
O* C.2382_6_?+_1 &.23924_67÷C4 C.1&56C698+06 0.6669329&÷0C -0*34985673-_ -_*6578749_*0( C.481692|1_32
0.65999998,00 C*23998296-01 C.11(;159&3"_4 C.IC7_9766.05 _.24910342-0_ _.9368_296,09 -0.24565433-_C _.75375417÷02
O* C.11279_69-_1 _.14_61_8_*[4 C*2(962927*08 C.70224328,C_ -_.45170478-_4 C*T1393674_C C*_5392739_02
0.24024956,03 -_*2_024956÷_3 _.24923745÷L4 _.672_&06T÷_ C.35858059-CC C.27332967_04 0.2&198179÷_3 C.3429T127_08
C.|5610314"07 _.38184_76. C8 0.13T75067,03 C.287276|C*03
1 0.62984133.02 C.22|g_$30.01 C.1_74092_÷04 (.26894288,_3 _,35569435.C5 0.82099122÷CS -3*1T0_69_÷01 0*2302362T*31
2 0.5722717_*02 _.53923837÷C2 £*bbb4_225*_2 _;.59_571(6_C2 C.5_379999, C2 U.65T69997*_2 _.1_614641÷_4 0.7514T478_03
3 0.597C6578.03 _*87702673+03 U*82437745*02 L*|865C513÷03 0. 0* C.4Tg_0355÷_5 0.106433|1_04
4 0*6822T976*_2 -_*133284_7÷01 _.119390_6*_1 _.19677871,05 Co45397934÷_ C. 0.34215083,nl C.22111373÷_|
S b.59500_0_*0; t.297999_9÷C_ C'.29_77809_2 _.15351292÷U1 C.22107612÷C_ -0.10126161.03 _.612T6255-0] ©*14453579-00
6 0*01509879*01 C.17621297,02 C.86200_03,C_ 0.40403030,02 C.34760000,02 0.1102_'_3,03 0.32r1913-00 C.61?69_97_32
g4._C_O0 56656*25 2109*3( 8 43.92_54 3203.030 2T.43039 -3_263.13 44.125 ?|T.93
239.5599 20966563.00 79674o5T3 43.52726 169494._49 2.44055 1346.67 0.240 190.24
28.3&22 _* 33 365614.434 _.5400,_ 1346.438 2.32023 *693, 88 -0.3_6 2317502•34
O* G*2_483546*01 0.26958&11"C4 _*17009644*(6 C-879214_7._0 -_*34985673-00 -C.64318759_0_ 0*47217719_2
0*53999598÷L0 -0.1110349c_L1 C..11_6808÷04 C.12952323"05 C.25389135_00 C.93680296"00 -0.24_q|543-0_ 0.73303943_02
O* 0.|973C 735-_1 _.149C_863_04 C.2C965063,C'8 C-6886_961÷Cn _-*451T( 428-C4 C.725045941 rO C._6AT_740_02
0*25217T75÷03 -0*2521T775÷03 0._371_50,04 C.68_27253,LC _-363|8588-00 C.278996_0,L4 0.2625T320,_3 ©*35186626*00
0.|$717639÷07 £.41316354÷_8 0.|38;bS74_3 _.2079440|*03
A-12
GDC-BTD66-012
£ASE | TdAJECTO•Y ID -6 h_l SfCTlOq 2 pAGE 16
| 0.637812_+02 Co222|67L3,01 r.lZ¥S107_04 U.26892043*_3 C.3461C669,03 0.7907_43,05 -0.19641937_0| 0.2448S_6o4_1
2 0.57047953-02 C.5_388270,r2 C.6_539161,02 G.b_08_|6|@_2 (.59379999_02 C.6_748997*92 0e106434.38_6 0.73tb12_4483
3 O* 39894906*0_ _* _7813885,03 0* 82 11_230,02 O* 18860_Z0*03 C. O. O.47_632_3 _. | OtA?6SOe06
4 0*7770T749+02 -9.1472Lq08*01 0.23609338÷01 C*|9169349_ L.44231412"_3 _. 0.3337_6_1 _*221363_3_0|
S G*SqSGOGO_*OZ L.2979_cq*P2 _*29629474*02 (].13214861_1 (.22122487÷01 -0*9908_192_02 _.S99_.9849-0| 0.1_1_3971"400
• 0.81731347,01 _.1765196o*02 0.843300C1-02 0.4GL99999_2 0*3334[_C0_2 9*10879999_03 C.37388342-00 0*•8748_?_32
• 6.©000 39729.73 2313.389 42.80_7• 3408*328 27.2S971 -_719_*8• _4.209 6?7*?|
279*570_ 2_9696_7.00 79990.n88 42066726 166_01.338 2*31837 2327*08 0*313 1•_0|_
28*3016 5.88 38628Z.574 ¢.54_3 1_46.704 2*63469 -1t74*38 -_o421 20_|2388_S
O* _*2518374_*G; C.2_bg49"C4 U*17_3936S*bb _.6_1254_7,_ -C.3_985673_C0 -8.63227r_/_0 0.46ZT33_92
0*53999998*00 -C. 14511_33-_1 _*ll 8_41_1*84 :. 15273351.C_ _.258187160L0 _*9368()?96*_3 -_.Z 36090_3-:0 CoTS037•?T_02
O. 0.337_2131-01 _.15367967,_4 _.209_8_92*_B _.6749112_*{: -_.45170429-04 D.73789_+_ 0*4_32742_0_
0.26320537,03 -0.2_3_0557"_3 _.2_8_8931,_4 _.705415_2.CC C.37_2202-00 _.28_49041,¢4 _.26315708-03 _.360781_6_0|
0.1569154_7 _._.468_b_8 _.13836974,£3 C.28852951,[3
1 0.6_698101-02 (.22241_73.01 _.12734n31.0_ ('.26889042*03 (.336524_*_5 C.77840_1*03 -C.21827810,©1 C.2518374880|
2 0.3689538_+02 C.34913229*02 b. 604b9_11_02 C.6066_88_*_2 (.5_379999,_2 _.88726997_2 C.106722_q_04 0.760716•2_0|
3 0*39683841"03 _.6785_48('*83 9.82137446"02 b*18&752qT*03 C° C* _.47897_583*_) _°|06$3|?8_6
• 0.873112_*02 -_.164_2249,_1 0.13645_29+01 _* 186431_7+05 _.4308_086,03 O. P.325_3579_1 0.Z209033•_01
5 0.59500_00,02 _.2979_29,02 0.2_788364÷02 t.1132926_,01 _.22138893÷01 -_.96686873÷0_ _.585_799_--_1 _°138_0603-00
6 0°819615•_*C1 G°1768_278*_2 C.8£4_000_÷02 0.39800000÷02 C.32319_99+_2 9°1_740900÷03 _.41q76360-0_ 0.687_6_7_02
98.00_0 b20LO. 75 2449.06_ 41. 74972 3537.956 27.089|4 -24339.32 9_.291 840.0S
279.5808 2(9773(8.75 80264.962 4h36726 163307.633 2.$8869 30C8.53 0.¥24 139.•3
28.30_9 6.65 366873*4_3 _*_4_9 1546.q98 2.55766 -14_9.37 -_.488 1801836.81
O. G*25886873*_1 G*2916g226*_4 :.1R211387-_6 _.7:3_897"C_ -C.34985673-0_ -_.61912918*_0 0*65327862_02
0*S3999_98"_ -_*1703164_--_| b*12214860_04 C.1767_987"[_ _.2_25_123-C_ C.93680296"05 -0.211182_5-0_ 0.74776126_02
O* C._332939-01 (*15843929÷04 ?.2_972(11,_8 b.66_83_8-CC -r.4517_428--_4 9.?_C487_6,_0 O.41_$Z?•3tO2
0.27326320_3 -_.2732_3_G*_3 _.262377S6-04 C.733730_3,(t _.393151T6-_0 C.28977743,04 0.263717_7_03 O*36qT1•|2_D8
0.1567528_*C7 0.47_022C9,:8 C.13896346÷03 _.28903314,03
1 0.65=3062_÷02 C.222c7928,C| _.12737235._4 C.26888423,_3 _.3269_77_*_5 0.737_8763,35 -0.2428_17¢*01 0.2S886873_01
2 0*56738133*02 _*$5444_6.02 v._0414827÷_2 _.61_607_8*_2 (.5_379999*02 _.687t_998*02 _.1CT_1942÷_4 0.76_4861_03
3 0.39673057÷03 L* 87898_95_ 0*8!939256*02 L.18692_97,03 _o r. _.478_7583*_3 _.10639|]9804
4 G.97143&_02 -_*18_281_6_(| _.17856453,_1 .*18126_|8-C_ (.4189_433*0_ _. 0.31711898*01 C022992824_01
5 0.59300000÷02 _.2_79_9_9*_2 £..2_947242,CZ C.96 9677_3_C C._21_5224_01 -'.9429841_*32 _.57r62628-3| _.13459688-33
6 0.8_0921 91,91 G. 17691427*02 G*80500001,02 _.3950_CC.02 C.311_C000-_2 _.1[_6000_0,33 0.4b?_2252-00 0.68704998_02
100.0000 _6171.7_ 2582.663 40.74246 3670.735 2&. 91194 -21672.38 94.336 600.86
279.5924 2_97_381._ 8_SC6.379 -_0.28723 160213.328 2.66029 2932°58 _.T46 119.|4
_8.30_1 7._8 3674_3._68 (.54_U 1547.333 2*68278 --974.0_ -O*378 lS•_3tOq
O* _.26602878+01 C.3_34_527+04 C*IBBCb_4_*L6 _.714_0367-_ -C.34985673-P_ -_.69376779_0_ 0.4439009|+2_
0.33999998*C0 -C*97_33249-(2 C*12©46701-t'_ _.2_16( 728*05 U.2(6902_(-_( r.9368(1296÷0_ -P*226192_3-C0 _*74319_9_+92
Oo C.43968631-01 :.1633_9_8.C4 _.2r975228_(e C._4662_11-_ -_.451T0428-_4 9.76281124*_( 0.49712743_2
0*28243?03*03 -C.282437_*£3 C._b_7_35,04 L.76189_48+[_ b._l_&]TG_-O_ _.29489824*04 9*26426864,03 ¢.378686S7_08
0.13517797-07 _.50735877._8 (.13934749÷03 0.20946924_03
1 0.665_7977-02 _°222_bCT3*_1 0.1_76076_÷04 C.26884618-03 _.31737T16.05 C*735T6336_5 -0*2681_753-91 0*26&02878_01
2 0o56634436_ _°5_991941.02 O*&G375b_4*L2 (.0_871U62÷_2 _.5_379999_V2 0.68682948*02 0.1_T_9808-_1_ 0.77011484_33
3 9*39&_4067÷33 _.879_3583.03 b.81730533*02 C*18710964÷03 C° 9. _.47837T19*03 0*1_63S433_0_
4" 9.10724301,_3 -C*2C_E_bL2*C'I 0.20129_78.01 _.176_9131_05 [ .40728468,05 _. C. _0878545÷rl 0.22087837÷01
0.$950.30_C*_2 C.297999_9._2 _*381061_C+_2 (._2734220,CC ".22171_06.C1 -_.9185fl645÷92 _.553_6237-91 _.1311|6_8"-_0
6 0.82145820,_1 _*17681120,C_ _*78600001-02 C*392_:_0,02 _.2988_0_*_2 0.1('4_?P_*_1 C.S1559142,_G _068682998t:Z
102.0000 89545.25 2727*_3 39.76127 38C9.877 26*71380 -19191o37 9_.419 562*23
279._L47 28979455°_G 8071&.7_5 39.20T23 157118.291 2.73282 30_3. g8 0.816 181.•2
28.2993 7.72 367874.336 C.$40_9 1547.696 2*813_2 -881._4 -0.363 13926?3°??
O* 0°27328181*L1 (*_1574954_04 _*19_25549+_6 0.725_$4_*_C -_.34985673-D9 -C.59_1911&_00 0*43_3752_2
0*539_9998*0_ -0*7438128_-_2 _.|3_9797_*04 _.22734872.rS [.27111795-P_ _.936_29&*_ -_*22112115-_0 0.74289198_32
O* U.45803577-31 C.168220_+04 0o2_978344._8 _.6321274_C_ -_*4517r428"-04 _*77488349_0_ _*SO792747_02
CASE 1 TRAJECTORY |D -6 NOIq SECTION 2 PA_ |5
0*29071330*03 -_*29071330+03 C.27C&93_2,04 &.78408162"CD _°431_495-00 D.2998431_04 0°26480_15"_3 0o38763161_8
0*15332230*07 0*53811487*_8 _.13972238÷_3 r.28984170-_3
1 9.67581909_02 _.22322382,01 0.1276_508-C_ 0.26883501,03 _.3_781257*05 0.71462577,05 -_.29373389_01 0.2732818|_02 "
2 0o565211_1,02 0.585437_9._2 _.OC347962,02 _.62488_2÷02 _.50379999÷C2 _.68660997*02 0.10758556_0_ 0.7747889_38
3 0o3_6_S078+_ _*d79899_*C_ _o81531618÷02 0*18730339_03 (* C* _.478_'8240"_3 0.10672034_0_
4 0*1174943_*03 -_.22496871"(1 C.22436230"01 C.17092434÷05 _.39559779-05 C* r.30_43497,01 0°22083332_01
5 0.59500000÷_2 C.2_7999_9+_2 C. 3_265033,C2 _.7042723_*_C C.221F_&43*(I -0°8941n775÷02 C._41f49_|-_1 0°12762033-D0
6 0.82108889÷01 _.17_50029-02 C.76790000,02 0.3890_CD_*_2 C*28_000,_2 0.1032_C_3,_3 b.36_87673÷0r n.68660997*02
104.000_ T3_21._( 2849.951 38.89246 3954.592 28.4_927 -16748.48 9***433 511.95
279.6178 2_982;32.2S 8_897.223 38.12725 154_22.457 2.80766 15|6o_& 0.613 83.08
28*2984 6._2 3683_7.094 G.54_P_ 15_8.2_5 2*911370 1556.$2 _.3_4 1193|6_._
O* C.28_766_4+ 01 0.528_5939_04 P.2_C_978_+06 _.T_&917_9+_ -C.34985&73-D_ -0._7840414_n_ 0*4233o317_82
0*53999998÷0L _.24179_93-_1 C.13585333+_4 U.254024_6+_5 C.27523757-_C _.93680296-_ -9o21597172-G0 _*74823827_02
O* C.24257_80-41 C.173149_*_4 _.2_981_58*08 Co&1741_9÷C_ -_._317_428-94 P.?S&640_4÷_ 0*31872749_02
U.29814731+03 -_.29814771*03 G.2T472384÷94 C.7qS&_73_CC . 0*4_11912_-_ ".30441813"04 _.263328_¥_n3 0.39•6_q_3_98
0*14590282÷07 C.S8814673+( 8 O.14GGb838*U3 C.29_14374"03
1 G *68079594*02 G.22348_49*(1 _.12748982-04 _.248_9668*03 ['.2_825313"C_ 0.&93073_5,_5 -:.31228989-C1 _.2807•69_81
2 0*58419416*92 _.57158188*02 _.60334647÷02 _*_3167460"02 _*5_379909*_2 0*•8637998*02 C.10787287-_4 0*770464_07_03
3 0.39646093,03 0.88043771-('3 _.81398558*02 O*1B75P_1U÷03 C* O. _.47785730÷03 0o1_679374_D_
4 _*12430148*_3 -0.23860_92-01 _.24720_B5÷¢1 0.1658030°*05 0.38393031-05 O. 0o2971279_C| 0o22079196_31
5 O.sgsDc_UG*02 0.29833478_2 _.3043114&*02 _.5978625C÷D_ _.222_7233"C! -_*846q2147*02 _.$24_9863-0| 0*1237400?-08
• 0*8201957&*01 0.176_5717t_2 C.74800001-_2 _.385999_9,02 C*2T4_CD_*_ 9.]('179999*03 _.&_TSC_G 0.68637998_02
106o0_.C_ 766_0.75 2987*844 37.84086 _115.149 26*23093 -14449*69 9_.452 471.72
279.6_18 2(986312.50 81053._5_ 37.94725 1_0_25.187 2*88323 747*_q _.179 * 72*92
28.2974 q.15 36875P._90 (.5_0_ 1349.059 3.03865 -655.14 -0. 327 10_1377o23
O* _.28832283-C] C.34199949+04 _.2074_214._6 0*74768848*_ -_.34983673-90 -0.S_441161÷_ _.416_9458_2
0.53999998÷_ -_.21547712-02 C.1_96253"04 C.28170533+05 _.2792_939-Cb C.9368L'206,:D -_.21374534-_ Co73783_2t_2
O. £.13_14229-01 C.17_01196÷t_ C.2_98_4&g÷_s _.60247344÷CC -_.4517_28-04 0.79813789_C 0.$293274_02
0.30476103.L_ -C.3(476103,03 C.2786493_÷04 C.7_991718_C_ 0.4433_846-_C C.3cg22531._4 0*26_8318_*_3 _*4_5996_8
0.14994318.07 0._8|31•*_B C.14_74"_3 C.29037199+03
1 0.70244908._ "C.223841_3.01 _.12776338*_4 _.269_1487_3 C.288898•1"05 r.6717_509._ -0.3_2886_÷_1 0.28832283_01
2 0.56322871÷_2 C.5799929&*02 _.6032T333,32 O.&_7_lgg_2 C .5_379999_02 0.68613997_02 0.10816_03+n_ 0.78_14540_9_
3 0.39434082,03 (.8812929_*03 _.81234192"02 _.18774067_03 O. O* 0*477_93P2*_3 C.10•90§36÷06
4 C.13151343+_3 -b.25_20_7-01 _.27604174-_1 _.16_6894?-03 b.372289_2*05 O. O.283B_2qT*_l C. 22079342+=1
5 9.595_0_C-02 _.30098078_2 0.3060_47_+_2 0.50839810+0L _.22235_&3+_| -_.82548740-02 O.4q_257P-n; 0.11782598--03
• 0.81826875,01 C.17_37314_2 (.729_CCU*02 0o383_0_C÷_2 _*Z6ZZ_?:+_2 0.1_04_00n'03 0.&4_|6724,00 0.•8613997_02
108.00_0 POZB2*50 3145.434 36.912T4 4261.327 Z5.98493 -12840.SZ _.4_H_ 442.43
279. b_67 2099_195.25 81189o263 35.96725 1_782_.244 2.95953 $78.71 0o132 61.48
28.2964 9.94 369152.4_1 _.540r_ 15_9.896 3o2C499 -1015.15 -_.446 930749o98
O* 0.2959554_] L.3_8_38C÷_4 C.2143_lBl*08 C.75819392"_C -_.3498_6T3-_0 -_.$5_2183_*_C 0.40694744*92
0.539999_8÷0_ -r..574_27-_ C.I_]8383+_4 C.31_41469÷_5 C.2831820L-_ _.9368229F*P_ -_.2C544_48-_ _*7334979_02
O* C.1081_123-Cl (.182860_8*G_ C.2_98_r78.08 _.58732Z73-C_ -_.4517C428-_4 _.8_._35176-C_ _.94032749_02
0*31068044+03 -_.310_8_÷_3 C.28252 _89-04 _.8_208855*00 C.443&)356-n_ _.3136781d_04 0.26632161"_3 0.4146011_08
0*13918968÷07 C.62_8_.1+08 G.14_Tg466*03 Co2905•238_3
1 0.7177524_2 _.2241 be4_÷_l _.12783551"04 C.26913_83_03 C.27914923"05 C*•5031321"93 -0.33_68643-01 0.2939354_*01
Z 0.5622T858._2 _.5B82257_*c2 _.60322443.22 ;.&4_5730,_2 C.5_379999._2 0.68589998÷92 C.]3844707,_. _.78883673÷_3
3 0.3_622658_('3 C._8212857"03 L.81117777*02 C..188013_5-_3 _. O. 0.4773_36,03 0o10701416_04
4 O. 1384402_÷_ -L*2_b880_9÷L1 C.3_376_99"G1 C.15557T39÷05 C.38063121"_5 0* 0.275_8092,_1 0*22071730_01
5 O.SS0000ta+G2 b*3_35_856_02 0.3_7778_5÷32 _.4289_035-00 _.222•)_?•*Cl -_.783250•3,32 P.4731773_-01 _.11298278-30
• 0.81329933÷01 b.17_44158"C2 U.71bOO_b1_2 G.38b00_C*02 C.250_C_C_*_2 o.gqoroc01÷02 0.6782_314+_C 0.68389998_02
110.000( _b67.50 3309*795 3&.02421 4422.991 25*72r|• -11168.23 94*529 410.89
2?9*662• 28993981.25 813_7.943 35*30725 144T25.623 3*03781 1373.10 0.440 51.57
28*2953 IC.78 3•9517o070 _.330_D 1_S0.731 3.37194 -8*70 -0.120 821099o37
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O. 0.3(_37811_01 0.37062991*06 0.22166004÷C6 Ce766_8154.0C -0.34905673"90 -ge56|649d_6*O0 0.40|_9_1_'92
0.329_994-0_ _.83|_4_C|-02 @*|51R3083*L4 _.3_0|_36_5 C*2655Z970-_ _.9_6|0296_C9 -0.Z0716890-D9 0*T360_60_2
O* 0.23693241-01 0.1P779920,04 0.20996784*00 C.57796089,n_ -r.45|7962J-_4 0.81606379"00 @.5469276_02
0*31505034*G3 -0. 3159_36"03 _.206307A2,04 0.89944890*_0 0._49372|0-0C C.51798579,04 0.26679583_95 r*42_61ZOl_98
0.1359q617"©7 9,b9241C3_*C8 G,_4113545"03- C.29771677"03
1 0.73310910*02 C.224S2339._1 0.|2790729*04 0.26924860_03 0.2_960472,05 0.6280q976405 -9. 37228266+fll 0.3037_|10691
2 0. S_|3635_*02 0.5967J229_02 _.6_323340,02 0.6S68S186,0Z 9.90379999*02 0.68S61_7,9_ G.|0875600*04 OeYq_$ZTT_O]
3 0.0961_251,03 C._8_9068,03 C.1_98J936,02 0.18026_6*_3 00 O. _.477|(624,03 0.10712|91_06
0.14529686_03 00025059772,0_ 0033119944*01 0.10046620,05 C.3489616_*00 O. 0.26715962*01 0.2_061192"0|
_.595C00_*02 0.3(6_158_U; 0.3(91_030,0_ C.59§1_267°_¢.2228q696-0| -_.7463|839*0_ 0.45161|_|-01 0.106S2S79*0§
• O* 81158029_01 C.17332696-_2 0.6910_001,02 0.377990_0"92 E*2978000C*_2 ?.9760C031,9_ 0.71S96782,0_ 0.6eS6|96760Z
112.00©C 9?959.S0 3475.690 35.19494 459_.078 25._6570 -0789*76 _4.067 57_.T_
279.6?94 209g7874.25 81409.830 34.64725 141623.929 3.11711 |728.59 0.669 63.|6
28.Z94_ 11.69 369840.8_6 C.3300_ 1_91.560 3.51217 69.69 -0.097 ?00|0S*09
O* C.3|17|_89*_1 0.35564687*04 0.229Z1_02"C_ _.77066773+CC -r.34985673-90 -0.53Z60653,00 @.390_1|0-92
0.32999999-00 _.9757S654--_ C.|9732286,C!4 _.57_08701*_5 b.287§3953-90 0.9568_96*C0 -9.19886649-0r O.73Z?l_A6_02
0. 0.30F4106_*_1 0*19290_66*_4 _.2_996_91+08 _.968_2_37"0_ -C.4517_4_-96 _.96266673*90 _.991S_741_0_
0*32064492903 -_.3206_692*_3 C.29_G(*_03,04 _.81_31924÷00 0.4S367002-00 _*3_215_96*_6 0.Z67_5477_03 0.A326_73"98
0.12996434,07 0.67_9884o*¢9 f.*_614O867"03 0*2q083863"03
0*?68198@7+02 ¢*2248567L*_| 0.12797798"0_ @*26937032*03 C.260_6494,0_ 0.6_746469"0S *9.392_4|69*_1 0.3||?1_99_0|
0*96045089*02 [*_5_3._2 0.60325737,02 C.667912fl6"_2 C*S0379999*02 0.68573997"_2 9.|9902091"04 0.7g|_602+9|
3 0*39602260*03 C*S_3757_7,C_ _.80849Z56*_2 _.1§5921_7"_3 C* _* C.476871_S*09 C.|07_2?83_06
6 0*1922|459*03-_.26_2916*01 _.33_8S837,91 _.|4_35_99*05 C.33728360,0_ 0. C.25884_|5,01 0.2_064_78_91
§ 0.$950990_*02 G.3( 882639*02 (.31182254,02 _.2996|572-00 C.22310691-01 -0.7(8301_2*96 @.42861295-01 0.|9109997-09
6 O. 80683039-01 G. _7197161*_2 0.67200001,¢2 _.37400906,02 C .229600_0,02 0. 962_0_9_92 _. 7539_634*_0 0.6803)991*02
114.00C_ $1961.20 3699.0?4 34*41075 4767.74_ 25.2733_ -8606.36 94.575 937.71
_79.6977 710_1877.25 81497.617 53._87_3 198S19.437 3.19911 _T||.96 0.?)_ _5._H_
28.2929 12.6_ 37_|53.754 _*)3CO0 2357.371 3.66_94 -79_.40 -0*699 603|97*67
O* g.3199809_*_1 _.491190U6,_4 _*237_7752*t'6 C.77675166+CC -_.34985673-99 -0.57369397*00 C.390398_6+92
0.32999999-0_ -_.9757_5|7-_3 _.16316397-(4 (*4fY13350*r_ C.29011116-00 C.93680296+C0 -0.|95S377C*_0 0.73|3S368*0_
G. _.30621981-_1 C.|9813377.(.4 _*7100000_*(8 C.559_0841,0_ -9.4517_478-74 9.82916997"0_ C.969|2741"0_
0.32482450"_3 -9*_24_4_*_3 0.29362969,04 _.80089715"£_ _.46923_18-00 _.37619573,_6 0.66769887*_3 @.64|66280_00
0*12289459*07 C.7(4219_*_3 (.1417_470+03 0.29995_27,C$
9. 76376963"02 _.2731_[77,01 _*|_CS2¢_÷94 9.26939)93,03 C .2S_32988"0_ _.586(09_6"95 -c.4||@r2S?,01 0.3|q_8069_01
2 0.55_58467+02 C.6|356787,C? _.6:336662,02 0.67713059*02 C.90378999+02 0.68506998,96 9.|99_749*04 0.80_99S66-05
3 0.39592117*03 (.8845_6_3,_3 _.8_7C9427,g? _.18868151.03 C. 9. G.47663059,0) 0.|_737|06"_6
4 0.1588598_*G_ -C.3_8602(2,01 0.37_60131,_1 _.14_24800*03 _.32559190,03 0. 9.25_57436,01 0.Z_063S77_0_
S 0.59509000,_2 C._11_7_4,_2 _.31377700,_? C.24973613-00 _.22347677,C] *_.6_883487.92 0.40473984-91 0o95666|79-01
6 0*80_62364*01 C*|7_802"02 0.633C_0( 1"C_ (i*3730000_*92 0.2134_0_+_2 0.9_8_0_1,97 _. 79038947*0_ G.68S96996_97
1_6.CCCC 96_7_.2S 3824.434 33. 66779 6941.185 ?4.98366 -72|3.64 94.610 909.26
279.7160 210_5994. CG 81072.600 93.9?7?3 135414._96 _.28464 |94§.2| 0.921 29.89
28._916 13.63 37_438*785 @.33003 1533.0_3 3.647k6 -809.98 -0.461 S72600.71
O* 0*3_846372*_1 C*4177896?*04 _.24526148,(6 _.78Z73232+00 -C.3498_673-_9 -0.51_7|182"_0 0*3648955|*_2
0*52999999-_U -0.5407_56_-L3 _.1691617]+L4 _.43636274+_5 [.2923443_-_: _.93680296,P_ -_.192|8_96-3_ _.T309|641_C2
O. 0.35_21614-(_ _.2_34 _b4_*_4 C.21_4317._ _._4942077+_0 -_.4317_42_-_4 9.65S54009"00 0.966??766*02
0*32849329*03 -C.5284_52_*_3 C*79718163+(14 0.8558361Z+0C C.69267530-00 0.33011676,_4 0.26812883*03 C.6S_6994Z_8
0.11877344*07 9.77877_+_8 _*14211398"03 0.Z9309191÷03
0.77938876+02 0.;2049_10.L] (*|2812685_04 0*26934414*03 0.24099968,C_ 0.5_43341_*_S -_.47937073,01 0.528A6372_01
2 0.S_71397+02 _o62;_1C(_*62 C.6_3_9817,02 0.68629831,_2 U.50379999÷C? n.6843_998,_? 9.109_9407,04 0.00?6Y713*03
3 0.393819_7,03 _.6_$449[1+03 _*80369243*02 0*|8877689*_3 C* _* C.47638887"_5 0._9742239_06
4 0.16315708-03 -(.323Z1618, C1 0.36?41213"_1 0.13514176"05 0.313885_4÷C_ O. _.2422114S÷_1 0*2Z0S8731_0|
5 0.395_00C_+02 0.3135/_56"02 C.51§_5_73"_Z 0.20756638-00 @.22_69898,_1 -_.6Z902350.02 0.38_63986-01 0*8970369_-_1
6 0.79S57316"9| C*16879331, _2 _.634000(0÷_2 _*3680090_*_ _*2912_1*02 _.9340_C_'97 0.82503892"00 0.6i660998"9_
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_8.0_00 |(_3C7.23 4_0.4|0 92.96358 3|2S.393 74.749_4 -6136.29 94._55 _76.4_
279*7359 _1010_26.3_ 81636.664 32*66725 _37507.3_4 3.37_50 1905.79 1*0|_ _6._?
28.2901 14.68 37_7C6.395 @.330_3 1993.748 3*99188 -8.74 -0.103 6_8936.$9
O* 0.3372050d÷_1 0*43391308÷(4 _.2037726_L6 _.7886(931+2_ -0.34983673-09 -C.5_566162_00 0.37964_41407
0.32999999-00 0.10_73257-01 G*17541304÷04 C.47_81347-05 n*2_433865-f13 C.93680296,_0 -9*1988_771-0_ 0.728?_26_07
O* 0.35664768-C_ C.2089_176_04 _*210_8641÷08 r._3975924*0_ -C.43170428-04 0.84181638_09 0.57332768,92
0*33|703_5_03 -_.3317_3o5_3 _.3L_6601_÷04 C.8_689689_ C.37308983÷_0 0.33392414_04 0.76856497_03 @.45976795_09
0.1_CFH949,07 0.7512L3_9.(8 0.14242685÷03 _.29112872÷05
1 0.79333605+02 f*22587772÷G1 0.1282C37_÷04 C.26930071"03 0.23147429÷CS 0.543:4016,95 -0.44647730,0! 0.537Z9008_01
2 0.55784725÷02 C._3L_279÷0_ _.6(366945+02 _.69561304.02 0._379999+02 _.68454999÷_2 _.1_98_00_*_4 0.81236774_05
3 0.39371746_03 _.66631961*03 (.8_433863_02 0.15886680,03 0. _. 0.A761_137÷05 0.10751864*06
4 0.17126036÷¢3 -_,33717764.01 _.3978§338÷C! 0.13003633÷05 C.30Z16400÷03 C. 0.23389953-0] 0.??006003_0|
S 0.59500000÷02 L.310_761,02 G.31732799,C? _*1770089_-96 ¢.22397681÷01 -0.58539036_? 0.3060317|-C] O. |398_949-01
6 0.76883426* 01 (.166927_÷02 _.61300001"_2 0*36499999÷02 0.1890_00_÷C? C.97000_1+02 C.BS860061÷00 0.61_54999_2
12_*0000 _4637. CC 4193.772 32.29037 _316.201 ?4.91372 -5163.90 94*659 266*2@
279*7569 21_14377.73 6169_.859 32.U_720 129199.132 3._6341 1691.31 1.007 29.66
28.2866 15.80 370954.492 0.33_C_ 1554.460 4.14416 -17.41 -C.104 366609.30
O* Co34634_92._1 _.4_111_62÷_4 C.26262188÷_b 0.79438186.00 -_.34985673-00 -0.49654394-00 0.374030|9_07
0.32999999-0_ 0.1127566_-01 C.1_19167_÷04 _.3:654496÷(_5 _.29669391-CC _.9366_796,00 -0.16539742-00 0._2740660_07
O. _.3_13©777-01 _.71403326÷_4 0*21012676*_8 0.53002658÷0f -C.43170476-24 0.847979_7÷00 0.9799Z767_07
0.33648453÷03 -0.3344_53._3 C.30406271÷04 (.920§9266÷C0 0.55601474÷_C 0.33?623??*94 0.26894765÷_3 0.46679261÷08
0.10330153÷07 C.77265018÷C_ _.1_273339+_3 0*29118624*03
1 0.61101312÷02 C.2261_231.01 r.12828086_04 C.26_26126÷03 0.22193347*G_ 0.571_706÷95 -C.462_6093_1 _.34634092_0|
2 0*55696418÷02 C.6_k737.02 _.6_385917÷02 _.705304_9,02 _.50379999÷0_ C.68424997÷92 0.11016_8_4 O. OZTIZ08_÷03
3 0.34362143÷03 _*PE?1_72c÷03 COB6309676*02 0.18890139÷03 _. _. _.47593110÷03 0.1_761368÷06
9.17692_32.03 -C.35:11274÷01 0.4_756454÷_1 F.12493349,05 @.29342955÷0_ 3* C.27959744,_1 0.72003106-0|
5 0.$9500000 ÷62 _.31827380÷02 2.31969478÷02 0.14209299-00 C.22423039÷_1 -0.54834991÷92 C.33157200-_1 C.?6268769-0|
6 0*76131326*01 C.1_485775÷02 C.596000_1.92 0.36200000÷02 C.I?6BC _00÷02 C.q06_Ol÷O? C.88969610÷_ C.68424997,0Z
122.Cr[_ lC 9128.75 4387.646 31.64811 5513.160 24.2858? -4360.73 94.672 216.17
27%779C _1_]90_1.00 81739.424 31.46723 176089.440 9.55766 1607.76 1.096 16.62
28.2_70 16.97 ?71196.2(7 |_.270_0 1553.235 4.298"2 -?1._2 -0.305 303970*71
O* 0.55_76_1_*_1 C.4686_q01+_4 0*27162(99÷[6 0.79902633÷_C -C.34983673-_0 -9.48905910-CG 0.36962770÷92
0.26999999-_0 L.11_505_-I:1 ¢.1FB64540÷£4 C.543_9774+f5 C.29R428_4-0_ _.93680796.¢9 -0.18759294-_C 0*?2636?67*02
O* C._270387o-01 _.22021793*(4 C.21317224÷_B 0.522¢1112÷0_ -C .4517_ 476-04 9. B5793761.00 0. S8532748*02
0.33689126_3 -0.33669i26*L3 C.3_7_3691÷04 0.95993523÷C_ 0.59561491÷C_ _.34122Z_2_04 0.Z6953727÷@_ C.47794|56_08
0.95726511._6 0.792_9390*08 C.14303432.03 C.29123163÷03
1 0.82803716.02 b*226_lB_5*C| _*1_63_0L1.04 _o2O97Z464÷05 0.?1Z43697÷C_ 0.49999484÷3_ -9.47785070÷_| 0.35576616_91
2 0*55034_B_07 0.6464767|*_2 G.6_40_301"_2 f.7131098¢*07 0*50379999÷02 0.66394997÷02 0o11_45291_04 0.67||6270_93
5 0.3935227_÷0_ _.666_7745*_3 _.8019341_÷02 0*18903123÷03 O. _. 0.47571614÷_3 0.10771097"04
4 0.18224907_03 -C.36226_16-_| C.41669811,0| C*11_833_4÷00 0.27866427÷0_ 0. 0.21728974,01 _.??950389_01
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280.0718 2|0T1266*23 82_26.01| 26*18724 qA873.216 A*TgTSA SoT*q? 0.1R4 2*04
28.2635 32.S1 373664o168 0.210CO 1367.339 6.08324 -15.24 -0.|09 42836*|S
O* C.4297544_,01 C.6848_53,04 3.38592863"0_ 0*84063840*00 -C.34q83673-00 -0.4|3A3|05-_0 O.S27q2A04*_2
0*20999399*00 0.|663825|-_| C*2282920_*04 0.99772409*03 C.3|396449-00 C*q3680296,00 -_.|OA35583-OC _*?|?0|A87_02
O* 0*18601105-01 r.2_511348"_4 C.2|067496"C8 9*4_130605-_C -_.43|70428-0A 0.8923_53P*_C C.631]2252_02
0*34816034*03 -_.34316034,(J ¢'.3_0_721"04 O*152708_3*L| 0*||608359*_| 0.372975q8,04 0.27232937"_3 _.S682036q_Oi
0.33483877,06 0.9199732o*08 r.|AST77_2*OS C*2_074064-_3
1 0.103417A8,03 (..23252145,_1 _.12941229,04 0.2708_581,03 0.|1787S28,05 0.28289625_05 -O.OTSggqqE*O| 0.4292S440_0|
2 0*544b473_*02 (.7A682498*02 C.6072938_*_2 0.82444063,02 C.5032q999,02 n*68219qST*02 C.1|329832,04 O.86q99qSA*OS
3 0.3940Z46_*03 0.9_(*09817*03 0.76329428,02 O.|q42763q*_3 O. O. 0.47035411''3 0.109A|?45_04
4 0,2963999Y+03 -0.7323_q8"01 _.944|99q6,01 _.6R(67067"04 ¢.1609|397,03 O* C*|342_240"21 O.2203&?Eq*O!
3 0.39300000,02 0.33435893,02 0.33450031,_2 _.14137613-0] C.22843697,C1 -0*26218399*01 0.|$512553-_2 0.$6A87275-02
6 0.64624032*01 C.127523_5,02 _.387000_,22 0.3290000C*02 _.4260CC01,_1 0.T52_0_0,02 r.?12420Al*r! p.6821q_lS?*0|
I_4.CUO_ 187382.23 7011.478 2_.24807 8184.601 22.0637_ -362.04 94. q14 _6.02
280.1093 21_7732q.23 820_5.129 25.767_4 917A0.126 4.q662q 264.82 0.0?6 |*63
28.2626 3_.50 _13971.19q 0.210(3 15_8._32 6.341_ -|6.01 -0.110 $5853 * 48
O. 0.4086286C*_1 (.TII13959*L4 C.3q988727,06 C.84364639,00 -C.54983673-00 -O.40725T?9-_O r.32472802"02
0.209_999_0_ 0.173_49_4-01 C.28021682,_4 :*;_527883*(b _.31308755-CI. _.9368r296*O_ -_.13_05_24-_0 C.71633qr3|,02
O* C.18_37_1-C1 (.292636_4*04 C.21_73_74,_8 C.43A71628-00 -_.4517_428-04 _.93_S663r*_0 0.64232_6"_Z
0.3484648_*_3 -_.3484648_3 C.34_8_q07,04 C.15789671,(1 _.12124147._1 0.37581345,04 _.27284870,03 0.37T81823"08
0.32269905+U_ C..92674732,08 (:.14602_99,_3 ¢*290¥9077÷03
1 0.10613_15.05 0.23213731,01 0.12936061,04 _.27_03_24,03 0.10845185,05 _.2AID1752,03 -0.76224612"_1 C.Aq662R68*O|
2 0.54359537"02 C.75829108,_2 _*6082563_*_2 _.83740361"02 r.5_379999,02 0*6821qqqT_02 0.11338408._4 C*82AEBAq|*33
3 0*39380931*05 C*_1179O_8.03 _.7757476_*02 ¢.19248148,03 G* O* 0.47138A07"_3 C.1_qA2303+06
4 0.2668989o*03 -0.628_9O38+C1 (..76168867*01 (.63599322"04 0.14901040,05 O. _*12743A39"01 O.2203TAOT*O!
5 0.59300000"02 0.33438679*_2 _.33450031,0_ 0.11352_'52-01 C.22899322._1 -_.59593645,01 C.35239573-_2 C.i2q34488*02
6 0.6328752_*_1 C.12243_75,02 C.3680_D1,02 (.3260_9_C*02 0.50400_0_*01 0.738Cn001,02 _.|46385?9._| C.6R2|Sq92_02
146.0_00 _7361T.50 7308.083 25.87783 8484.984 21.89382 -22T.43 q_.qOq S9.qO
28_.14R5 2198356T.25 8199T.456 25.54724 886_2.899 5.14226 222.32 C.891 3.30
28.259_ 3_.5_ 374298.5_9 n.21_03 1569.303 b.6_q2_ -1A.68 -0.110 29RZ|.l?
0. _.51472801*_1 C.738_2634.04 0.41458513÷06 C.8_660905+00 -_.34985673-_0 -0.4010626_-00 C.32|93235"_2
0.2099_999-C0 G.18486C88-01 _.29_53553,04 C.l|_q8369*r.8 L.3161_365-CC C*93680296t_9 -0.|4q73846-C_ C.?1367||3,02
C. _*187c08451-C1 C.3004_172,04 _.210792_5.(8 _.42810315-C_ -C.4515_428-04 C.93372872,C0 0.644852?S?*0_
0*3A862650.03 -_.34867850*_5 C.34557161,04 _.16325542,L1 ¢.1_65_920,01 :.3786_231*_4 C.27313c_3"_5 0.31_9400T*08
0.29159416._6 0._28883o*_8 ('*14627921*03 0.29026277_ 5
1 0.10905788"05 0.232244;2*_1 0.1_q72045,04 0*789688_3*03 _.99021627"04 C.2_ql2318"03 -_.71173262"_! 0.514?2601_0|
2 0.5418_754*02 0.770581_6. C; _.60867536,02 C.851504f6.02 0.SrST9999*C'2 O.6f1219997*_2 9.||387169"_4 0.8?qT7136"03
3 O* 29356150*03 0.9_38_508._5 _.7804726T,02 0.19164106"03 r. _. 0.4716_877-03 O. 109S28AI*OA
4 0.25312d89._3 -O.5_Lg5_4_*CI C.67918328,C! C.58825191,04 0.13694099,05 O. 0.11_'4901.01 C.22037710_0|
5 0*593_030_*02 _.33440972,_2 C.33450(31,02 _*_05886_0-02 C.2296_648*_1 -O.q6389241*31 C.57030301-02 O.|OAIAIA_F"OI
6 0.61271573,01 C.116q8412,02 0.34900_01,02 0.3230_000,02 _*18200_06,01 0.724_01.02 C.13687166,C1 0.6821998T*02
|48.00C0 180033.50 ?bl?.O_b 25.52566 8797.700 2|.73316 -89.62 5)_.SH_b SS.OA
_8_.18_5 21089989.00 820_8.1_3 24.92724 85462.564 5.34225 184.T1 0.811 1.03
28.2565 58.78 37_650.0_0 _.21000 1571.|86 6.9644? -13.70 -0.111 25563.23
CASE | TRAJECTORY ID -6 kON SECTION 2 PAGE 23
O* 0.83422453,01 G*76882734*04 0.42943|24,08 0.84952621._0 -C.34985673-00 "0.39_8A59_-_0 O*3185q82A*02
0.20999999-C_ C.1955_148-_1 (.5(1.127747._4 _.11890109,08 0.51728277-_ _*93680296*'0 -0.14241463-00 _*71501321*92
O* _.189GB3C7-_1 C*3GSS4q?3*04 0.21085223._8 0.421487_1-_0 -_.4517_428-04 0.q_684237*_ r.ESO?ZTSE_02
0.34879685.&3 -_.3487q855+_3 _*3482%657*('4 _.168t2015-01 C.13_94484,01 C.38|34484,04 0.27336197,03 _.39602032,00
0.2670692_*06 C.93848418+08 C.14652549*03 C.29064426_(3
1 0.11225262,03 C.2529T62_*01 C*12_B_30T*C4 0*26984514*03 C.BSSqOC30*C4 C.217|9681,_5 -C.73341642,?1 0.33422453,_|
2 0*53998110*02 L.78384296÷02 0.80936128,_2 _.86629209.02 C*_3799q9,C? C.682|9q92,02 0.||A!6523,04 0*G84A5222*03
3 o*3q32q175*03 C.9(!_83904,03 _.7784_8_?_02 0.19599933._3 0* 0* C.47112255"r3 0.109T6584,34
4 0.238q11_4._3-£.6051_865,01 0.71458015,01 0.$3337701,04 C.12487403,05 C.. 0.!|0426_9,_1 _.22037989_0|
5 0.5q500000,02 _.33_42865._2 0.33450031,02 0.71638287-02 _.23_27143,01 -0.13628T61,02 O.80q89T30-¢? 0.19045416-0|
6 0.$9019091._1 0.1110906T*02 C.33000001,02 _.32000_0(*02 C.60000038._0 G*?IOCOCOI*02 0.14104|61,0! 0.68219995_02
150.0000 |86644.25 7939.45? 25.19043 9]23.698 2|.57?3| A0.3| 5_.qql 30.T1
280.2324 21L96601.25 82045.660 24*50724 82318.015 S.552q8 149.Tq 0.732 0.8!
28*2332 41.04 375032.574 C.2]_Cg 1523.906 7.378ql -12.65 -0.1|2 220A3.80
O* 0.53529751,01 C*?_6_2861.04 0.44506222,08 0.85_3_772,00 -_.34985623-00 -C.38R60802-_r 0.3|S_652_*02
G_2_990999-0_ _.20861_08-_| C.31247505,C_ C.1_3_3782÷08 C.31835484-CC C.956802_8,C0 -0.143_8488-00 C.2143633R*_2
O* C.191_5_84-C1 C.318 98_39,04 0.21_q1348+08 C.4148¢824-C0 -0.45170428-(_4 0.9_q90568*80 0.65_95TS7_02
0.34R81796.03 -G.34_81796,03 C.34_8580,04 C.12383334,01 _.13715019÷_! _.38404|22,_4 0.2736_48_*_3 0.60329TA|,08
0*24381067*06 _.9435745_*CB _*14876901_3 0.290408!3÷_
3 0.1|_70668÷05 C.23454275+01 C.|3008|90,04 0.27067628-05 C.80!28095-04 0.|q32|426*05 -0.85!65835-_! C.55329251,0|
2 0.$527q771.02 L.79835474,_2 _.8_56613_2 _*88_86072_02 _.5032_999._2 0.682|9997*02 0.!1446?52*04 0*88042863_03
3 0*302q944_*03 C*_(?82_58._,3 _.76742942÷02 C.|95933R4,03 C* _. C*469T323q*03 0.1101T584"04
4 0.29044227,C.3 "C.711542_6.01 g.90770892÷01 0.48363575,04 C*]1558008,05 O* C.10162721.0! C.22_38183_01
S 0.595_C_C_*02 L.33444440,*02 c.33450031.02 C*5590q311-P2 0.231_r178,0| -0.18010614,_2 C.*107865|0-_! 0.23355284-01
6 0.56461322.01 C.1_49_291.02 _.3|100002.02 0.3|70_0L0._2 *_.b]99928_*CP 0.6960_CD1-02 _.16328049*_| O*A8219qS?*02
152.0000 1_3433._C 82?6.226 24.87107 9464,043 21.42839 167.A4 q5.018 26.33
280.27T2 21103413.2_ 82_52.406 24.08724 79188.022 5.78080 116.92 0.689 0.82
2d.2498 4_._2 375_41.0q0 0.21PC0 1576.089 7.82705 -11.38 -C*!13 18780.92
O* 0.57807954,_1 C.8273273_+04 f.46|2_755,_8 0.8552234_÷_ -C.34q85673-00 -0.38234923-00 C.312|5572+02
O.20gsq9qq-O_ r.21875548-L1 _.32416510÷04 :.12q_c_37,08 _.319_980-CC _.9368_296,C0 -0.142T4734-00 O.713T?T63÷02
O* .J.19581009-_1 _.32577231,04 f.21097924,_8 b.40812717-00 -(.4517_428-(.4 O.9|2q25qC*OC 0.659527_8+_2
0.3487354_03 -C.34873549. L3 G.35184_24*04 C.L7874394÷r] _.14205446÷01 0.3866_252,04 _.27385840,03 0.4!433398+0|
O.21q_4412*u6 C*_4820901.08 t.14TbiCOl*_3 (.2q022065.03
! 0.11q4(879.03 C.2353_280.01 0.13028458._4 0.27083485,03 0.7_789618.04 0.17315!_2,_5 *C.87398qqE*_| _.578P2954-0|
2 0.5352456|*02 _.81384_78._2 _.609507_8._2 _.90_19944,02 C.5037aq9_*_2 0.682|9qq7,22 0.|1478_46,_4 C. 8q4362_?,03
3 0.3926698_*C_ C.91_173_8+_ (.76334743*02 C.1q43;011.03 r. 0. O*46q20463*n_ 0.1104A239,04
4 C.2_63q999-_3 -C.75235q_B*01 _.9441_6,01 0.4322176q*04 0.10249_n1,05 0. C.q2553849.00 0.22038244-0!
S 0.5q500_C_*02 (.3_443738._2 _.334_L_1.92 _._2_259_-02 C.23179098.0| -0.22743927*02 C.1369(835-_| 0.321TA136-0|
A O* 33503425.01 C.9806123_*01 0.292_0080*02 (;.514000L0,02 -C.18599992_01 0.6R200000_02 O.23448T67*Ot 0.6821999T,22
151.3087 191078. T5 8158.128 24.97972 93_4.7|5 21.42932 |24.q8 93.0_8 2T.95
280.2814 211010_5.25 B_051.616 24*23241 80257.681 5.69q92 127.q7 C.T14 0.68
28.251_ 42.58 3752_o680 0.21000 !573.322 7.6680q -1|.84 -_.113 Iq878.SR
O* C'.869_9718.(1 G.8|849_5/*G_ 0.4%561609÷06 0*83425|9?*00 -C.34985623-C0 -0.3843|479-00 0*S|322806+02
0.20qsg99q-0_ G.21444985-C| C.3200685_*_4 _*1_717875.C_ 0.21904711-00 0.936802q6,C0 -0.|43336|3-00 C.7]$9469|,32
O* _.19422268-C1 G.322o9_3(.*C_ C.210q5733,('8 G.41043884-_0 -_.45170428-CA 0.q1188694,_C 0*68?67592*02
0.34827388.03 "_*34877588*_3 _.35072852,_4 C*|7708929.01 0.|4040|8R*C| 0.38578_!8,04 O.2TO?5?RO_03 0o6|!|9||2_08
@.22801554,_6 C.946t6211._8 _.14692700*L.5 0.29031_58,03
| 0.|18J9873,03 _.2351574_*01 0.13021270*04 C.27_83462+03 C.74033_35,04 0.18078753*05 -0.8?399998._! O*54909T1A*O|
2 0.53617934._2 C.8C 836124.02 0.60q48355,02 C-895093_2.02 0.5037q999,02 0.682199qT*02 0.||462069_4 _.89286T26_03
3 0.39278358_03 C.90_34151,03 G. T65346qA*02 bo|q4299_3+03 O* O* O*A6932026*n3 0.||0364|A_04
4 0.296399qg*03 -C.75239998.01 _.9441q996,01 Co4_02529q*04 C*|0833800"P5 O. 0.957_4|20"_C 0.2203R23§*0|
5 o.sgso00Go*C2 C.53445319"02 U.33430031,02 0-4T120142-02 C.23|5!081"0| -0.21064880*02 0.!2659793-01 O. 29T5342T-OI
6 0.54379584,C| C_10050348"02 1_.29838697,02 0-31303_89,02 -0.14 183311,C1 0.68683882*02 0.20507718,_| 0.A821_92_02
A-16
GDC-BTD66-012
CASE | TRAJECTONY IO --i _ SECTION Z PaGE 2|
|91.3C8T 191076.7S SlSa. 121 24,q?073 _3_4.?|5 _1.67_12 |2_.% qffJ.05B Z_*OS
2E0*2B14 21|0|035.Y5 82CS1.6L6 24.23241 8025T.6BI S.6_q? 127.9T O.Tl4 _*BB
2_.2S10 42*5B 3752q6*6@D O.21_G) I5758372 T.661_9 --]|*04 "_e||) |q_711e_
O. 0e56q99716*_1 C.816_57_6 _.65561699_6 0._54251q7_ --_,._qa5673-GO -_.3_&514741-_ C.3]12200660_
00_0_4_9q)-00 C.21_44985-_1 C. 32_04&5@_ _e|_7176?3_4 Co319_4711-80 _.q368D296_O -_.1_3s5625-_c _07|)q_64|_32
0.3_77586*0_ -0,_87751kb+C3 &eY_T_652*C4 _.ITTOB92q_C1 (.140_1E0_1 r.YBSTBl|88_ _. 2737578_03 Co611|_|I_B
0.22A_15_*C6 0.9&$_6211_08 C. 14_b 92700_( 3 0 °29031_$8_C'3
l O*_ ll_ 987]_£3 0°2_518742,01 C. 13(2127_*U* _.2708_?_03 C°7"_33_35_4 _. |8_78753,_5 -_. 87_q98_01 DeS69_lT16_l
0*5 _b | 7q_+02 _ ° 8_ 8_01_4_02 _° 4_ 948)55_02 _. 89_q93_2"_ C.Sr 3299q9-02 C.6821999¥,32 _. l | 4_7_69_6 0.8qI_6YTB_O)
3 00 3927855o* 03 @.90q341_1_C) C. 74834694_02 _. lq429qq3_03 6e 0* _* _6_r_2026_03 0.1 |0364|_4
5.2q6_999_03 -_. 732_q98-C1 O. 94419996_0 1 C.4502529q*b& _ * IC4331_04_5 0. O. 9S 7_4| 20_ 0. _ _03BI_Se_ 1
0.$95U_0C0+02 @*374_531_@_ _°3_43_C31_2 _o471201_7-C2 _*23151_A14_| -0*2|C64880_02 0.1265q79_-_1 _*2q_2Y-_l
6 0.5657958,,01 (*1_@5_348"_2 0.29856697,02 _.31503689-02 -C.14183311_01 _.686_3682_02 C*20807718_0| 0*6821qq97_0_
BEGIN DECAY
151.4187 191453.00 8174.]_7 24.96173 q361*C_18 21.4_q76 131.51 _.010 2T.1_
280.263q 211_1412.25 81ac1.313 2_.23241 80390.B_ 4.3[437 133012 00?34 0.62
28.2_08 42.71 242707.672 C. 1460.31q T.6907_ -11.6? -0o112 14)6_5°?_
0* _.43_4_70_01 (o81799936*r4 C'*456515_q_6 (.85425197÷C[ -_.34985621"r0 -_.38_5147q-0_ 0*31322|06_02
O° -00145_q4_6-03 _.32[62867÷04 _.I_?bIq14*Cb "*319_aTll--flC _.93680296,_0 -0*14355613-_f ?0713q6691t_
0. _.14245_8_'02 C.32307258.(_ C.2139608q*(8 _*_10438_-5( -_.4517_428-_ 0.9110869_*0C P068767592_02
0034877028_03 -_*34877C28,_3 O.35007217,_4 C*17749_69,_1 0.14_84993*01 _.38S926_9,_ 0.27325_43,_3 c.6n63210,CE
0.22666733*06 _.9_6912_7.CS 0.14694¢2;.03 C*2_5981q8.03
1 0o1_655245+03 _*235_v349_01 _.1182_39_'0_ 9.2703691_,93 C.73535298._4 O.179617FS*05 -O.BT39Qqq8_I _.430_3?00_0|
2 Uo5200204_*02 O._3846.C2 L.57484571"_2 £°83929346,_2 _*5[3?9999*02 _*68210997_2 _.11468752_06 _*BqIq2737803
3 0*35822043,_ C. 82931944_3 d.76452489,02 0*19391869_03 r. O. C.43_672q1_03 C. i023_361'_4
4 0.2_63q999-_ -C.732_998.C1 (094419_96-_1 _*_4748841,C_ _*10574847_5 O* ('.9526_58r_ O*22013T_S*_I
5 0*5950000_02 C0334453S7,02 0.33480_31-_2 _0_643_859-02 _.22453829_L1 -0.5(.627426,02 0*g_636083-01 r022263_28-_1
6 0.61505058-91 G.75_54843_C1 _.29752199-_2 G.31_67189*C2 -('.1485430T_C1 3*6860688_832 _.22946454.01 0.6821qM)e?*32
151.5582 191932*_5 8185.955 24.93832 9373.028 21.45380 135*62 q_*C|3 22°34
280.2671 21101891.75 81_25.31_ 24.23241 29896.45_ 1.72793 132.63 0.760 _.66
28.2406 *_*88 56294.501 O. 1313.62q 7.71122 -11.44 -0*112 1_3.$1
O. _.1727_29_*_1 (.81915C34._ C.45T_6121,06 C,_54251q?*_ -_.3498567]-02 -0.3845147_-00 r.31322806*_2
0. -:.14321_26-G3 ('*3_108875-f_ _.12797_?*(6 ¢.31c_?11-0C ".q348(;296"C) -_*1_355613-00 C.713_691_22
O* C*165_75-C2 C.3231881T*¢4 C*21_96541+08 _.41043884-CL -_.45170428-_4 0°911_86q4+_ r.65¥6?S92_2
0.34876288.0_ -_*14874288.C3 0.351C3741.(4 _*|7763389-_1 _°1_092619*G1 C.38611131+04 0.27368432"C) C.61196_e:8
0.22376311_b _.9472272_*08 L.14695741+03 C*10499141_03
1 0*38776485÷_2 C.23525355.01 C*1_417_16._4 0*26951782*03 (,*T29S_C46*_4 _.1782563_*_5 -0.82_99998*_1 C.1727q2_8_01
2 0*49_60721-_2 0.3481_482+02 ..51 701_*[2 _*5182C391,_2 (*5_379qqq_C2 _.68219997+02 _.1147r7_,04 0.8q$2_965_08
3 0._1422845*03 0.72747320,C3 G. 76301936*_2 0.19_21588,03 G* O. _.39053_39"_3 _.920689_B_03
4 _*296399_9*03 -C.73_99_8+¢1 C.9_19996,01 0*4-4427557÷04 C.105062_*C_ O. 0.946q3458*OP 0.21_06q6*01
5 0.595000_0+02 _._3_5474-02 :-*_345t_1_02 C.45570_55-02 (.21188941_rl -_.42468257-33 0.2872_491-_0 0.6_4514q_*03
6 0.16362592-u1" 0.3_84598+C1 b.2961_1_8*02 0.31466189*_2 -C.15708312_1 00685F_882"02 C.21456q66,_1 _.6SIIq_Y_T_G2
151._587 192274.75 818q.694 24*q2131 q_?6.qBl 2h44043 13?.44 _5._16 2T*_4
280*2494 21102234.25 81_96.26q 26.23261 7q$15*442 1.65662 134.2q O.7?q 5.6S
28.2504 43*00 _482?.294 C* 3_6.605 7*72158 -11.28 -0.112 Iq25_eOA
O. v.14566228÷C1 _.819581_9÷04 _*45848057.06 0*85425197*06 -'.34985673-_: -C.38451479_00 _.3132_B_6*02
O* -_.1_131189-_3 _*32121977.04 C .1282_95_*[6 O. 31904211-r_ _.9368t296-00 -0.14_5561_-_0 C.713_46_1_2
0. C.1682519_--_2 0.32_0827_÷¢4 _.21O6F64+L8 _.41043_84-C0 -_.45170428-_4 0.91188694_C C.65767_92,02
0._875?45,03 -_.34875745÷_3 L.35116961-_4 C.17768984_1 _.1410272q_01 _.306243058_4 _.22370_6_03 0.61209692,_8
0.22147200÷C6 C._47449B4.÷C8 0.14696899"03 _.37874('_07÷03
1 0.31634922*G_ _*_5_221"01 C*_4766792÷_2 0*26942811_03 C.7271938q÷_4 _.17768721+05 -_*87399qq8*01 " 0.14566228_01
2 0*48750067+U_ (*_167_183_02 C.51_7L_22_2 _.4_437075,02 f.S_37_999*C2 0*68219997÷_2 C*I14¥1515-t_ _*89335S?O_)
3 0.1_487374-_2 G.24279418÷02 0.762860_7÷_2 0.19314204*03 _. b. 0.8672_41,_2 C.21T42166_08
CASE 1 TRAJECTORY ID -6 NON SECTION 2 PaGE 23
4 0.29639299_03 -_*7_23_998*01 C.94419996,01 0*44294831*06 G*10472529_05 O. 0.94457943_00 0.21_63_364_1
5 C.59500_00_2 C*33_4_5_4÷_2 _.33430_31+_2 C.44962034-_2 (.21_5713]+_1 -C.48269123+_3 0.2954_19_-C_ 0.6941S066+02
6 0.13758981,01 0.25288005,CI 0*_524198÷02 £.31431190÷02 -_.16318302,_1 _.68438883÷02 0.216_6234-01 0.6821_qq?_02
1SI.00CO 193443.25 819q.748 24.86320 9387.767 21.39374 162.30 95.02_ 26.08
28_.2771 211C3403.50 81572.6_3 24.23241 79216.593 1.2332? 139.50 0.046 _*62
28.2496 43.41 16597._2 O. 272*632 7. 754S3 -1_o 73 -0.111 18612089
0. 0.12_32074*_1 _.82_81901_C'4 L*46127965÷06 _.B_4251q7._ -_.34q8567__-_0 -0.3845142q--0_ C0313228_B_2
0. -0.13_65178-£3 C.32108262+¢4 _*1_939651,06 C.31904711-_0 _.q368_296÷C0 -9.14388613-00 C*TI3q_691_
O. 0*17429_'4-_2 0.32261156÷_4 C.21097966,¢8 r.41_4_e_-Cr -c.4317_428-_4 0.9118_6c_0 O*65762SqZef12
0*34873849*03 -_.3487_8_9+03 C.35144008+C 4 C.17786f82÷01 t*14|1_27÷61 C.3866917q_04 _*22_75321÷_3 Co61246261÷36
0.2133B535÷06 _*_819218+08 C.147_967-_3 C.36_08044"03
1 0°25755107+02 _.2830 7_68÷_1 _.8_23720-C( 0.2_33419,03 _.7244071_*04 0.176985_3_38 -O.873qq9qB÷01 G*I2332626*01
0.48494149,_2 _.2_[86019+02 _.5_550375÷02 f.45681813.02 C.503799q_÷02 _*6_219907_2 0.11422458÷_ 0.8935113_C3
0.261903_-0_ £o6_33416÷0_ ('.7627_994,02 0.19308121-03 (. O* C.765348qb_2 C.193687_6_03
4 0.2_632999"C_ -_.7323o9_8÷C1 _*_4199_6÷_1 0.44139893÷04 C.13442224÷CS _. _*_4183_12÷00 0.211_@_11_!
S C.395_000¢'*_2 C.33445232÷02 C.33480(31+02 (.42_404_7-02 ¢*2_qkRB_÷_l -_.55_q3533÷_3 0.3334¢215-0£ O*?A43|?SS_00
6 0.11615337-01 _.21334_59,01 ¢'.202000_0.02 C.31_5_000÷92 -r.183o9q92÷C1 0.682C00_3÷_2 _.2173_889,01 C*6A219q_7_D2
152.CC87 193473.00 8199.973 26._6172 0388._]1 21.39253 142.60 _5o0_ 26*02
280*2773 21103433.73 81_?1.998 24*23241 79714.215 1.227_4 139o63 0.045 0.62
28.2496 43.43 16132.752 _. 271.762 7.75536 -10.72 -0.111 IBSqB.?3
0. 0.12273_7_+01 L.82_4795._4 C.461_S13q+[6 C.85425197÷00 -C.34985673-0_ -_.3848147q-D0 _.31322806_2
O* -_.13448568-L3 _.3216_344_4 C.12942_63÷_6 C.31qO4Tll-_[ C.934802q6÷_3 -_.14388613-C0 _.?13q46q1402
O* C.17516170-r2 C.3223_817÷_ 3.210979q4÷08 C.41_438_-00 -_._312_428-04 _*q1188694_C _.657678_2_2
0.34873800÷_3 -_.34873_*c3 _o3316816(*04 0.17782130÷01 C.14|19443+01 0.38670327_04 0o27375411,03 _.61247116_0|
Q.21338521,66 _._821_83÷_B 0.147(1071÷_3 C1.35q54124÷03
1 0.2_60420_02 C.23314397÷_1 _. bo2693523(*03 0.724_*036÷04 _.17696873*03 -C.B73qq98÷_l _.1222S37_1
2 0.484_7599+02 _.29019626÷_2 _.3L532_32÷_2 _.45_80024+02 C.5£32_9q9-02 0.6821q9_7_2 _.1147248|*_4 0.89351814_03
3 0. 0* _)*74272659÷_2 1*19302064÷03 Co _* _.76272659÷_2 0*19357%4_03
4 u*29639909÷_ -_.T323_998÷ul C.9441_96÷01 0.44136182+04 r.1_1373+05 O. 9.94176428÷00 O.ZlqSq91I*Ol
5 0.5_$00000.+02 _.33_.5742÷02 0.3_45_:31-_2 C.428q006¢-_2 C.2094_33÷01 -0.55288498÷33 C. 33472416-(_ _. 7_48Sq27_3
6 0.113405_6+01 _.21233617÷01 0.201q17_0_2 0.3139B68_÷02 -C.|B453302÷C1 0.68193583÷02 0.217387T7_01 C.6821_q_7_2
1_3.£082 1;6889.5 _ 8222.312 24.89]84 _12.7_3 21.25341 152.17 95.036 23.25
ZBO. 3_CO 211_6851.73 81581.2_S 2a.23241 79442.452 1.02866 181.27 !.035 3.54
28.2480 44.63 _. C. 271.696 7.84674 -9.25 -0.1C8 1680q._6
O* _..10284o¢9+01 _.82387818*(_ 0.46937_47÷('6 _.884231q?÷CC -£.3498_673-03 -_.3845|429-00 0.31322806_92
O* -_.11&42914-£3 _.32282666÷&4 C.1326474_*_6 _*310_4711--00 !.936B0296._0 -_.1438361_-50 _o713qA691._2
O* _.100_.83_-¢2 0.32t_3203÷¢4 _.21101_11÷(8 C.4104_884-_C -C.4817_42_04 0.9118840_÷_0 0.6376TSg2*_2
0.3406T948+03 -Uo34642948÷_3 L.33206541.04 0.|7844018+_1 _.1_172q_5+01 C.3880118r*_4 _.2T3_2223"03 _*6133_748t08
0°19216843+06 C.93023353÷08 0*1_712807÷03 C.3001582S_3
1 0.20343652÷_2 [.2_311118÷01 9. C.26928S69÷_3 C.71671311-04 0.175P3794÷05 -_. 873909_÷0] 0*1_28463q_31
2 0*48254974÷02 C.267_4_73_02 _.3_069_6_÷02 C.43_8T836÷02 _.303799q_2 _.48219997÷32 3.11425062-_ 0.8q394356_0_
3 O. C. _* T62608R3÷02 _.10302481*03 (:. O. C. 7626_8_÷02 C.1_3_2681_0|
0*2;639009*_3 -_.7323Cg98+_1 0.94419q96÷_1 0_43712056÷04 _.1_3_084-05 _. 0.934238a0,00 0.21_6_6q_01
0.39_00J00,42 0.33_6287. L2 _.33_3_031÷02 G.37_31281-02 • .ZC840_46+01 -3*620?3824÷33 0._255T547-09 C.88335|47_33
0.9o082776.0_ &.17616_6÷_.1 _.2_2416q9"02 C.312_8689÷g2 -C.2_533308_1 0._74q3883÷02 0.21_3877-_! 0o68_1_1_17t_2lid DECAY
BEGIN O_LAY
154.CC00 2[0263.25 8241.820 24*32530 9434.126 21.11889 158.3q qS*052 2_o74
284*3227 21110222.28 1716.2¢S 26*23241 79174.6T9 1.03201 156.15 1.222 0.4?
28.2462 48.83 79835.87T O. 270.136 7*93639 -8._9 -0.107 15180*73
O. _*10320_41÷01 0.8284043&÷_4 C.477733T6÷¢b C.85425| 97,_0 --0._q85623-_0 -0.3845147q--00 0*313228_6_02
O* 0.39_91363-_2 C*12386_11÷04 _*13385252÷_6 _.3190a711-GC 0*03680296_0 -0.14335613-00 0. T13_69I_32
O* _*44090_44"_2 U.3|016658÷_4 _.21104383÷_8 _*_1043884-00 -c.45170428-_4 _.911886q4_00 0.65267_q2_02
0.34861_41-03 -_.34861841÷o3 0.38425877÷64 _.179463_8-01 0.14275181-01 _.38q33007-_4 _.2T385575-03 0.61417SB5_8
0.17005685÷06 0.95202835÷08 C.14724174÷03 0.3_18q303"C3
A-17
GDC-BTD66-012
CASE 1 TRAJECTORY |0 -6 _ SECTION 2 PAG_E ZNk
l 0.20400_35.02 O0293111_5÷O1 00 O.26_2_fT,03 _.T0915367,O4 C.lT3124ST*DS -0.e7399998*_l roln3Z0CJl*01
2 0.4825C766_02 _.26227836_02 0,50069340_02 C*_3]14S6T_02 OeSC_T999q_02 C.6821999T_O_ 0*'|_627620_ OeEq_39Ol_eO_
3 O* L* O*TESbOBT|_02 0019302469_3 _* 0. _.76260071"O_ O*I93_2AAq_OJ
A 0*29639999+03 -_.T323_998_1 0.q_kIQqq6_Cl 0*A3291692_04 C*102A?670_05 _. _.926T7926_00 00211_A_O_l
S O*SgSLOOO@*02 C033446766"02 C033_5_031_02 _.32_5529-02 _0200_K,)$03"01 -_*61qc)460E*_) O*3YS_ET2_-_C 0*08219_0S_28
A 0.9§644175*00 G.17503837_01 0._8241099*02 C*3|100000_02 "C*_5S3308_01 0*6680000|_02 0022172_3**0| O.AO_|q_q7_O_
|54.A_ET 201650.50 82_9.838 2Ae_S69T q_43.012 21.059"7 |Sq*82 qS.OSJ |9o71
.280.3320 21111615.2S 1716.2_8 24.23241 79064._64 1.033A7 159.88 1.299 _.94
28.2495 46*33 7_836.172 0. _?0.|36 7.qTA_O -T.6_ -0.1_6 _4SS0.2|
O. C.103_4729_01 G.82773_87*04 _.48113672*16 O.E542_IqT*OU -('.34985673-00 -0.384S|_79-00 0.3|32289A_02
O. G.39T01488-_2 C.32_2§T18.04 3.137|27|9,_6 _.319_AT11-00 C.93680296,C0 -0.14355613-_0 _.71394_9|_2
0.34859261,_3 -0.348S9261._3 0.3_78948*04 0.1799TC22.01 C.14321875+_| _*38982871*04 _.27396999*03 O.6|4$_9|q_Dl
0.16318214*G6 0.952T]122*_8 O.|AT2BT86*03 0.30189420*03
0*20423349*02 (*293111_1*01 _* C.269_8_52"03 C.73603699*_4 _.12233Sfi9"0S *_.873aqq98*O| 0.1_334729_0|
2 0°482490J8,02 G.26737_77*(2 0.50069343._ _.43125591._2 _.5_37_999,_ _.68219997*02 C.|14786TS*OA C.8949432|_3_
3 O. C. 0.7626_868,02 C°193024_*_3 _. O. 0.2626086E*O_ 0.|930_469*0J
0*2S639999+03 -C.732_9_98*_1 0.94k19996*01 (.431183_*04 0.1_207914*0_ O* 0,923703_9*00 0.219S6S95_02
$ O*_9SO00GO÷_2 G*_3446947*02 _.334_031"02 0*30_37814-C2 _*2085_9R1*01 -_.61961072"03 O*STAEBS64-P_ C.S8|T20_?_OD
6 0.9S46224b*_G f_*lTA_7287÷(_1 C.2_41699*02 C.3|L 38689"_2 -C .24_3308.01 _.66913883*02 _*22263371"C_ 0.682|9997_0_
|Np DELAY
154.4087 2_2650. SO 8249.§_8 24.AS69T 944].C|2 21.OS94T |S9.EZ qS.OS8 19.?l
280*332C 2111161S.2S 1716.2_8 24.23241 717)9.264 1.0334T |S9.E8 _.2qq O.A_
28.24SS 46*33 _* C. 2T_*136 7.ATAC0 " -T*6S -0.1_6 |ASSO*Z|
0. _.1U334729*01 _.82723087,¢4 C.48113_72-06 0.85425197._0 -C*3kqES6T3-D9 .f.384S14?q-_O 0.3|_22A_6_02
O, _.39T01_88-02 (,_4;8718÷U4 _,_37177_9.C,6 C*_|904?_2-_ _.9368_296*_0 -0.143SS613-00 _.7139_A91_22
0* C._4_7671_-G2 C.3|844(.41,_4 _.2_|(15687.(8 f,4|Ok3RSA-C_ *C*AS_T0428-_4 _.9||88694"_C _._STATS_*02
©.34859261"C 3 -0.34859261÷33 C.3547894_÷04 f .17997012,(_1 C*]422_8YS*01 _._RqB2871*C.4 0*223869_n3 P*6|45_9| q_l
0._6318224+_6 0.95271122"C8 0.14728786"C3 C.3(.189420,(3
1 0.2042334S÷02 C*2S3111_1,Cl C. 0.2692_S_2.03 O.TCb_659*_ C.17233559,0S -_.8T399998*91 0.1035_T29_01
2 0.48Z49038*02 C*2673757T*C2 G.5GC6934_*02 0.43125591*_2 0*5_379999*_2 _*6821099T*O2 O.|]4786T_*_A C.894S_2|_23
3 O* O* 0*T6260868*_2 0*19302465"03 (* O. 0.26260068*02 0.|93_246S_0]
0.296_9999_03 -_.T3239998÷_1 _,9441999b*_] _,4_|183_0÷04 C*|_2079|4*_ 0. C,923?f339"_ O.2lqSASS9_'O|o*sgsO00GG÷02 0*33_4694T*02 L.33450'_31._2 _.30837814-U2 C.2(85(98_*01 -_.61961072_03 _.37488566-0C _.Al_T2007_O0
6 0.9S4_2246+_0 _.1745728T)01 0*_8241699-02 G.31038689,C2 -C.24553308"01 _*665_3883"0_ _.22263371"01 0.692_9997_2_
CASE 1 TRAJECTORY ID -6 NO_ SECTION 3 PAGE 2S
TIME ALTITUDE VELOCITY RA FLT PATH R VELOCITY ! FLT PATH | AXL FORC[ VEL R AI DYl_q PtlS
LONGITUDE R HAGN|TUDE THRST FIXED PITCH ATT WEIGHT AXL LO FCTR NOR_ FOR_E ALPHA ATR P_S
DESCENT LAT GR_D AANGE 1HAST CONTL PITCH RAT.E WE |GHT DOT MACH NUMBER SIDE FOR_E BETA _EY NUI_I
ENGA. ISH UNITS
ON X| AC X| VMU ARU LI! L 12 113 ACOLI|
D_ ETA AC ETA VMV RRV 121 L22 L23 ACOL|2
OM ZET AC 2ET V_M PMM 131 132 133 &COl.|3
D LOSS G LOSS M LOSS _L ALP _L SET T LOSS SP I_P TO7 IN
H FLUX H PAPA DBLOS$ lISP
| NPSH NIX M.B M.S MF NO VALVE ACS
2 PIPPB PIPOB PlPF$ PIPD$ PUOEN OXDEN F STA D STA
3 M*FB _.O6 W.F$ _.O5 _*PV W*OV W°F W.O
THIMC FUINC OXlNC CAPF ¢APD CAPRA 1GFP RlXRS
S PGiF) PGIO| PVPO PSUEA BRIXR BTHINC BFUINC BORINC
A DPP DPO W_OI WSO| WAME MSHE EOO
|54.4087 2_]650.50 8195.99T 24._$697 94_3._12 2h 0S947 -433.71 9S.0SE I_°_Z
280*3320 21111615.25 1716.232 2_.23241 21213._79 1.13128 124°29 1.|29 0°Aa_.
29.245_ 46°33 799_b.475 C. 22_.167 T.q219S -6.79 -O.12S 144S_.$2
O. _*11312846_01 C*82773087+04 C .48113672"06 C*85425197._0 -C.34985673-_0 -C.38451479"*_0 _o313228_&_02
O* _.19920512-02 0.32_2E719+04 _.13717719,06 r._190471l-C_ C*93680296"_0 -_.|43SS6|3-n0 _.2139469|_2
O* C.56752713-02 C'.318_(_1._4 0.211_$697,C_ C.410439_4-_0 -?.A$17CA2R-_4 C.9119869_*_ 0°6ST62592-92
0.3_859261,03 -0.34_59261_(3 0°35476949*_ C.17997(12,¢1 (.1432597_*¢1 (.._Eq82f171_A _._0189697,_3 _.614509|9,08
0.1600_856÷06 0.952T1122_08 0.147_67e6.03 0°3018969T*03
_°22977817*02 C°2531266S÷_1 _. _'.26931731.03 _°?0603659÷C_ 0.17233559*05 -0.8739_998_01 0.1_312846*0|
2 O* G* _.50292965*_2 _.44335771.02 r.$9379999.02 _.69219997_02 f.l14786T_*_A 0. B94_4321_$
3 O* O. C.T6266491,C_ _.19_5092-03 C. O* C.76266491,02 0.193_S_82_03
A _.2S639999,03 -_. 73_998.01 _.94419996_01 (.A3118350_04 0.10207914_0_ _o Co92320339.0r O.21q_AoR3*C|
5 O°SASO0_GO*02 0.334_6_.T*02 0.33_500_1,02 0._C937914-_2 C °2_95_991*01 -_.619610T2,_3 _._T4_$64-_ _.88|T20_T*03
6 0.10448384,01 _.1910TC77_'1 _. _.3103$6_9,02 0° 0.66513883.02 0.2226337|.01 0.6821999Y*02
15S.¢0_C 203653.5_ 9209._ 24.3S86S 9457.783 20.97898 -40_*92 95°067 |8.23
290.345b 21113619.25 1716.231 2_.23241 715S_.74_ 1.134|q 127.2_ 1o241 3°AT
2_.2445 47.05 79_45.105 _. 270.]62 7.97986 -6.22 -0.124 |3SV2.9q
O° _.11_1932_01 L.82952441÷_'4 C._B60360T*_6 C.8542S19T*CC -0.3499$673-00 -C.384S1479-CC 0.3132280A_2
O° _.2_036339-_2 C..3_96221.0_ C.1_9_9657,06 0°319_4211-_0 _.9368¢296,C_ -_.|4_SSAI3-_C 0.T1394691_?
O° C.576869T1°02 C.31246712÷_ C.211_7566._8 0.41043994-Cf. -_.4SITr4_8-_4 0.9|18969_*_( n.6S76?_92,_2
0.34970476-03 -v.3_87(ATA÷C3 _.35_55_4÷_4 0.18084(:6_( I 0.1441_238,01 _.39060595*04 0.3018979_*03 G.614991_3*08
0.|4963_78_06 0°95362663÷09 0°14735383_03 _o_019980T_3
1 0.23033718,0_ 0.25312391_01 O. 0.26_31178,0_ _.70152729_4 0.17119418_0S -0.8739999E*_1 0.113419_1
2 O* C. _.502_4539÷¢.2 (_.4_36_254._2 0.9_379999÷_? 0.682199_7,D_ C.11_202 _4 0.89479_A8_03
O. _. 0.76265517*02 _.19304626_03 _. _. 0.2626_12"02 Oo|q3_AA?A_O$
4 0.29639999*03 -£.7323_998,01 0.9441_99_÷01 0.42P67617.04 0.10150397,05 _° C.9192_24._P 0.219_27_*01
S 0.5945987T*02 C.334_T193.02 _o3_450131_2 C.29_8160T-02 (.2_85_qB|*Cl -_.61961072,33 C.374_8S64-C0 C.881720_7_00
A 0.1_426119.01 C.1904522_*01 C* _.30950_C_*02 C* 0.661000_1"_2 0.2239_918_] C.68211_9T_0_
159.3087 218_2S.7S 8313.284 23o6S616 9567.¥42 20._0_0S *ZAO.Y3 qS°136 |O.A4
_80.4453 21128099.T5 1716*246 2_.23241 70389.771 1.1S513 123.27 2.048 0*22
28.2366 _2.35 79834.342 C° 270.121 8.42067 -3°20 -_.11S 8541o26
O* G.11_51_79÷01 0.94272230÷0_ _.5220_165.U_ C.ES42SIqY*_O -C.34q_S673-DO -0.38451_? q-00 0.3|_22806_02
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0.89917599-01 0*24341194-02 (._5200143,(4 _.231_7_63,06 _.31782846-00 r.93631223_C0 -_.14808310-_0 _.T1498349_01
0*67729106-03 0.39_1803-0_ C.27803182.04 C.21167_92,(6 0.42332311-CC -e.41093443-_3 0.8_$97638,_C 0.649383_4_02
0.330263631_3-_.33(2636._f. 3 0*3§7_42893(4 _*8US_?_S9*CI _*76663436_01 0.42337682*04 0.30190811103 C*•3700309_00
0*23113620._4 C.9630142_06 0*149693301C3 0.30|90233.03
1 0.25921823"02 0.2_303962,U1 C* _*269_6629*03 _.49366320304 "0.119P9622"05 -C.873_999_*01 0*11925838101
2 O. 0. _.48_a1427.;2 0*4328693|*02 _.50379999÷02 C.68782905,C_ C.1|SS4509304 0.90649902_03
3 O* C.* _.76209874,02 G*19293642)03 _. O. _.76_qB74)_2 C.19283642+03
4 0.2_63999_03 -0.2323_998+01 C.944199_6÷01 C.31276830)_4 _.74306378)_4 0. 0.7_26112130C 0.21969975+01
S 0.$7627636,02 C.329950(0,02 C.32893_5,02 C.23123261-P4 0.2_5r3981,_1 -#.61961072)13 O.37488364-rO C.0|12_002+0_
• 0*90818389*00 0.11262940,u1 C. G*_6900_GG*02 G* _.47200003,02 0.26773010"01 O*612N199|_O2
153./000 294636.00 6934.$54 20.46433 10237.331 |7.10732 -5*20 93*§12 _.23
281.1'244 21204658.39 1716.545 24.95473 62?67.868 1.29811 10.21 6.561 0.0_
28.189_ 83.13 79768.860 _.:8849 269.907 10.57828 0.0S -C.020 223*63
O* 0.12981113,01 0.9129_6_4,_4 3.73_42207._6 _'*3490)454,CC -_.35064331-0_ -0.39524298-0_ r.31395353-02
0.88492753-01 C.24486479-02 (..35829_88,04 _.2_4o561_*_6 C.31807154-00 _.9365n8483_0 -0.14736420-0_ 0.71653•60_02
-0,68973474*0] ¢'.39723973-02 0*277674_(4 _*21_9_776*_8 _.4219r. 278-0_ -_.41393022-03 0.93663961*00 _.6504S_22_02
0.35_2672430_ *C.35_26724+_3 (..38862474*04 _.83684_623L1 0.79992602,01 0.42448831304 0.30193334303 0.63781796_0|
0.20938211,C4 G.86503729*_6 (_*14876336-03 ¢*30190188)03
1 0.26014444,_2 0.253C5734,01 _. _.269_$686,0_ _*48806433304 0*11716975*05 -0.$7399998,01 0.32901315_01
2 O. O. "C'.48_33859302 C..4331226_*02 C.50379999302 0.682856273_2 0.11337432"98 0. S0690000*03
3 O* G. _.76207_97,_2 0.19284917*03 _. O* f.76207697,_2 0.1920491T_03
0.2_639999,03 -C.73239998._1 C.94_19_96,01 C.30._23_81)04 0.73496276304 O* 0,694_3C97"00 0*21949|29_01
0.57339796,02 _.32976_9+L2 G*3_QTbC?_)_2 _.2_ ?_1478-04 r.2083_981÷01 -0.61961072.33 _.37406364*_0 0.8|!T_007_00
6 0*80092963*00 0.15609423,_1 O. 0.26750O01,02 O. r._65C0C_33_2 0.2746C339_01 0.6826S6_2_0_
186.C000 303987.00 9047.33L 20.09106 10333.243 1T.303SS -2.92 93.566 0.13
281.1012 21214016.5_ 1?IN.ST9 2_.684_2 61958.189 1.31497 5.97 6.743 0.00
28.1824 87.24 797_9.895 C.09144 269.679 10.S3229 5.03 "-_.r12 i_1.2_
_•SE 1 TRAJECTORY 10 -6 k_N SECTION S PAGE _9
0. 0.1314_661)_1 0.92827_B_*L4 L.73_1144_*_6 _.83065436300 -_.350688C5-CC -0.3_123151-C0 _.31695203"02
0.91440327-01 0.24943777-02 C.3622C876.04 C.2_$46352÷_6 _.31661469-_ _.936461603_g -0.14607_C-n? 0.714_6T43_2
0.5_47_741-02 _.38585381-02 _.22361633._4 C.21199C43._8 _.41761364-0_ -_.4380_105-C3 0.9386232130_ C.6531S980,02
0.33027485,03 -0.3S0_7485÷03 0.3;182_8_+_4 C.935_6236301 _.B 9812497,C 1 0.42779140,04 C.3019_T_4303 C.b_026_S?)ON
0.118819_6,04 0.96503366308 0.14996260.0_ C.301900433C3
1 0.2629628_*02 _.25305051,01 C. 0.260028_8,03 0.4632_2_9÷04 0.11138459,05 -0.87399990*01 0.131496|3_0|
Z O* C. _.48230994*_ C.4339_715302 C.50379999,r2 C.68293498.32 0.11366319,04 0.90839620_03
3 O* G- 0.7620116_)_2 _.19282742303 O* O. _.762_1160*02 0.19_62242_03
4 0.2S639999_03 -L'.732_¢998.01 r._41_6÷01 r.294_69_7304 0.70466113304 C. C.66_17394.r_ ©.21948269,01
S O. $7356217.02 0. 32919181302 0.3_91_183)32 C* 1177273_-04 C.2_ 830981301 -0.61961_72"33 0.374_6564-0: C* _61?_00?_20
6 0.87663000*00 0.15140764*01 5. 0.26300000"02 0. 0.44400002"02 0.29777227"01 0*68293498_02
191.000 U 319423.C0 9_06*030 19.48720. 10497*743 17.01211 -I.IS 95.e_9 3.05
261.2126 212294_3.73 1716.633 24.1_772 60608.913 1.34402 2.4_ 6.9_ _.00
28.1711 94.20 79744.812 C.CS_ll 269.331 10.193_6 0.02 O.CIS 42.90
O. _.1344_23u301 C'. _.S_014.04 _.B_496707*06 _.6_43262&)_ -r.33097423-C0 -0.38399677oCC 0.31347673_0_
O. 99112396-01 C.23731259-32 (.)AEA_?SC*C& :.26373969-L6 _.3;035767-C_ _.93636434"¢3 -0.14336637-90 0.213|34_02
0.47676221-02 _._C204541-U2 C.2669_32.(4 =.21212_$8÷_8 0._¢ 980676-'0C -C.57761465-03 0.9121348_)_C 0.63002276+02
0.330281_4,_3 -_.33( 281u4)r'3 _.397C3391.C_ _.11126279_(2 _.1_757231302 0.43317468*04 0.301932_e)_S 0.64433379_00
0.42313339,03 0.96_1243130_ C.1302766_+03 _.30189792+03
1 0.26783232,02 0.25303893"01 O. C.2639810330_ C.4271031_304 0.10174413,33 -0.87399996,01 0.13440230"01
2 O* C* _,.47_019C*_2 ('*_529_73"_2 (.SC379999+02 0.68306622÷0_ C.113_1704"_4 0.91033407_03
3 O* G* C.761901963_2 _.19279086_03 ¢* • _. 0*7619_196302 0.1927_086_03
6 0.29639999"0_ *C.73239998"_1 _.94419996,01 C.27(78670"U_ C.63416636+_4 U* 0.6230091_*CG 0.2184•240_01
5 0.$7016917+02 _.32824400"_2 _.32824405,_2 _.49_$034_-05 0.2_83_9_1,01 -0.61961072*03 0.324P8364*00 0.8817_00T_00
6 0*83744611*00 0.143318_4"01 C* G.25SS00C0"C2 ¢* 0.40900003"02 _.365_8363"0| 0.683044:22*02
196.0000 334680._0 9372.$62 18.90572 10668.210 16.$3657 -0.$0 qS*232 0*02
281.3662 21244733.50 1716.691 23*67039 $92_q.679 1.$7437 1.12 T.136 0.03
28.1594 IC1.31 79229.$61 f*11333 269*703 9.92_62 0.01 C.0_7 16.96
O* _. 1374374_+G1 C.96396B44.C_ C.85271186)_6 0.85731477)00 *_.3_148417-00 -0.37612160-00 O* 30qN3S90_02
0.11337823-00 _.265_8327-_2 C._757_221,_ 0.23233216._6 _.32222133-0_ _._361_2633_0 -0.14340923-_C 0.712P2603332
0.97784442-03 _.4135_941-02 _.26_23015,_4 :.212237363_ 0.4(147445-C0 -_.819_1563-03 0.91386_2"00 0.66329633*02 :
0.35026367*03 -0.33_26367-C3 t*4L.2_751a*L4 _.13_5929_+r2 _.12689691"02 _._3840943,04 0.30190632"_3 0.648401_?_08
0.21028833.0_ _.96_14044_C8 C.1_057_82.03 0.3018qS33.(_3
1 0.27291346'U2 C.25_2713301 G* C.2689_308.03 C.38901278÷_4 0.92105312"04 -0.8730999_*01 _.13T_324_'0|
2 O* Oo _.47346277,_2 C'.4637779_)02 C.$0379999+02 0.68319748)02 C.1159P_013_4 _.91231032_03
3 O* O. _.7617915a,02 C.19273393-03 C* O* _.7617a1_4,_2 0.19223393*03
4 0.2_63999_*03 -0.73239q98.01 _.9441_996._1 0o24_343273_4 C.6_275139÷04 O* 0.37_B(qo6*_0 0.219431_8"01
S G.$6622616.02 c.3272_08"('2 _.3_729610+02 C.22724193-05 _.20L83_901.01 --_.61961072"_3 C.3748_364-_0 0.861T20_7300
6 0.Tq137824*00 0.13486_4,01 C. 0.240_000_*02 0. O. 37400003,02 O. 37401346-01 0.68319T68_02
20|*0C00 349769.73 93_4.70b 18.34369 10844.841 16.08217 *0.24 93*E!3 0.01
281.$023 21239833.UC 1716.742 23.10391 $7911.084 1.40612 O.SS ?.321 0*00
28.1472 106.37 7q714.17_ n.11963 269.733 9*70136 0.01 0.064 ?.37
O. _*140.b1235*Ll C* 98230741.04 C.90137172+C'6 C.06097376.00 -b.36149121-c0 -0.36765713-(_ C.3037368030_
0.11962721*00 _.2746_13_-02 0.38272198.c_ :.3_131390÷_6 t.32359638-00 C.93619013+_0 -0.13722 862.'_C 0.?|119423*02
-0._0222596-03 0.4274_684--02 C.2333_211,04 _.212353 BISON _.39243195-_ -_* 322_161_*_3 0.91977920"_ 0.668_092"02
0.33023490*_3 -_*33_23490*C'3 0.4'J_85333*_4 0.13127_76÷02 0.14757843*02 n.44349937304 C.30190331 _03 C.6324N05_08
0*10114103*03 0*96314784*CB 0.13_84740"03 C.30189272_03
1 G.27|23022_02 G.2_301306"01 0. 0.26939437*03 C.33092398304 0.82466746)04 -0.92399996"01 0.140•1233_1
2 O* 0. C.47193521"_ L.43837803.02 C.30379999"_2 0.66332|73*02 0.11613131 *_4 0.91466452_08
3 0. 0. _.76168017"02 0.19271633*03 _. O. 0.26168017"02 0.19221635_03
4 0.296399_r_0_ -Co73239998. Gi _.94419996*_1 L*23322137÷04 r..$4783222304 O. 0.52993435*_ 0.21_N_S609"01
S 0.$6338317,02 0.32634813*02 0.326348i3,_2 0.112366_3-05 _.2085_9313_| -0.61961072*33 0.37_8364-00 O. NBIT_OOT*03
• O. T3qss?CI*OU (..126(.2977301 O* 0.240S00CG)02 C* 0.33900CC3"02 0.2_C3C3.01 0.68332|73_02
A-20
GDC-BTD66-012
CASE 1 Tq&J_TORY ID -6 NOII SECTIOII 3 PIGE 30
206*0000 3667_*_S 9723*_53 17.89647 110_T.8_ IS*A_23T -0.|0 05*091_ 0.00
28|*64|7 2|_74778.29 |¥|6.832 22.9|33_ S65eA.T66 1.439_I D.Z6 7.4_ 0.00
28.1346 11$*_7 7r.,682.2_6 C*|ZE36 Z_9*2S9 8.A3687 _*_0 _*098 Z*40
0.|2E_$882-_0 _.2836|95h._'_[_ _.3§_7474.L4 r.3_6_eS6606 p.32545453_0_ _.936C3|92._5 -0.|338728_-_0 0.7|006|1i4_0_
O*_S?_3S_v"O_ _.44_4_£4|-_Z _*_e75_÷G_ _._|_S|_96"08 C._82898S9-_0 -0*1_105548"02 _._Z3TEE3_*O0 O*6TAS66SS_DZ
0.435400_1,02 _._651S116,C8 C*|511£826-C3 L.3C230T08*03
| 0.28369142*02 C.26983612-C1 C. C.2684C969,n? /.312813T?+_6 0.72839285_4 -_.BI3IP3OM*O! 0.1439081|_0|
3 0. _. _.7_724353+b2 0.19168S14"03 O. _* _*76776353*_2 O*ISI_I314eO_
4 0*28028Z15"03 -C.67563753"0| 0.84486567._1 0.2098TC25÷04 _.6926_46|+0_ O. _.4726_076-_ _*_lq_rSq_l
5 0.55_9017602 0*3254_CZb_C2 n.3256CU27*_2 _.63636586-06 C.2085098|-01 -0*61961072*_3 P.3748856_-r_ _.88|7_07_00
A 0.6501406¥+00 G.11663762*©1 _. ¢.253u0_C_*C2 0o 0.3C4r0003602 0.1_638136601 0.6834S_?_0Z
206.3_E7 3oS617.25 9734.7_9 17,77383 11039*354 |5*61574 -DelO Q_._6 0.00
281.65(_ _127S69e.25 171_.8C5 22.47371 96479.668 |._4|_4 _.23 7.411 _*5_
2_.2338 |le*_4 79673.356 _.tAB36 269*_49 8.37619 D*_O 0.|_ _ Z.Z6
O* _.|4_I_4_÷02 _.|_b_?_42*L5 _.956_6_8b*_6 _.B_479969,0_ -_*351933_2-0_ -0.35813633-_0 O*301AOIS_DZ
0°|_8_5882-C_ _*20416412-32 _.3_3868_*C4 _.321_3315*[6 _.3255T_1_-0( _*9360238_*C? -_*133647b_-0_ 0*7099912*_
0*45?23536-G2 C*64_35C_1-C2 [*_4_o?$3,_4 _._I_Sl_S_@O_ _.3822595_-_0 -_.101998_8-_2 0.924_5296"0_ _*6?_ZAZ_?_D_
0.35_28548"_3 *_.35_AB54_*d_ _.41|TA_l*d4 _.174531_4"L 2 C.170835_16C_ C*44875C17+[4 _.3P|9|bE?*?3 0*6S68_75"01
0.41690_89"C2 0*965151_9*_E _._51_239_+C_ D*3CZS|IOI*_
1 0._0401648602 _*_4_3_636+_1 u* _*26q|qHS3÷C3 0.313440S_6 _.722682S_*_4 -G°783_9|7_*_1 0*16610608_0|
2 O* _* _'.4_66_*_ _.46_44_+0_ C*5C379999"02 _°633468_*_ O*|163_SPA*n4 0*91697S2|_3
3 O. C* _,77_763+C2 _.1911977_*03 _. _. 0.77_C763+02 _.lql|g?TeeO_
5 0.559?8066*02 C.3_5341756:; C._2534175,_ C°61588511-06 C.2085C9816_] -_*6196107_-33 0.3748F564-00 0.88172007_00
6 0.67635635÷00 0.116_1587-tl _. _.23253689÷02 C. O. 3_1_3885,92 0.15067148÷01 _.AB3668_l_OZ
_EIGH_ JETTISONIED AT THIS POINT
207*_0_0 367668._$ q76_*589 17.?_|49 11_65._0_ 15.55684 -9°09 o5.9|6 OeDO
_81.bb_9 _2_77749._ _ 171_*_ 22°_8698 56288.849 1.49_93 O*_O 7.6_5 0.00
28.1320 117*4B 79659._21 (*1_/87 2_8.6|9 8*24069 2.00 _*|06 1.99
O* 0.14989_C_+C1 t*l_SAblI+_S _.961[C571*_b 0.B_53338560_ _+.35198_74-C0 *_.35679666-_ G*30_79|S0*02
0._2187227-00 [.29_96671-_ (.3914211_*t_ F.3_45352_+_6 [*3ZSBA831-_C C*g36C_$91"_ -_.133143_-_ O.?GqEAZ34*_Z
0*350_8552÷_ -9*35L2_S_+_3 _°_l_bl?_l*_* _*17769893+_2 [*176CC250_C2 _.6_9_229S*C4 _.3_]93(16(÷'3 _.65736S3|*_8
O. 37968b_l+d2 C*9_S1515o*_8 C*1511_87_*C3 @.3_294100_03
3 O* C° 0.775829B_+C2 _o|9_18661+_ O* ?° 0*775629P8+02 0*1901866|_03
4 O*Z5565616+O_ -C.58978_5_+C1 _.0c_31746_1 1..2_553371*(4 t .4_I_68Z_+G4 u. _°461_93|6-0_ 0.219_Z3¥_32
5 0*559_|157÷02 (._2521_6_*_2 _.3252]_8*u2 _.57751779-06 (.2085_981*_1 -_.61961072*3_ _*374B_S_-PO _*EEI?ZOD?_O0
6 0.6916492_*0+ 0.118BBC91*C1 [. _*_315_D1"02 (* _.2970P_2*_2 0*138b_290*01 O*AB348623_DZ
ZCB*UC_ _7_b3_.7_ 9799.1C_ |T. 59£18 11105.1_5 15.67292 -0*08 95*933 _.50
281.69_2 21_BC71_*25 17|6.8_4 22*26610 54020*3?? 1*5C508 _*lR 7.626 _*03
28*1296 118.98 ?_6_2*267 C*IZ_75 268.361 _°06192 0*_ _°1_6 1.67
O* t*15_5883o+C1 C.2cC_4977+_5 _.971_( 49e_6 _.Bb6_7_4*(_ -_._519947_-_C -_._549703&-_0 _.29_93864"0_
0.12575091-CC to_T85111-02 _*_ZSA_b+£_ :._286571460_ _*_761236C*[_ _o936C_÷_D -_*13765557-_ _*?_966338*_Z
0.216_288_*_) _.665|7_4_-_ [.Z4_4191_+[4 _*Z_2_bCU9+C8 _._?BE?66b-_[ -_.10_71687-_2 C.9_5645|6"_0 0.67735_4÷02
0*333_56_3,C2 _._65151_1*_8 C.15121859÷[_ P*3931551b+£3
1 0°2_8829)5"02 _*_4|26892÷C| _. _*Z6749123÷03 C.29729684÷04 C*_9_34287÷_6 -_.66_18144+01 C*_SO_E36*O|
2 O* C. t.4_7976_9*_; [*46686390*_2 0.59379999÷¢_ C.b8_512_7÷_2 G*11_!2_9_4 _*917TZ326_3_
CASK 1 TRAJECTORY ID -6 NON SECTION 3 PAGE 31
4 0.232_5643"03 -_. 51LiBI_3*_I _.55521772*C'1 b*20114967÷P4 C*4698_857*04 _. C.44983616-0_ _.219_206160|
S G*_5863297÷02 _.32_2112÷_ _.325_21|3"_2 _.5_P_4182-_6 _*_[85_981-_1 °_.61961_72"33 _o376_BS64-_0 0*8817_0_7*00
6 0ob7760_906_ 0.1167_831"F1 _* 0.23C000_÷02 Co _o29_C0[0_+02 D*1Z3111_1*0| 0.605_1267_0_
209oGb_ 3735_.2_ _8_7.9_ 17o9956_ 1116_*¥20 1_.38965 -0o_7 95.95_ 0.09
2_1.726_ 212_3_?_.e_ 1716oBAS 2_o13835 53752.112 |oS1263 _o16 7o431 9o_3
28.1268 1_C.5_ 796_?.1_6 C.133B5 268o1_6 ?.8977b _.0_ 0.1_7 |cA2
0.1338_569-CU _o3t_EBS_-t2 _o3_C_+_4 +.3327943_÷t'6 _.326417_2_C_ ?.9_599941÷C_ -0.13]73967-_C _.7_9485_2,_2
0.35_28566÷_3 O_o35C2_564,_ _._1_6B_÷_4 _.1_712_75,£2 n.18342733,0_ _1.651_5660*_ 0.3_197B46÷_ _.6589925_*_8
0.295317_9÷02 3o965152226_ C.IS12_797-C3 _.3_23774÷_3
| 0.2_9_87_9,0_ _.2381£167÷C1 _* _._6733557,_3 _.2_9423P6,_ 0.671_7318÷36 -_.567_1143÷01 0.|51_9334_0|
5 0o_579543_+02 (.32_149÷_ ".3_6631_+_ _o_857_354-_6 _.2_85_981,rl -_.6196_72÷_3 C.376_8566-0C 0.881720_7-00
6 0.663_ 8290-_0 _.11671187._1 _* 0.2285_00_+_2 _* 0._B_C03÷_2 0.10911758.n| 0o6035387360_
214.0_ _88_I.5_ 1_36.199 16.99_55 11366o_86 14.98222 -_._ 96.035 _.00
281.87_ _12_o_1o_ 171b.898 21.446_ 52411o917 l*551_E 3._9 + ?.386 0*00
28ol]35 12_.16 7_78o94C (..14|_ 26_o_55 ?.24296 0._ 0.134 0.69
O* _.1_1_?+_1 _.1_36189_*_5 _o1_323B696C? _._7092204,_ -_.352332rb-(r_ -_.34256937-_C ¢o29_3_03A*02
0o1_149765_0_ _o31|89_ 1-_2 (._3_616_ _.3_2_137B+C6 C.32836492-_ _.93587_4_+0_ -_.1Z778365-_0 0.7083|650÷02
O*35_Z_SB_03 -0o_5t285_÷_3 0o_1_S_6_+C_ L._11_89716_2 _.2C739322÷02 _.656096_8÷_4 _.30298367,_3 _*66305622÷00
0.1T5_8199÷_2 0.96_|533_ _o1514_7276C3 [.3_3279846_3
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24_o7_C& 47363T.S_ 1137_*b72 14°34614 1Z70|.0_4 |2*81630 -0*_| 96.5S9 0*00
282.79_7 21383829.00 1372*61S 1T._0944 44SC4°_2T |.38796 0*0| 6°TSq 0*00
_8.0234 177.49 60397._6T C* _0S.243 $067792 0.00 0*_$6 0*07
O* _o|38795_2+C| Go11606404*_ 0.13595_69"_? 0o89320754"_ -_..3S30_526-00 -0.27T3201_-_0 0.26T_0816_
O* _.ILS_36-_T C*4_BBTgA*C4 C'.47041_51"_6 C.33BSBS_4-_C _o93S2&T16"03 "0o|03|1064-00 O*TCS_9290_Z
O* _.3_C 786_0-_6 C.1976_|52"_4 _*Z 133SIB2"08 _.29586541-C_ -0.1Ta!949S-02 0.g_52262T_C0 0.T279096_0_
0.3S02R61S*03-.3.3502_1_*03 _.44_379R+04 C*3479_7TO+P_ C.34424940_0_ Oo48|_Ablb*04 _.30248202_01 _.6070_0S1_0|
0.33576009÷01 _.9651554_*08 C.15271182"03 C.30096032÷03
1 oosgsT3660+C[ _.168U_+01 _* 0.20439240_0_ C.1_64_913"C_ _o_3416909+33 -0.87399998_01 0.1S8T95_24_01
2 O. O* _.42qT283_02 Oo33TOSTO_*C_ 0._0379999J02 q*6_445040+g2 0o1|9342_E_04 _.1||TZ_|4_09
3 0. 0. C*TbSSO|Ag+02 G.12814_4S'0_ C* O* 0.76_S_|49.9_ 0.|28|9Z4_03
4 0._96309_9+_3 -C*T323_098÷_1 _.94_199_6+U1 0oT_199999.03 [*19T19099+04 _. -_.40443T6T-O_ 0o2|9Z0_71_0|
S OoS343862U+O_ _o31824718+C'2 C.31824718,92 0.937SS074-C? 0.2_6S_981,01 -0.61061072÷03 0.374RES64-0_ _.S81T_O_T_O0
6 -O*SbI6|898*CC-_*9_glSTbS+C1 _* UoITb4041S÷C_ _o _*_98_6036+01 O*|2|11GOS4_Z 0.6844_04041"02
PFN • G.6S000000+03
FUEL NAN|FOLO PRESSURE S_|TCH _TIVATED
ENO SOFT SHUT DOVN
2_3o8(C.6 473B34.SC 11373.21_ 14.3_0S |27_3o60S |_.81|!4 -0.01 96oS60 0.00
282*T911 2_38402&o2_ 13&0o536 |7.20944 44490.|T4 l*3Sbq4 0.01 6.T37 g*O_
29.C_ 1T7.61 59009.941 £. 196.2T4 S*&7S86 0.00 0*206 0*06
O. ,,.135_93g_*_I C'.II_gI|g_CS _.13603_5B÷_7 C.803207S4÷00 -_*_$39_$26-00 -0.27732018-00 O*26TSO80&_02
Oo _.1C337C9T-C7 _.4_3_8TS_*(.4 C*4Tg7342b*C& Co338_P534-C0 _o9_S_7|6÷00 -0o103116&4-00 0oT0_09_90_0_
O*3_D28&l_*03 -_.3_C2P_]_3 _.443_9bS_*_ (.3482C19_*_2 Co3444936_÷02 C*&81_CC?R*_4 0.30_487_4÷0_ _o6|T0432S_01
Go33418496*C1 _.96_1_4_*L8 _.1_2714_3,_3 (.307S8213_(3
1 O.34763b_+U_ _.16T809_C_| r. [1.19_42432÷03 (*1_1206_7÷03 _.22_3982S*0_ -G*8T399008÷01 0.|SS69303_0|
2 O* C* C.4_9299B_+02 _.3_4TST_6*C2 C._*_.3T_999+_2 _o6B_4_224_ O.11q36381_t_k. 0.11199Z19+04
3 O* C* _.7_971392"0_ 0.122452e3÷03 C. 0* 0*729T1302*02 0.1224_293_03
4 0o_9639_99+0_ -_*7323_g_8÷U1 _.94k1999b*_l _.T_190_90+03 C.19T19909÷04 O* -0.4|_T43_3-g0 O*Z|SZ02_2_01
S 0.$343387_*_2 r.3]B233ql*02 _*3_B2339|*'J2 1993_6140_-07 _.2_8S_981+01 -_o_1961072"_3 0.37488S64 -r_O O*SE|TZO_T_O0
6 -O*_ST3S4OT+_O -L*gTA?02_4*_I C* 0o1762991_G2 0* C.39396038"01 0.121|!603÷_2 0.6844S224_0Z
Pl_q • O,SS_3999g÷_3
243.93_6 4742T0._C 11375*327 14._27_0 12700.8|| 12.79908 -0*0| %*S63 0*00
282.80_ _1384392.00 248.992 |7*20944 44_.T_.O4T O*13TSb 0o_1 G.TS6 0o0_
28°0227 |7T.B4 SB&8.802 O* 82.$93 So6TOT4 0.00 O.SS& 0.06
O* O.13T_64Tg-(r r*ll7tl_S_*C5 f*]361R769*C? o.sg32cTS_+OC -C.3S39_526-00 -0.2T732010-00 0.26720886,0Z
Q. _*1028_414-CT C._54C8_89._,4 _.480_24_3+0_ _*_38S8S34-00 (o93S_6716"0_ -0.|0311664*00 C.70209290_02
O* _.30L. 17221-06 _.1_72_C. P5"04 (.21335S76"G8 _.29S86S41-0_ -C*lTq194q)'02 0.gs5z2627÷0_ O.TST90SbS_OZ
0.3S02861S*03 -_.3S02_61_*_3 0.4.318_54.C4 _.)4B4.937.02 C.34474108÷07 0.481698_4*_4 C.30293205,_3 0.68708646_08
0.33304310"01 C*96_1_$40,08 0.1S271000"C) G.74071742÷02
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2 O* 0. _.41/$5S73"U2 _.291_B801.02 0.S_3?9999÷02 0._44S56S*02 0.11938S6_+04 0.1122S34T_04
3 O* 0. 0.10o75021*32 C.7106T8£6,02 C. O. 0.10675_T1"_2 O*TIO6T806_02
4 0._9639999+01 -C. 71239_9RtC| C.9441900&*01 C. 72199099*0_ C .19T19999÷04 Oo -0o417099S6-00 0.2191130S*01
S 0.$342SJ_8.02 0.318209_0,02 _.3182U931'*02 _,932037SS-07 0.2(850081_01 -3.619610T2÷03 0.3T40_$6..-_0 G. 88|TSOOTA.00
6 -0.$7378256-_1 -C*1(0916;2.01 C.. 0.17610415.02 O. 0.3848606|,01 0.12111603*02 0.68445S6S*0_
PEN • 0.46T99999÷02
244.0000 47439S.00 1117S*0B6 14*3105Z IZTOO*_ZS_ 12.T92gT *O.D1 96,$64 0._0
282*B_4T 21384Se7.$0 267.9S3 17.20944 44466.T29 0*12010 0.01 6.764 0.00
28*0225 '177.07 507Z.6_3 {. 70.644 5.66734 0.00 0.2S_ O.O&
O* C*ISLIC_BS-CO C.1|701781"0_ 0o13626892÷(7 0.8_32G7S4÷0C -0.3S393526-00 -0.2T732018-00 O.Z6T2CE86*02
O. C*lC2_I_bO-L7 C.4_4(8858.G4 C.4B_63_74.06 0.338_B5_4-00 0.93S26716÷00 -0.|0311664.0C P.702092qO_?2
A-24
GDC-BTD66-012
Oe 0.2998987_-C6 0.1_Tr1607_b_ C.Z1335T|_8 C-2Q58654;-00 -C.17919_9)-_2 G,gss22e27t_O C.72Tq_62t02
CASE | T_&JE£TORY |O -6 _N SECTION 3 PAGE 3g
0.3_028615÷03 -_°3_2P_IS_U3 C.443_3e7C_06 0.348_7228_2 0._4763_02 0._B|7_C_3+04 O._2AS_CeO3 0.68?_qbo_3oDg
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PFR i ¢._138SS_B_62
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282.81C4 2138S_67o0_ 78©._28 17°2_44 4_57°8_4 0o_3216 _°_1 6°T89 0°07
_8._19 178o_7 6_Go21| C° 6.188 $°6_8g? 3.30 _257 _._6
3 O° £. _°53_TSl¢3*bl U° C° 0o _.S3_TS|C_CI 0°
6 -O°13_8184r_-01 --C°2397_764-_( _. (,o17S7_15_02 (o _°368_6_68_91 _.121116_3-_2 _.614461_0_
PIN • O.
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0. _.2_62_8_-b6 Co1_3979_(_ r o_133766_C8 _o2_541-_C -_°lTq|qAq_-_2 ¸ _o9552262T_ _oT_Tq_6_02
0.316_9374_01 _,96515_2+_8 b. 15275_3÷_3 _°2Slq_23_3
2 O° _o _o_1_7_378_ _°2873296_÷c2 ¢°SC 379999_C_ 0o684_8_T2_02 _o119_593e0_ 0°112_$41T_34
5 O.$33S2_7T_02 Co318C_655_2 (',318_6_5_2 (o9_355_62-_T _°2F8S_9_1+_1 -0o61961_72÷33 _.37_6_-_ _°_8|T?9_T_03
6 -0.8_3_6978-02 -Co14153276--_J _o 0o1745_0_3_2 C° _.31_C156_01 _°121116_3_02 _°bS_e3TZ_32
PiN a O°
CASE 1 TRAJECTORY ]D "-6 No_q SECT|ON 3 PAGE 3q
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2 O° C° _._1_098_8-02 _°28681_1_+_2 _°SO_Tgq_q*_2 _°6_4S_291,D2 O°llq_qS_O_ 0o112_S_31_4
3 O, ¢° _° _° _° O° O, O,
O°2q639q99+C3 -r°T323_998÷_l _,_4199_6_C1 _°7219_q©_÷0_ r°19?|999q*_4 _° -_°4_B78-0_ OeZl_Sqg_O|
b -O°_1283T2ar-02 -_°$4997536-_1 _. F.173_16_2 (° _o2S886_T7+_1 _°121116_3_2 0°68_S02Q|_2
PFIq i O°
END _E_A¥
24S°T3_6 _79223oC_ 11363°5_2 14°1246_ 12695°3q8 12°61689 -0°_1 q6,_qq 3,0_
282.86_Z 2138q'V21°5_ 32T°918 17°2_a_ _636g._ 0,0C738 0,_1 T°_16 0,0_
26,C166 181.04 0. c° 0°_50 5°_8232 0°_0 0°260 O°D6
O° _°73766_22-t2 _°116_q73_5 [°13829_87e_7 ¢°8_32r75_÷c_ -g.3s393526-¢0 -0°27732_15-_C _°2672_BSA_02
G°305_180_1 _.96S15_C8 0.1S27826T_¢3 C°38578543_(3
1 -0°_5336_86÷01 O° O° b. ¢.1397913_*_3 O,20_6TS_q_03 -_°873qgqq_01 F,T3T_g22-02
2 Oe C° _°41_L98_8_C2 _°28tel_lS_g_ ro_379q_q.*22 _°684_02q1_02 _°|lq_C95q_ C, IIZ55431_D4
3 O, O° O° _° O, _° _° O,
0.2_63999_C3 -boT32_?_÷L] _og44199_6÷_1 _°72199q_Q_03 _°1_T19999_4 _° -_°_24_878-r)9 Oo21qOqSqQeO|
5 0-$33C29G_*_2 £°317868_÷C_ _.3178_8C_÷_2 _°_5C1_8_-07 _°2_B_98]÷_1 _C°61_1C_72_33 _°374PS_b_-O_ _°881720gT_03
6 --0, 3128372*-02 --_°_997530-£1 O. _°173_16_¢2 _° _°25_86077_0! _° 121|16_2 _°6845_Zq1_0_
A-25
GDC-BTD66-012
CASE | TRAJECTORY IO -6 NON SECTION A" Pl_dE 60
TIRE ALTITUDE VELOCITY RA FLT PATH R VELOCITY ! FLT PATH I AKL FOtCE _L Aid OYgl PtS
LONGITUDE R HAGN_T_OE THRST FIXED PITCH ATT HEIGHT ARL LD FCTR NOAH FORCE ALP_AA ATN I_S
GEOCEN[ LAT GRNO RANGE THRST CONTL PITCH RATE HEIGHT DOT NACH NUIHBFR SIDE FORCE BETA REV
EOeGLISH UNITS
ON Xl AC Xl VNU RNU L|| LX2 L|3 ACOL|!
ON ETA AC ETA VNV RRV L2| LZ2 LU ACOL|2
O_ let AC ZET VNN ARM L3| LS2 L33 ATOLl)
O LOSS G LOSS H LOSS NL ALF "NL BE_ T LOSS SP INP TOT In
H FLUX M PARR DBLOSS liSP
245.T30b 479223,00 11363.542 14o|2464 12695.398 12*616Bq O* qJAeSVq 0*00
_E_oBA_ 21_89421*0_ O* 1Toe'q44 36360*000 0*0_024 O* 7* OIA 0*_
2B*0|66 |8|*fl* 6*720 ¢. 4.440 5.$8232 O. 0._60 0.06
O* G.2398239?-L3 _.1169973b.0_ _o13829387*0? 0-8932075v**0_ -_,3539_526-C0 -C.27732018-00 _.EBTEOiBb_fll
0. O. _.4_4_12oS*r_ 0o_8_9?61,_6 _.33E_8S34-00 C.9_526716_00 -0.1_31166_-_C O.¥OZOV_90_DZ
O* C* 0.1°17442T *_4 _.21339_TE*_8 0.29586_41-0¢. *C.lT919493-n2 n.95522627_00 _.?ETVOS6t_02
0°3_028616,03 °_.35028616-_ _.4_4_247_ _°_,8S946_*_2 0.344B06_9.02 C.4_301T_3*D4 O.1963q6_q*?I _.6|TI||ZO_B
D.3@SE4180*01 0.96S]_4_0E C.1_278267-_3 C.19639639,01
246.(C0b 47_968.25 11361.S31 14.0941Z 126_3.$92 12.$8930 O. c)6.60S O.O0
_82*8?11 2139C168.0_ O* 17.20944 363S8.80_ 0.0_074 _. ?._SA 0.07
2E*CIST 181._1 8.72( O° 4.440 S.$6942 O* 0.2_1 O.O_
O* 0.23983186-_ (.116©_20_*_5 r.1386_lO*LT (.893207S_*0_ -C.3S393526-_0 -_.ETT3201R-C_ _°26TE_SBA_02
O. C. _._$3_281._4 _.489T2_86,_6 _._38_85_4-0_ C.93526T16,C0 -_°1031166'v-_ r.TOEOV_VD_2
O° C. _.19_1_eE÷_4 _._1339So3,_E _.Z_SRASAI*O_ -_.1T919493-_2 _.9S52262T*0_ O.?ETVOSB_O_
G.35028Olb*C_ -_°_028616.C3 _.4446_7_04 0.3_8S9486,C_ _.34480656,_2 0.48_1240,_4 0°16718280,_! 0.68T|ll_OO
0._02_4Z99_1 _.9_$1SS44.L8 _.1S_7_206,_3 C.19639639_01
_52.2306 _9672T.O_ 11_16.2_ 1].38554 126_2.9_9 11.94930 O. 96.T30 0.00
2ES.CTT6 214669_7.T_ 3. 17.20944 36_31.137 0.00024 O. T.V?l O.OO
27.99_4 192.SS 8.?_C _. 4.440 S.300_B O. 0.2?4 0.04
O. 0.24_14SC-03 (.11_86621,CS [.1458944_÷_7 0.e_3207S4_0 -_.3539)526*00 -_.27T3201E*OC C.26?_0806_02
O. ¢* C°17166220*L_ _.2135_Eq2,08 0.29S86541-0_ -0.1?919493-02 _.9SS22627t_0 O.72T_OSA_Z
0.231£1_4,01 0.9651S5S6÷C8 C.1S299893÷03 _.19639638,01
2S_.23_6 49_727.00 1131Oo2S3 13.385S_ 126S2.939 11°94930 O. 96.7_0 0.0_
_83._778 2140_94T.75 O° IT.Z_44 _6331.L3T 0.@U024 O. T.VT1 O.OO
27.9944 19_._ 8.72_ _. 4._40 S°3_048 _. O.ETA _.OA
0. 0o24_14S_-03 C.1168_6Z1÷CS C.1458944_*0T O.EV_ECTSA*Ct' -0.35393526-_0 -_.2?T32018-_0 O.26?20BBB_02
0. G. _.4535_123÷(4 _.$11_9261÷_6 _o_38S8S34-_0 r.9_267|6*nO -3.10_11664-?0 0.?0209_N0_2
O* _. (°1718022_04 _.ZI_S_E92*_8 _.295_5_1-C_ -_.IT919493*_Z 0._552262T÷0_ O.TET_OS6_02
0.35028616*03 -_.3502_616÷U3 _._908T43._* _._48S995_*02 _.]448912S_02 _.48¥6_203_04 O.1E_lEO1E_| O.6ETlllT_VB
C.231¢?984,01 0.96SISSS6,_8 0._529_893,_3 C.19639638-01
CASE !
YlN£
TRAJECTORY ID -6 kOH SECTION S
ALTITUO_ VELOCITY RA FLT PATH R VELOCITY I FLT PATH I AXL FORCE VEL R AE
LONGITUOE R MAGNITUDE THRST FIX[O PITCH ATT HEIGHT AXL LD FCTR NORN FORCE ALP'HA
GEOC_NT LAT GRNO RAHGE THRST CONTL PITCH RATE WEIGHT DOT HATH NUNBFR SIDE FORCE EETA
ENG_LISH UNITS
O_ Xl AC XI VHU RMU L|I L12 L13
ON ETA AC ETA VNV RHV L21 LZZ L2S
Oq _ET AC ZF T VWJ RHM L$1 L32 LS3
D LOSS G LOSS M LOSS ¸ mL ALF _L BET T LOSS SP I_F
H FLUX H PARA DELOSS lISP
PERRAD PEAALT PERVEL SEHILR SENIHA ECCENT VISVIV
APORAO APOALT APOV_L ORElkC TRU AN SEHIVR PERIAP
POSARG PERIO0 TIHEAP ECC Ak MEANAH NNGANG
2S2.2_06 49672T. O0 11_16.2S3 13.3ES54 12652.9_9 11.94q30 O.
Z83.0¥78 214069_T.7_ _. 17o20944 36331.137 0.0D024 O°

















O. G._ACECBT5-(,3 G.II686621*LS L.1458944B*07 0.89320754*00 -C.35393526-_0 -0.27732018-00 O.26T_OEIHk_Z
O* _. _.45_ZIZS_(4 _.SIT_9261._ ¢._E_8S34-_0 (.93_26T16÷00 -0.10_11664-n0 C°TCZ09_90_02
O. _. C.1718_220_4 C.213S08_2_ _.29_6S_1-0_ -_.1791969_-_2 O.VSS22bET÷_O O.TETVOSA_2
0.3S028616.03 -_._2861o,03 (.44_6743,_ _.3_8S995_÷_2 _.3448912S÷02 C°4E76_203,04 n.9¥92SO_E÷O_ _.6BTlllTE*OB
0°2310T_84÷_1 C.96_1_5S6÷08 C.1_29_89_*0_ (.9792SC68-(0
0.282_6So5-37-0.1810_1.0E f.93_4677¢*05 _.4_EE480T*(7 0.12187052,_8 C.T685530(_*_ -0.11SS04_S_1_ -O.3398SBBI_OS
0._1_3_47,gE 0.6277C92S_£_ _._29_2_*_5 _°28_TS_AE÷_2 _.17632U90,_3 _.274_3512-18 0°284TTI9¥*0_ _.261D33SB_OS
0.10109288,¢_ _.22S3_971._4 C.1120S89S*_ C.1698S301_L3 0.16ZC9521_03 0.41316815-01
2_2._C{C 496908.0_ 11_1_.T75 13.3TT63 126S2.S1] 11.9421_ O. _6°?32 0.00
283._Efl 21407129.2S _. 1T.29944 _63_0°532 _.011T2 O. 7.981 0.0_
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0.21619813,08 _.69_G76_5_(*6 _.1_8_718_÷LS _*78583;75÷C2 _.|768_04_£3 ¢.27653512-18 0.2866_86|t03 C.260700_03
0*10328647÷03 0.23892_68*04 9.8_95C977_02 C.17239934_C3 C.167_4934÷03 0.62596|33_0|
_2_._GC_ 6_8_23.75 |Z899._8_ ?*6_]31 1_26¥.630 6*9_60 O* 99.133 O*
283._871 21558938.7_ O. 11.39705 31470.123 0.95433 O. 10.6C1 0.00
27.T_47 326.92 30C33.003 C°O91Cg 69.43T O. O* 0.S90 O.
O* C.95_3382.(C C*133L3529,03 0*23412037÷_7 0.91449867÷_0 *0.3_785263-00 -G.1887570_*00 C.238_539T*02
0.9|00_407-01 C* _.5155352_÷_4 C*860_9726.C6 C*3311_Sq_-C_ r.93377177._0 -C.69221869-_| C.6_i_4$023_0Z
0.41691338-C2 _. C*65318268*L2 _.21414174÷C8 0.2CIC27_3-C_ -0.29703843-02 0.979379_6_0C C.?1_02943_32
0.35028616*03 -_.35028616÷13 (.485S2632+04 _.66683386÷_2 _.663_743,02 _.5_72232?÷C4 C.43174631,_3 (.?_81l_G|_n8
O* C.96515606"08 0*15458C53_3 0*_3239719÷C3
0.39110736_7 -0.17_14_62-C8 G,?_J76853÷C5 C.©62_3183.C? C.12¥70154÷C8 0.69373311_00 -0.11022998.2C -0.33200_00_03
0.Z1629234,C8 0°7C3_9399÷_6 C.141|8130._5 _.28385140÷L2 G.|7892539÷C3 C.27_33512-18 _.28674289÷03 _.26C_1_?_
0.10366829,0_ C.2416719_*_4 0.8203_C19÷C2 _*17277744,[3 _.16778317÷03 C.66284986-01
333._00 66_963* OC 13166.285 6*9936? 14_37.Z30 6.33129 O* 98.361 O*
285.97C9 21375527.75 O* IC.66039 30775._35 0.9?587 O. 10.6o2 _*00
27*_3_5 347.54 30033.005 C*|C37: 69.4S7 O. O* 0.623 Oo
O* C.;75672(8.CC ('*13554288+CS C*2_754883÷C7 C.91729248÷00 -0.35828587-00 -C.17378676-00 (.Z3466586_02
0.10369760-0_ O. 0.525181_4÷C4 0*91213123.C6 0.35263198-00 _.9336C525÷C0 -0.63470766-01 0.6933|6|7_0_
0*20196118-02 _* -C.17_384_7,C3 _.21_13627._8 C.18498¥31-0_ *_.3C607987-_2 C.982734_8÷00 C.79339600_3Z
0.33028616÷_3 -C.35C2861o÷03 6._8_00511÷_4 _*72776922÷02 C.72396584,CZ 0.53131162*04 C.63182781,03 C.71111S31_8
O. C.965136_0÷U8 0*15472785÷03 C*_3239722÷C3
0.41C69666÷G? -0.1_818771.08 _.739(_6055_CS 0*_9036|31÷U7 C.1287236|÷08 0.68093188÷00 -_.|09_J _0_÷|0 -L_.33088373_08
0.Z1638156÷08 t.71241824.06 0*144_6745.03 0,28386242.C2 C.177011_3÷03 :.27_53512-18 0.28?063C6_03 C.Z6C39736_03
0*10605632÷03 0.2_38_75÷0_ _.78190740÷02 _*17314_81÷C3 U.1_8_9124÷03 0.70083429÷0|
CASE | YRAJECIORY ID -6 NON SECTION 3 PAGE AS
343.GD00 68039_o73 13443.363 6.38186 14816.?T6 9.788|8 O. 98.$51 O.
286.3625 2189101Z.25 _. Q.68838 30080.98_ _.99840 O. 10.690 0.08
27.6_39 368.61 30U33.0C3 C.]_4C8 6q.637 O. _. 0.631 9.
Oo G.998_498+60 _o1381C617÷C3 _.261Z3C 8_*(? C.92_17_SC÷CC -(!o35833782-CD oC.|57720_?-_ C.23068971_2
0.104_8486-0_ C. Co _38_5_1C*C4 C.96814C94÷r6 _.38374_27-_ O.93338532.CC -?.5T293_96-_| C.6q_83T61_2
0.390_|666-02 C° -_.41934|88÷C3 _.Z141_636,C8 (.16777682-C0-_.3G706170-C2 r.9838|8|3*nO 0.8C34161480Z
0.33028616,C 3 -0.38C28616÷03 0°_9_13686-04 _.?_07865_C2 _.78693417÷07 C°5380727_*_6 _.63189|C_÷(3 _.716|161_08
O. 0.96_186_C÷C8 0.15486173÷03 G.43239726_¢3
0.63|$5817._?-0.1661_186÷C8 _°7_78092_÷CS 0.71_66_||÷C7 C.12981C83,C8 0.66T54832÷CC -C.10863889,1C -_.3_930060_08
0.21666377÷08 0.7_(839_9+_ c.14703393,CS 0.23567276*_ _.1770_884.0_ C.2T_53812-|8 C._8735236÷_3 _.Z6054¥CT_03
0.10665_41÷C3 C°_4768411÷C4 C°?_417?62÷C2 C.|7330806,03 0.|6918364÷C3 C.739893Z9-0|
353.0_G0 694733.(0 13730.92_ 3.804_0 |5|C6.$28 5.27628 O. _8.763 O.
286.76_2 2160562_.0_ _. 8.61233 29386.4|S |.0_2_0 3. 10.6|6 0.00
27._CC 39C. 13 3C0_3._3 C.|0436 69.43? Oo _. O.labO 8.
O. 0.1_22CL3C*_1 C.14_?_805,0_ C.275172_D*C? 0.92286803._0 -_.38861799-CD -0.16_89253-0@ C._265|32D_OE
0.|0633729-G0 _. _.54§_687÷(_4 C.1C1914_6÷_7 0.3848_918-_C 0.9338_678÷_0 -0.30826888-01 C.692|828|_2
O. TS698978-_Z _. -_.667_3299÷_ C.214_$227,C8 _.|_974760-C0 -_o3_8839_0-02 C.98871T29-CC C.8|38¥697_2
G.33028616÷03 *_o_6C28616-_3 C.49_9_43÷0_ _.88803989._ 0.83|198_8÷02 0.33851963÷C4 _.63196|66,C3 0.¥1¥12|91_P8
0. n.9651_o_÷_8 0o18498332÷C3 _.43239728÷_3
0.65381C12-07-0.16387636.C8 C.71616_86÷£5 r.?S_36692.C7 _o|3_96Z97,c8 _.6834821C÷C0 -C.IC768_88,|0 -0.32¥84887_08
0.216_4492*_8 0.72875399._6 C.15_8_61÷C5 _.Z68883_2÷C2 0o17718785÷_3 _.27_53_12-18 0.Z8766883,03 0o26049T09_3
0.10488364÷03 _.25_98899_04 _.?_706434_2 _.|7386|?0.C3 C.169838|0,C3 Co?79098C3-0|
363.(_C_ 7(:806T.S0 14_29.216 S.2_974 15_C6.73T 4.¥883| O. 98.9¥9 C.
287o1702 21618795.0_ Do T.5C877 28691.846 |.066¥4 3. |0.66_ 0.00
27.4938 412.13 3_C33.0_5 C.11389 69.63? C. D. 0.6¥0 O.
O. C.1C_674_6,01 C. 1434l_91-CS _.28937842÷C? 0.9252_041÷CC -0o358848_2-0C *Co|Z309701o00 0.22Z98365_0_
0.11389622-CC C. 0.55_488_9_C4 0o1C74178_÷_? 0._618788-_ _.9333885_*_0 -0.439¥3_8-Pl _.6913_593_02
0.1C978_63-C_ Uo -_.918978_1_3 _.21397_1,_8 _o13067789-0_ -C.31_4_S¥6-02 C.991_1T68÷00 C.82491231_0_
0.33028616÷03 -_.38r26616,_3 _.4q743561÷_14 _.91982(86_:2 _'.915_671,_ _._4166262÷_6 0o631983_3÷03 0.7201ZS2|_C8
0. _.9681360C÷C8 _.188C9365÷C3 (.63239_28,C3
0.6¥¥38313.C7 -0.1614988_÷_8 £°69496193.05 _.78262_42_? _.|32|8874_C8 0.638¥0965,CC -C.1_48819÷|0 -_.3_63Z3_8,C_
0.216618_6.0§ _o7361882_*C6 _.18322437.C5 _.288_9228.C2 Coi772787_÷C3 _.27433512-18 C.287986|2÷C3 C.Z60_48|4_3
0.10326282,U_ _.26_$2_99÷(.4 G.67087110÷(_Z C.17420828÷_3 C.170_1329-03 _.8|93866¥_C|
373.CCOC 720368.00 14338oS2T 4o74_2! |S¥|¥.¥¥6 4.3289C O. 99.|9¥ 0.
287.$86_ 216_11_.2_ O. 6°35283 2¥99?.2?4 1.072¥1 O. 10o_29 C.OD
27._346 4_4.61 3_r33o008 C.!1_31 6_.43¥ O. 0. 0.686 P.
O. 0.|_727117.01 Co1_615783÷C_ (.3C388631.07 C.9274_314÷_ -_.35906057-C0 o0.1C44C876-_ _.21988¥7¥_2
0o|1636653-0C C. _oS66_628_C_ _.113_2_47÷C.7 r.35T1888B-3C 0.o3_3C684_C -_.36778176o_| C.6907232¥*CZ
0._6_41627-_2 _. -_.11787681.C4 _.21386_1.£_ o.|1C6_68-_C -_.318310_Q*_2 C._93832C6÷00 C.836671¥|*C_
0.38028616.03 -_*_C2_616_C_ C.4_96_C04÷C.4 0.96422C4_*C2 C.96033261÷_2 C._431C86÷C4 C.43_i7_9,C3 _.723|2831_8
0.303C3323-_? -0.1_8984_5_08 _.67398888,_ _.8165|_28÷_7 (;.13349356*08 _.623|8336÷CC *0.1f56657_÷|C -_.324¥2911_9
0.Z16687_0÷08 0.743_4225÷C6 0.|5_45722÷C5 [.2859C||!*_2 C.177372_2÷_ C.276_3512-18 0.2_830770,C3 _.26039q_$_03
0.10367_71,03 _.2_83C461,_4 C._3_506C('*02 f .1743_882,C3 _ *|711_686,03 C.86048658_0|
363o_000 ?31682.¥3 14639o189 _o262_1 16039.96| 3o89_33 O. 99.618 C.
268._1_3 21662332.28 C. 3.16331 2730_.704 |.ICCD_ 0. " 9.923 D.O_
27.3728 457.39 30C33.C_ C.IZ46_ 69.437 O. O. 0.698 O.
0. 0.110CC011÷C1 G.148971_8÷C5 _.3186|22_÷07 0o92938Z38÷C0 -C.35923883-_0 -Co8681CZ96-01 C.E|68|260_OZ
0.|2443813-GC C. Oo 57694336÷0_ C.| 1874037÷C7 _ o388_5907-0_ _.93323922_00 -0.292Z5_84-0| _.6q_|81_$_OZ
0.330C3086-C2 _o -0.1438£579÷o4 Lo2|373¥67,C8 0.8_647172--0| -0.32086|31-C2 0o998966|_*?C C._4888681_=_
0.330286|6÷03 -_.38C286|6÷C3 U.30|57C69÷_4 L.1_472887÷C3 _.1C6337_3.C3 _.54707Z19,04 0.432066_1_C3 _.¥26|3|8|_C8





CASE 1 TRAJECTOIty ID -6 lION SECTIOfl S PAGE" 41
O. C.|*?$31S8,01 _.181431Z_*CS b.48311061*_? 0.91725028,00 -9.36|70791-C0 0.16677|60-00 002_72iV_0_
Ue|A60S|_-OC _. 0.7026|5|?*_4 0.|8244r59007 0*3S926869-00 P.q32283|q_O OebAo|TqcT-_l O* bq_900il41_OI
-007018510S-03 G. _.454S9673104 902108345q*LR -0.1800R1_8-00 -C.314GAq<P|*02 G.9836A]_**00 e.100374S1_3
0035_28616*03 -0.$b_286160_3 C*5UOB3353*_4 C.1440_1¥9.03 0.143S7161._3 _.55826232"04 _04521q_/JJl*03 C.756|64411_0|
O* GeqA_|S60_*G8 _,1S576293_P3 C.43Z39?SI+03
00q65151_4.07-C.|1274222+08 ©.44q)STTl+OS _*1336Z252008 D.1S6800SS.08 O.38A_?|TII*CD -O*|_T?)536_04J)'O*_q_ Os
0.217015_4,¢8 0.7828S_C09_ C.lq97_lBA*_5 _.ZBS9618T+C2 O.17qO395S*03 O*_T4S3912-1B 0.2)|E|M4_©3 D.2_q_Y_ODl_
001|085831,03 O.3288162b_C4 _.182|3S71002 0.1TeSS_O*r3 0.17800SB7-03 C.13TtlZiZ*02
493.COCO 7q65q3.00 19073.370 C.364Rq 20_61.233 0.$6014 O. |OE*OT? Oo
293.3616 217C8341.5_ O. 347.74171 |_62o430 1.S2745 Oe |.677 0*00
26.465S 7_9.15 30033.005 • C*|9966 69.4S7 O* 00 _*13§ Oe
O. 0.152743U9_01 0.1BS1T08_*_5 C.SG|43qB7*C7 0*9|118723_00 -¢*361q_)_5-O0 O*lgb8307_-O0 _.Z_])O0_O_
O*_qSbS?T2-O_ O* 0. T1?1_287÷_4 0.18q_3899,_7 _.3_3_60_3-_0 C.q3219q46_OD O.Tq66_14T-OS h.A_lS$_O_OE
-O.2S_(LqST-U2 C • -_*Aq347491*C4 _.21336_5:*_8 -C.212319_6-00 -C.3P967_30-02 O.qT?l_2e2*O0 C.1022SB2_*_3
0.3S02_1_'03 *_.3502861b*c3 G*SJB_637_*C4 C*144764_1003 0.|4432837.03 _.5580887q004 O.43220?S8_03 C.TSql6$|l_OI
O* 0.9_1Sb_*08 0*1S_7741S+03 U.4_2397S1003
0,103_8073008 -_.10577_6_*08 C,42q231170_5 _,I_G 15_070nB _.16_2BSS7.08 C_3S43976_-_0 *0.BT82|627009 -O.2qASAT1)_OS
0.217C90_0.08 _.7833_174+06 0.20460214._5 1',2_5_64240_2 0*17938023"C3 _.27453512-|8 0.29291Z76,03 _.2Sq|STO|_03
00111393(q*03 _.33983926"04 _.114769430_2 C.1791C233003 _.178784Z1003 0.142|1949,02
S03.COG_ 7qT2S5*SO |9572.524 (.09308 20960.412 0.0869| O. 102.)_2 O.
293.g181 217_ qlcg*7s O. 34S.7_065 ]8967°8@0 1.58336 O* O.SAS 0000
2b.3577 779.77 3003_*_(,S C*19658 6q.AST 9, O* _.A_6 O.
O. C.1_833628._| 0.1_901061,_5 (.52_1_809._7 _.9_38530q_00 -C.36218578-00 0.22773721-00 L.2_33¢74S_02
0.19657845-00 Go _.732_4_04.C_ _.1_678_50-07 0*]5041311-0C 00932C975_*C0 O. qlb4153r-Ol 0.69_87_1_0_
0.5S0213S0-02 O. -_,533_B_*C4 _.2C9_4700.0B -_.24S46SSq-00 -0.30283584-0Z n.q69397600_C 0010420935_
0.35028616,03 -0.35028616,_3 0.5_8|85120C4 1.1451134_.03 _.14467224*_3 C.55772507.04 0.43221521,03 0.7621?141_00
O* C.9_515bCC*08 0.15_77_94,03 C.4323qTSA+C3
0.11|22662*08-0._B03_76_*07 (.ACqI_2q2+_S (.147_912_*fB _*16415913,08 C.32244632-00 -0.8574q3S6,09 -00292|2_|*0S
0.217(q163.08 u.783425_* C6 C.2096_33_*05 _.2_596671÷02 0.]7981761*_3 0.274_3512-18 0.29?12_40P3 0.2Sq81393_03
C.111q4¢62003 _._22325_4 C.3297_1Bq*_1 C.17974_19.03 _.17966302,03 0.14828_15_02
513.0000 797016.2_ 20091.813 -0.16239 ZlATq.643 -0.15190 O. 1_2.612 O*
294.4BR1 2170898_.2q _* 34_.34720 18Z73.290 1.6435S O. -_.083 0003
2_.2446 811.20 30C33.005 0.23_53 69.4S7 O. O. 0.857 00
O. _*|b_3_46700| _.1929_104.C_ C.53_24565.r7 G.8_7724430D0 -0._62_47_5-00 0,25043133-C0 OeE61)qASZ_02
0.23550438-0_ C. _.7473o95b_ _ .2_ _1812S*f7 _*34826411-PC _*q310_6_0.00 0.1031423S*_C 0.6_1882_*_2
-_.2966_049-02 G. -_°5T5q_3+_ _°Z_29Z210_8 -0.2_9807Z1-0_ -C*2qS32sqI-_2 O.qAZq_6¥q_CO G_105A52T_03
O°3502Bb|b*03 -0°35028616._3 C.5_T_9÷('_ _.l_5263qB÷C3 _*]4481673,03 n. SST|qB41004 0*43222225+03 _.76S174T1_0|
0. OeqOS1SbCG*_8 0.15_777_4,03 0*_32397560_3
C. llqBB323*G8 -_,89374147*_7 C.3889bI40*C5 _.154_641.CR 0,1684874?*08 0.288473q0-00 -O,8354651I+Cq -O,2OqO_413_S
0.217Lq170*_8 C.783_327_*L_ G.2147_37b*_S L.2B_Oe812÷C2 O*lPO37482*03 C.274_3_12-|8 O.29212678+P3 0.25qT7142_3
0.11_|45,03 C.36625481*b4 C._6559363,_ _*|805043B+C3 C.18064988_03 0.1S388_14_02
_23.0000 7q587B*25 20632.462 -C.41213 2Z020.151 -0.3861A 3. IO2*eAA 0.
295*0722 217079_8*0C C. 342.10968 17578.719 l.?OB4q O. -1.497 905_
26.126_ 843.47 30_33*_G5 C.21201 b9.4S7 O. 0. P°A6S O.
O* 0.17C 848650L1 C*19701841.05 _*_5874375+CT 0.B871703_+_0 -0.36267361-00 O°28S2B_2-O0 0.274A02_$_02
_,212_057q-00 _. 0*7631b_0_*('4 _.21173_65*_7 _.344_I_51-00 0,q319_841-_0 0.1|3e_383-_0 _obqSA_O43_OZ
-0.28q_7439-_2 O. -0. b2034841,04 _.2"8_042_*(B -O.3071qST9*_O -_.28762_q_-OZ O.9S|6388_tn_ C.10T89031_03
0.35020616*03 -0.3502861b*C3 O*_CbOb_69÷G_ C.14528712.C3 L.1_483349003 C,55652_01.04 0.43222877003 _.76817101-08
O. _.96515b0_÷C8 C*15_76904,03 b.43_39TS7,¢3
0.12961254,08 -0.79644839-¢7 C._b87_275÷_5 0.16_31661*tB _.17335_37,08 C.2523Z181-C0 -0.8100141_*0q -0.284qS_60_0S
0*21709421008 O.7836B_?5*_b 0.2201B16O+C5 C..2859692_*02 0.1R1144_70_3 C.27453_12-18 O.2qlq31_9_3 _.2997293_05
0.113C?Sq3003 _.3822349_v*C4 0.3802_538,_4 C.18148126003 0.1818549B_03 _.159629040CE
CASE 1 TRAJECTORY 10 -6 NON SECTION S PAGE 4q
533.0000 7937q7.2_ 2119S.815 -(_.6606_ 2ZS83o2B1 -0.62001 O. IC3.|6_ 0.
29So67_8 21705q97.50 _. 340.02503 lb884.149 1.77877 O* -2.74S 0.00
Z6o0016 8?6.62 39033*00_ t.20q57 69.4_7 O. Oo 0*862 0.
O. 0.1¥78_6_2÷_1 _.Z_IIB2_ 9._?_6_2_+07 _o_76186q2,C0 -_.3627181_-00 0.3173716a_-00 _o2R81423q_02
0.20957230-0_ U. C.77935050._ _.21944_83-L7 0.3799_43-0_ t.9318910S*09 0o12641]17-00 0.7_123A_0_02
0.494_2892-02 O* -Co6_?_4946÷(._ _.2099SC_7._B -C.3_16_9_5-00 -C.2BS884_0-02 0.q398_433,00 _.lOq_TA97*O$
0._02_16,03 -0.35028016,_3 _.5_bl$58b+_4 c.145_1_'70._3 U.14_qS037003 _.555725S4,04 C.43223487"03 O.TTllAI_|_OA
0. G.9651_o_O*CB 0.1S_7_401,03 _.43239760003
0.14061352, d8-_.68643_b_'÷C7 Co34B5_947,05 _.17_oBl_6*t8 0.17_860140_8 0.21_83_34-00 -O.T870138f*Oq -O.280537Ab_OS
0.2171Cb76,08 C.7849_825,C_ 0.22_77091,_5 C._859700B*_2 0.18Z28064"03 C.27453512-1B 0.29138422+03 C.259686|q_
0.1_366467*03 Co_CS_ZG_÷04 _o3_676_84÷04 _o182B3_66,C3 0.18343934*03 0.16551081*02
543._G0 7qc72q.2s 21783.3B8 -C.qC691 23170.544 -0.85_61 O. 103.44q O*
296.28_6 21703_55.SC L. 337.q192_ 16189._79 1.B5S08 O* -_.000 0.00
25.B710 ql_.bB 30_33.0_ C.20_21 bqo457 O. 5. OoRB_ O.
G. C.1B5 _0B25,[ 1 C.20_45787,05 U .$_B9B_Bq*C ? O. B6377849000 -_.363_q00S-C0 C.349_4922-00 0.302S_48_02
0.20922668-U0 _* C.7_59618B*_ _.22732_11,_7 t.33_12S3-0P 0.93174656+00 0.13_8Z669-_0 Oo T_3q_29S*OZ
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The first four pages of the IBM trajectory listing present the various input quantities
that define the trajectory, computation sequence, weights, propulsion data, etc. The
trajectory listing is divided into sections that correspond to contiguous flight phases:





Liftoff (2-Inch Motion, t = 0 sec)
Booster Jettison
Sustainer Jettison
Main engine ignition and thrust
bull dup
Continue Centaur main engine
burn
Admit Centaur Guidance perigee
altitude control
Main engine cutoff and space-
craft separate
End Centaur tank retromaneuver
} Arias
Centaur
A description of the trajectory parameters is presented in Appendix C.
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DESCRIPTION OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
APPLICABLE TO APPENDIXES A AND B
C. 1 DESCRIPTION OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND MATRICES
C. 1.1 Space-Fixed Coordinate System
U, V, W A space-fixed, right-handed Cartesian coordinate system with the
W axis aligned with the plumb line at the launch pad and the U axis
pointing in the launch direction. These axes are space fixed at
guidance to inertial. The origin of the coordinate system is earth-
centered.
C. 1.2 Vehicle Axes Coordinate System
Xl, ETA, ZETA A right-hand Cartesian coordinate system denoting the vehicle' s
fixed axes. The longitudinal (XI) axis is positive toward the front
of the vehicle. The yaw (ZETA) axis is positive toward the No. 1
booster engine, or pod No. 1, and points up in flight. The pitch
(ETA) axis is positive to the left when viewing the vehicle from its
base.




Cos (Xl,U) Cos (ETA, U) Cos (ZETA, U)
Cos (XI,V) Cos (ETA, V) Cos (ZETA, V)
Cos (XI,W) Cos (ETA, W) Cos (ZETA, W)
A transformational operator that defines the relationship between




















Time from liftoff (Appendix B) or time from sec
guidance to inertial (Appendix A)
Geocentric altitude above reference ellipsoid ft
Relative velocity referenced to a coordinate ft/sec
system fixed with respect to the air
Angle between the relative velocity vector and deg
the local horizontal plane(l), measured pos-
itive above and negative below the horizontal
plane
Inertial velocity relative to inertial coord- ft/sec
inate system, U, V, W
Angle between the inertial velocity vector deg
and the local horizontal plane(l), measured
positive above and negative below the hori-
zontal plane
Aerodynamic force along the vehicle's lb
longitudinalaxis
Relative velocity azimuth angle, defined as deg
the angle measured east of north to the pro-
jection of the relative velocity vector on the
local horizontal plane{1)
Dynamic pressure Ib/ft2
Longitude, positive east of Greenwich deg
meridian
Magnitude of geocentric position vector ft
Nongimbaled thrust lb
Angle between the vehicle longitudinal axis deg
and a space-fixed plane, U-V plane, meas-
ured positive above and negative below the
reference plane




















Weight of the vehicle
Axial load factor, the longitudinal compon-
ent of thrust less drag divided by weight
Aerodynamic force in the pitch plane acting
normal to the vehicle longitudinal axis and
applied at the center of pressure
Angle of attack in the pitch plane (XI-
ZETA plane}
Atmospheric pressure
Geocentric latitude, positive north of
equator and negative south of equator
Surface range from launch pad to the
sub vehicle point
Gimbaled thrust




Aerodynamic force in the yaw plane acting
normal to the vehicle longitudinal axis and
applied at the center of pressure



































The roll rate about the XI axis, positive
roll rate results in right-hand screw
rotation
The pitch rate about the ETA axis,
positive pitch rate results in right-hand
screw rotation
The yaw rate about the ZETA axis,
positive yaw rate results in right-hand
screw rotation
Axial components of acceleration due to
thrust and aerodynamic forces
hrust_ aero force) along the vehicle axes.maw
The components of a position vector origi-
nating at the earth center, referenced to
the space-fixed coordinate system
The time rate of change of RMU, RMV, RMW
Angle whose cosine is Lll (XI, U)
Angle whose cosine is L12 (XI, V)
























Gravity loss, time integral from liftoff
of gravity vector component along the
inertial velocity vector
Drag loss, time integral from liftoff of
all aerodynamic force accelerations along
the inertial velocity vector
Misalignment loss, time integral from
liftoff of magnitude of thrust acceleration
less thrust acceleration vector component
along the inertial velocity vector
Total losses, sum of gravity loss, drag
loss, and misalignment loss
Average specific impulse in a section of
trajectory simulation (not of a stage if it
is simulated by several contiguous sections),
quotient of time integral from beginning of
section of total thrust and total flow rate
Total impulse, time integral from liftoff of
total thrust
Product of dynamic pressure and velocity
relative to the air
Heating parameter, time integral from lift-
off of the product of dynamic pressure and










ML ALF Time integral from liftoff of the magnitude of
the thrust acceleration component in the instan-
taneous trajectory plane (R × V) less thrust










Time integral from liftoff of the magni-
tude of the thrust acceleration less thrust
acceleration vector component in the
instantaneous trajectory plane (Yt x V)
Defined by the equation
DB LOSS = 23.14 + 20 lOgl0 (Slant Range),
where slant range is the range to the vehicle
from a tracker with a 5-degree elevation
angle to the vehicle
Instantaneous specific impulse, quotient























Minimum distance in a conic from the
primary focus
Minimum altitude in a conic above a ref-
erence sphere of equatorial radius of the
earth
Velocity at the minimum distance from
the primary focus
Maximum distance in a conic from the
primary focus
Maximum altitude in a conic above a ref-
erence sphere of equatorial radius of the
earth
Velocity at the maximum distance from the
primary focus
Perpendicular distance from a point on the
conic to the major axis at the primary focus
Semimajor axis of a conic
Constant ratio in a conic of the distance from
a point on the conic to the focus, to the dis-
tance from the point to the directrix
Period of revolution
Semivertex angle between asymptotes of
hyperbola
Dihedral angle between orbit plane and
equatorial plane
Angle measured in the plane of orbit from
the ascending node to periapsis
Angular distance measured in the equatorial
plane from the earth-fixed launch longitude


























Angle at the primary focus between the deg
ascending node and the position vector
measured in the direction of motion
Twice the total energy per unit mass equal
to the square of the hyperbolic excess velocity
Hyperbolic excess velocity ft/sec
Angle at the primary focus between per- deg
iapsis and the position vector measured
in the direction of motion
Conic coast time to apogee sec
Eccentric anomaly deg
Mean anomaly deg
Range angle, angle between the launch deg


























DETAILED PROPULSION (DEPRO) OUTPUT PARAMETERS
Definitions
Net positive suction head at sustainer
engine pump inlet
Oxidizer to fuel burning mixture ratio
Total booster engine flow rate
Total sustainer engine flow rate
Fuel remaining above sustainer engine
pump inlet
Oxidizer remaining above sustainer engine
pump inlet
Propellant utilization control valve setting
Axial load factor, the longitudinal com-
ponent of thrust less drag divided by weight
Booster fuel pump inlet pressure
Booster oxidizer pump inlet pressure
Sustainer fuel pump inlet pressure
Sustainer oxidizer pump inlet pressure
Fuel density
Oxidizer density
Fuel level from reference line
Oxidizer level from reference line
Booster engine fuel flow rate
Booster engine oxidizer flow rate
Sustainer engine fuel flow rate


















































Vernier engine fuel flow rate
Vernier engine oxidizer flow rate
Total fuel flow rate
Total oxidizer flow rate
Sustainer thrust increment as a function of
valve angle change
Sustainer fuel flow increment as a function
of valve angle change
Sustainer LO 2 flow increment as a function
of valve angle change
Capacitance output from fuel manometer
in detailed propellant utilization simulation
Capacitance output from oxidizer manometer
in detailed propellant utilization simulation
CAPF divided by CAPO
Fuel pressure at fuel manometer port at
one-g acceleration
Sustainer engine mixture ratio
Liquid oxygen tank gas pressure
Fuel tank gas pressure
Liquid oxygen vapor pressure
Ambient pressure as a function of altitude
Booster engine mixture ratio after calcula-
tion of flow rates from influence coefficients
Change in thrust from C STAR table
Change in fuel flow rates from C STAR
table
































Weight of booster engine lube oil
Weight of sustainer engine lube oil
Weight of booster helium(1)








(1) For the simulation, Appendix A, WBHE represents gaseous oxygen
(2) Not simulated
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